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1
Introduction

1.1 Spintronics: from metals, semiconductors to

organics

Electronics and spintronics are two fields of technology which are very strongly
coupled. This is due to the fact that both electronic and spintronic devices use the
same elementary particles, electrons, for their operation. However, each field uses
a different fundamental property of the particle, in electronics it is the charge
and in spintronics the angular momentum, also better known as spin. For the
latter, placing the particle in a magnetic field results in a coupling of its magnetic
moment (generated by its spin) to the magnetic field. If now the spin is measured
we obtain only two possible states, the spin-up state and the spin-down state.
This last spintronic property can be used to perform Boolean logic operations, in
a similar way as is already done in nowadays computer chips. For this type of
logic operations two states are needed, a zero and a one state. This can be easily
found in a spintronic device just by assigning the spin-down state to the zero and
the spin-up state to the one state. However, to be able to create a computer chip
containing only spintronic devices it is necessary to build fundamental spintronic
devices in which the spin state can be manipulated.
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An extremely useful spintronic device is used in the read head of hard disks.
It contains a giant magneto-resistance sensor which reads the data written on the
disc, on which information is registered magnetically, and converts this to electric
current. It was in 1988 when Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg each independently
discovered the Giant Magnetoresistance effect (GMR) [1, 2]. Here, the electrical
resistance of an Fe/Cr multilayer structure was found to depend on the relative
orientation of the magnetization of the magnetic layers. In 2007, Albert Fert and
Peter Grünberg were awarded the Nobel prize of Physics for this breakthrough.
The GMR device not only is one of the most important spintronic devices found
in the past fifty years but it is also considered to be one of the first applications of
nanotechnology. This is due to the fact that nanotechnology techniques, developed
in the 1970s, enabled the production of very thin layers of materials that are
necessary for the GMR to work.

The first steps in spintronics were done thirty years before the discovery of
GMR, when spintronic effects were measured in metallic systems. The first was
the discovery of the anomalous magneto-resistance (AMR) effect [3], being a pure
bulk effect, which is the dependence of the resistance of a ferromagnetic strip
on the relative orientation of the magnetization and current. In 1973 the spin
polarization of ferromagnets was measured by using a system containing layers
in the sequence ferromagnet/Al2O3/Al in which the Al is in the superconducting
state. After the discovery of GMR a system was investigated in which the two
ferromagnetic layers are separated by a thin tunnel barrier. This resulted in
the discovery of tunneling magneto-resistance (TMR) [4]. Replacing the tunnel
barrier by other anorganic non-magnetic materials, for example aluminum, copper
or even by organic materials gives the possibility to investigate the spin transport
mechanisms in non-magnetic materials. First experiments in this direction were
already done in 1985 by Johnson and Silsbee in which they investigated spin
transport in an Al crystal using a permalloy/ aluminum crystal/ permalloy spin
valve device [5–7]. Experiments performed in these so-called spin valves can result
in spurious signals which look very similar to spin valve signals. Examples of
spurious effects are Hall and AMR effects. In order to eliminate any spurious
signals from the spin signals Jedema et al. used the non-local detection techniques
to investigate spin transport in Al and in Cu [8–10]. The same non-local technique
has also been used to investigate spin transport in organic systems, for example
in a carbon nanotube [11] and in a graphene layer [12].

Using a semiconductor instead of a metal is expected to result in useful spin-
tronic devices. One of the most useful is perhaps the spin field effect transistor.
This device was first proposed by Datta in 1990 [13] and its operation is based
on the Rashba spin-orbit coupling found in semiconductors. Here, a gate voltage
changes the spin-orbit coupling and this in turn induces spin precession. High
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on-off rations could be obtained by using ferromagnetic electrodes with unity po-
larization. Semiconductors can also be used to produce light-driven spintronic
devices. Here the band-gap found in semiconductors allows for optical spin injec-
tion and detection. Optical injection and detection enabled the first experimental
investigation of spin transport in semiconductors. For years scientists tried to
measure spin signals in all electrical semiconductor spin valve devices without
any success. The difficulty was found in the so-called conductivity mismatch [14].
Since the resistivity of the semiconductor is much higher than that of the ferro-
magnetic injector and detector, it dominates the total resistance of the device and
reduces the spin injection and detection efficiencies. This problem can be solved
by modifying the interface properties between the two systems in such a way that
the spin dependent resistance at the interface matches the spin independent re-
sistance. The first all electrical spin injection and detection was accomplished in
2007 by Xiou et al. in GaAs [15].

The interest in organic conductors for spintronic applications has similar sources
as that for the use of organic conductors in electronics. For example, it is expected
that fabrication costs will be low as the organic material can be spin coated on the
substrate. However, the main reason of interest in organics is that very large spin
lifetimes are expected since the spin-orbit interaction and the hyperfine interac-
tion are expected to be small. This is due to the fact that organic systems contain
mainly light carbon atoms having an atomic number Z = 6 and therefore the main
source of spin relaxation time, which is the spin orbit interaction, is small since it is
proportional to Z4 [16]. Also the hyperfine interaction of the spins with the carbon
nuclei is small, only 1% of carbon nuclei (with N = 13) have a magnetic moment.
Organic spin valve devices based on carbon nanotubes [11,17–20], on molecules 8-
hydroxy-quinoline aluminium (Alq3) [21] and on sexithienyl (T6) [22] have been
reported. However, the fact that most experiments have been performed using the
conventional two probe measurements which can result in spurious signals raises
the question if the measured spin lifetimes are correct. Like in metallic systems,
this spin lifetime can be correctly determined using the non-local technique.

Very recently a lot of attention is given to using pentacene and graphene
in spintronic devices. Although electronic devices containing high mobility pen-
tacene crystals can be made, no working pentacene based spintronic device has
been reported yet. On the other hand, graphene, being a single plane of carbon
atoms as strong as diamond, inert to most gases and fluids, stable to tempera-
tures up to 500 oC in air and having excellent electronic properties, has proven to
be an excellent material for spintronic devices. Non-local spin transport experi-
ments performed in our group show that the spin relaxation length in graphene,
which is the distance from the spin injector at which the spin signal decreases
by a factor e, can be as large as 2 µm at room temperature [12]. Since the mo-
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bility µ in graphene is high, (up to 2 105 cm2 V−1 s−1) [23] an application of
an in-plane electric field E results in a finite drift velocity of the charge carriers
(=µE) with a magnitude comparable to the Fermi velocity vF = 106 m/s. This
can be used to manipulate the spin relaxation length in a graphene-based spin
valve device. Here, switching the electric field direction (along/against the spin
transport direction) or changing the type of charge carriers (electrons/holes) us-
ing a gate voltage allows us to control the spin relaxation length considerably.
In one case the spins move ”upstream”, since the spins need to travel against
the action of the carrier drift to reach the spin detector, resulting to a reduction
of the spin valve signal and of the spin relaxation length. In the other case the
spins move ”downstream”, resulting to an enhancement of the spin valve signal.
Experiments performed in our group show that we can enhance/reduce the spin
relaxation length by a factor of 2 by applying a ±700 Vcm−1 electric field on a
2.5 103 cm2 V−1 s−1 high mobility sample [24]. Higher enhancement/reduction
factors can be obtained by increasing the drift velocity, for example by using
higher mobility graphene or stronger electric fields. Graphene seems to be a very
promising material for spintronic and electronic devices. However, one of the main
problems in using this remarkable system in large-scale production is that very
high temperatures (>1000oC) are needed for graphene growth. Here, chemistry
could offer a solution to this problem as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which
can be regarded as two-dimensional graphite segments, can be produced at much
lower temperatures [25].
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1.2 Motivation and Outline

In this thesis I present experimental work on spin transport in the 2-dimensional
electron/hole system graphene and in a carbon nanotube which is a 1-dimensional
conductor. I also present measurements in superconducting ultrathin tin nanowires
encapsulated in multi-walled carbon nanotubes. The chapters in this thesis are:

Chapter 2:
Some basic theoretical concepts of spintronics are introduced. I discuss the

conventional spin valve device and introduce the non-local spin transport tech-
nique. I develop a model for spin transport and precession in a nonmagnetic
material including the role of the contacts. A number of electronic and spintronic
properties of carbon nanotubes and graphene layers are presented.

Chapter 3:
Here I describe the fabrication techniques used for the production of graphene

and nanotube spin valve devices. Also the fabrication steps needed for the fab-
rication of a tin-based superconducting device are presented. A large part of the
chapter is used to discuss a number of experimental techniques which I used for
the characterization of single graphene layers.

Chapter 4:
I present our first spin transport measurements in an organic system. Non-

local and local spin transport measurements in a single-walled carbon nanotube
are presented. We show that the magnetoresistance changes measured in the
conventional two-terminal geometry are dominated by effects not related to spin
accumulation. Combining our results with a theoretical model which can be found
in Appendix A, we deduce a spin polarization at the contacts, αF , of approxi-
mately 25 %.

Chapter 5:
Here I discuss the influence of the magneto-coulomb effect (MCE) on the

magnetoconductance of spin valve devices. When two ferromagnets are weakly
connected to a Coulomb island then an application of an external magnetic field
can result to a change in resistance of the spin valve device. Here the magnetic
field changes the work function of the ferromagnetic contact, which in turn in-
duces an additional charge to the Coulomb island. We show that MCE can induce
magnetoconductances of several percents or more, dependent on the strength of
the Coulomb blockade.
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Chapter 6:
I present our first non-local spin transport measurements in a single graphene

layer. Measurements at room temperature show that spins can travel over 1.5 µm
distances in graphene before relaxing. Graphene can therefore be used as a basic
building block for spintronic devices.

Chapter 7:
Here I investigate anisotropic spin relaxation in graphene. Our experiments

indicate anisotropic spin relaxation in this two dimensional system. For spins
injected perpendicular to the graphene layer we found a relaxation time which is
about 20% smaller compared to spins injected parallel to the graphene layer.

Chapter 8:
In this chapter I present experiments on drift of electron spins under an ap-

plied DC electric field in single layer graphene spin valves. The spin valve signals
are increased/decreased, depending on the direction of the DC field and the car-
rier type, by as much as ±50%. We observe a sign reversal of the drift effect
when switching from hole to electron conduction. A drift-diffusion model of spin
transport is used to fit the experimental results.

Chapter 9:
I present electronic measurements on superconducting tin nanowires encap-

sulated in multi-walled nanotubes. The multi-walled carbon nanotube protects
the monocrystalline tin nanowire from oxidation and shape fragmentation and
therefore allows the investigation of the electronic properties of stable wires with
diameters as small as 25 nm.
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2
Theoretical aspects of spin transport in

graphene and carbon nanotubes

Abstract

In this chapter I present the physics behind electrical spin injection and detection
in a nonmagnetic material. I discuss the conventional spin valve device and intro-
duce the non-local spin transport technique. I develop a model for spin transport
in a nonmagnetic material which takes into account conductivity mismatch. I
present and discuss the spin relaxation mechanisms which can be found in a non-
magnetic material. I conclude with a number of basic electronic and spintronic
properties of graphene and of single-wall carbon nanotubes.
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2.1 Spin injection and detection

In this section I describe the mechanism of electrical spin injection and detection
in a nonmagnetic material. A description of the conventional two probe spin
valve and the non-local four probe technique is given. A very valuable method
to extract the spin relaxation time in a nonmagnetic material is by performing a
spin precession experiment. For this I develop a model taking into account spin
relaxation, diffusion and precession in a spin valve device. I conclude with a short
description and discussion of possible spin relaxation mechanisms.

2.1.1 All electrical spin injection and detection

A current which moves through a diffusive conductor can be considered to be
carried in parallel by two independent spin channels, a channel for the spin up
electrons and one for the spin down electrons [1]. This holds when most scat-
tering events preserve the spin orientation, otherwise the two channels become
strongly coupled and are not independent anymore. The spin current density
j↑,↓ of the spin up ↑ or spin down ↓ channel is proportional to the gradient of
the electrochemical potential of one of the two spin species and is given by the
relation:

j↑,↓ =
σ↑,↓∂µ↑,↓

e∂x
(2.1)

where σ↑,↓ is the conductivity, µ↑,↓ the chemical potential of the two spin
channels and e is the electron charge. The total charge current is given by j =
j↑ + j↓ and the spin current js is given by js = j↑ - j↓. Looking now into a
ferromagnet in which σ↑ 6= σ↓ we can define a spin polarization p given by the
relation:

p =
j↑ − j↓
j↑ + j↓

=
σ↑ − σ↓
σ↑ + σ↓

(2.2)

using σ↑ + σ↓ = σ which is the total conductivity in the system we obtain:

p =
σ↑ − σ↓

σ
(2.3)

and equation 2.1 becomes

j↑ = (1 + p)
σ∂µ↑
2e∂x

(2.4)

j↓ = (1− p)
σ∂µ↓
2e∂x

(2.5)

We can use the ferromagnet as a spin source because j↑ 6= j↓. In practice,
ferromagnets are used in conventional two-terminal spin valve devices. A spin
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valve device contains two ferromagnetic electrodes, the injector and the detector,
which make contact to a nonmagnetic material. Sending an electrical current
through the ferromagnetic injector creates a spin accumulation in the nonmagnetic
material. In a diffusive material this accumulation decays exponentially with
distance from the spin injector following the differential equation:

∂2∆µ

∂x2
=

∆µ

λ2
sf

(2.6)

where λsf =
√

Dτsf is the spin relaxation length, D the diffusion constant,
τsf the spin relaxation time and ∆µ = µ↑ − µ↓. If the spins relax fast, such
as to reach a uniform distribution over spin direction before arriving at the spin
injector, then the spin detector measures the average chemical potential which is
zero. In this case, switching the magnetization of the ferromagnets from parallel
to antiparallel gives no change in the total resistance of the spin valve. However,
in the situation in which the detector is set within a distance λsf from the spin
injector, a switching of the magnetization of the ferromagnets from parallel to
antiparallel produces a change in the spin valve resistance. The reason for this is
that when the magnetization of injector and detector are parallel, the spins can
enter easily the spin detector, corresponding to a low resistance of the spin valve.
However, when the magnetization of the detector is antiparallel to the injector
then the spins first have to flip their magnetization before they can enter the
detector, this results to an increase in resistance.

2.1.2 Spin injection and detection, the non-local technique

The conventional two-terminal spin valve geometry can be used to extract the spin
relaxation length, λsf . Unfortunately, in this geometry, it is sometimes difficult
to separate spin transport from other effects, such as Hall effects, anisotropic
magnetoresistance [2,3], interference effects [4], and magneto-coulomb effects [5].
These effects may obscure or even mimic the spin accumulation signal. With
a four-terminal non-local spin valve geometry [2, 6, 7], one is able to completely
separate the spin current path from the charge current path. Hence, the signal
measured is due to spin transport only.

To determine spin accumulation in the non-local geometry, one needs to con-
tact the system under investigation (metal, semiconductor, carbon nanotube) with
four electrodes. At least two of these should be ferromagnetic. They act as spin
injector and spin detector, respectively. For practical reasons, we make use of
devices in which all contacts are ferromagnetic (Fig. 2.1 a). These electrodes are
narrow, but of different widths to assure different switching fields BC [2, 7]. As
shown in Fig. 2.1 two of the ferromagnetic electrodes are connected to a current
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Figure 2.1: Spin transport in a four terminal graphene based spin valve device. a,
scanning electron microscope micrograph of a four terminal single layer graphene
spin valve. Cobalt electrodes are evaporated across a single layer graphene strip
prepared on a SiO2 surface. b, The non-local spin valve geometry: A current I is
injected from electrode 3 through the Al2O3 barrier into graphene and is extracted
at contact 4. The voltage difference is measured between contact 2 and 1. The
non-local resistance is: Rnon−local=(V+-V−)/I. c, Illustration of spin injection and
spin diffusion for electrodes having parallel magnetizations. Injection of up spins
by contact 3 results in an accumulation of spin-up electrons underneath contact
3, with a corresponding deficit of spin-down electrons. Due to spin relaxation
the spin density decays on a scale given by the spin relaxation length. The dots
show the electric voltage measured by contact 1 and 2 in the ideal case of 100%
spin selectivity. A positive non-local resistance is measured. d, Spin injection
and spin diffusion for antiparallel magnetizations. The voltage contacts probe
opposite spin directions resulting in a negative non-local resistance.
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a) Top view Side view b)

SiO 2

Al O2 3

Co

Graphene 

Figure 2.2: Cartoon illustrating the type of contact between a ferromagnetic
electrode (cobalt) and a graphene layer separated by an Al2O3 layer. a) Top view
showing an Al2O3 layer containing pinholes filled with cobalt. b) Side view. A
cobalt electrode making contact to the graphene layer.

source, such that a charge current flows into a small part of the nonmagnetic
material. The material in this case is a single layer of graphene. To be able to
inject and detect spins dynamics in the system, it is necessary to use tunnel bar-
riers (for example Al2O3) between the ferromagnetic electrodes and the graphene
layer underneath, in order to increase the spin-dependent interface resistance, and
combat the conductivity mismatch problem [8]. In practice we do not obtain an
uniform tunnel barrier since the contact resistance between the cobalt electrode
and the graphene flake shows no clear tunneling behavior. The precise nature of
contact is unknown, probably the Al2O3 contains pinholes filled with ferromag-
netic cobalt which provide an electrical link between the ferromagnetic electrode
and the graphene layer (Fig. 2.2). Also, it is essential for the device to have con-
tacts opaque enough so that carriers can pass underneath it with conservation of
spin direction. Since we use ferromagnetic electrodes the current is spin-polarized
and results in the creation of spin accumulation inside the graphene layer. These
spin-polarized electrons will diffuse in the graphene and if they conserve their
spin until they reach the voltage contacts, a voltage will be measured. Therefore,
if spin injection and spin transport take place, a bipolar spin signal should be
observed which changes sign when the magnetization configuration of the spin
injector and detector switches from parallel to anti-parallel (Fig. 2.3). Due to
the absence of a background resistance, the non-local technique is less sensitive
to device resistance fluctuations and spurious magnetoresistances (such as Hall
effects), as compared to the standard two-terminal spin valve technique.

2.1.3 Spin precession and conductivity mismatch

In the non-local geometry but also in the conventional geometry, the effectiveness
of spin injection and detection strongly depends on the relative magnitude of the
contact resistance of the ferromagnetic electrodes compared to the resistance of
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Figure 2.3: Example of a non-local measurement performed on the nonmagnetic
material graphene (measurement performed on sample B in chapter 7). The
observed resistance switching is due to spin accumulation and spin transport in
graphene. The distance between the spin injector and the detector is 2 µm.
The non-local resistance RNL is negative when the spin injector is magnetized
antiparallel to the spin detector. In this situation the detector measures mainly
the negative chemical potential of the spin down species. The solid line is a
magnetic trace to the right and the dotted line to the left.

the nonmagnetic material. A small contact resistance with respect to the nonmag-
netic material, unavoidably, results in the so-called conductivity mismatch and
also provides an extra path for spin relaxation at the ferromagnetic contacts [8].
This has to be taken into account in fitting of the spin precession measurements
by solving the 1-dimensional Bloch equations [7]. The Bloch equations describe
the combined effect of diffusion, precession and spin relaxation in the system:

D
d2~µ

dx2
− ~µ

τ
+

gµB

~
( ~B × ~µ) = 0 (2.7)

Where D is the diffusion constant, µ is the chemical potential of the spin
species, τ is the spin relaxation time, g is the g-factor, B the magnetic field, ~ is
Planck’s constant and µB the Bohr magneton. Replacing gµB

~
~B with ~ωL simplifies

the above equation to:
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D
d2~µ

dx2
− ~µ

τ
+ ~ωL × ~µ = 0 (2.8)

To perform these Hanle type spin precession experiments we first apply a mag-
netic field in the y-direction (Fig. 2.1), along the long axis of the ferromagnets,
to prepare the magnetizations of the electrodes in a parallel or antiparallel ori-
entation. Then this field is removed and a B-field in the z-direction is scanned.
An example of spin precession is depicted in Fig. 2.4, in the case of parallel (↑↑,
black curve) and antiparallel (↑↓, grey curve) magnetizations of the spin injector
and spin detector cobalt electrodes. Spins parallel to the graphene plane precess
while they are diffusing towards the spin detector at a distance L = 4 µm from
the injector. At B∼0.2 T their average precession angle when they arrive at this
contact is 180 degrees, resulting in a sign reversal of the spin signal. To extract the
diffusion constant D and relaxation time τ we have to solve the Bloch equations
(eq. 2.8).

As described above, we apply a magnetic field in the z-direction, therefore B
= Bz (Bx = By = 0) and equation 2.8 becomes:

D
d2

dx2




µx

µy

µz


− 1

τ




µx

µy

µz


 + ωL




µy

−µx

0


 = 0 (2.9)

The solutions of the above equation are:
For the z direction:




µx

µy

µz


 =




0
0
1


 exp(∓K1x),K1 =

1
λsf

=
1√
Dτ

(2.10)

To find the solutions in the x and y direction, we assume
(

µx

µy

)
=

(
µx0

µy0

)
exp(−K2x) (2.11)

Then the Bloch equations in x,y become:

DK2
2

(
µx0

µy0

)
− 1

τ

(
µx0

µy0

)
+ ωL

(
µy0

−µx0

)
= 0 (2.12)

This can be written in matrix form:
(

Dk2
2 − 1

τ ωL

−ωL Dk2
2 − 1

τ

)(
µx0

µy0

)
= 0 (2.13)
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Figure 2.4: Hanle type spin precession experiment performed on a graphene layer
(see chapter 7). Spin precession in case of parallel (↑↑, black curve) and antipar-
allel (↑↓, grey curve) magnetizations of spin injector and detector. Spins precess
while they travel from the injector towards the detector at a distance of 4 µm.
At B∼0.2 T their average precession angle when they arrive at this contact is 180
degrees, resulting in a sign reversal of the spin signal.

Finding the determinant (DK2
2 − 1

τ )2 + ω2
L = 0 results in

K2 = ±
√

1
Dτ

± iωL

D
(2.14)

The eigenvectors are:
(

µx0

µy0

)
=

(
1
−i

)
exp(±K+

2 ),K+
2 =

√
1

Dτ
+

iωL

D
(2.15)

and
(

µx0

µy0

)
=

(
1
i

)
exp(±K−

2 ),K−
2 =

√
1

Dτ
− iωL

D
(2.16)

Now we have the following system (Fig. 2.5): a spin injector electrode at x =
0 and a spin detector electrode at x = L. In practice the two electrodes, which
are ferromagnetic, induce extra spin relaxation into the system. This relaxation
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Figure 2.5: Cartoon illustrating a) a ferromagnetic electrode injecting spins in a
graphene layer and a ferromagnetic electrode used to detect spins b) The contacts
induce extra spin scattering in the system. Result is that in order to calculate the
spin density in the system, we have to take into account exponential functions not
only on both sides of the spin injector but also on both sides of the spin detector.

is taken into account in the model by introducing a parameter R which describes
the relative importance of spin relaxation at the contacts. The precise definition
of R will be given in the next section.

At the left side of the spin injector (thus for x ≤ 0), the dependency of the
spin signal is given by the sum of the three following terms:




µx

µy

µz


 = j




0
0
1


 exp(K1x) + k




1
−i

0


 exp(K+

2 x) + l




1
i

0


 exp(K−

2 x) (2.17)

Between the injector and detector (0≤ x ≤L) we search for a solution build by
the following terms:

a




0
0
1


 exp(−K1x) + b




1
−i

0


 exp(−K+

2 x) + c




1
i

0


 exp(−K−

2 x)

+d




0
0
1


 exp(K1x) + e




1
−i

0


 exp(K+

2 x) + f




1
i

0


 exp(K−

2 x)

(2.18)
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Figure 2.6: Influence of the contact on the measured spin signal when L = 2
µm and λsf = 2 µm. The normalized spin signal S(R)/S(R∞) has a quadratic
dependence in R for R <<10−5m. At large R the signal S(R) saturates to the
spin signal found at R∞, clearly, the contacts to do not influence the spin signal.
Note that the threshold value R =10−5m is defined by λsf (see text).

And for x≥L:

g




0
0
1


 exp(−K1x) + h




1
−i

0


 exp(−K+

2 x) + i




1
i

0


 exp(−K−

2 x) (2.19)

We need to find the 12 unknowns (prefactors a to l). The boundary conditions
necessary to solve the problem are: a) continuity of µx, µy and µz at x = 0 and
x = L. b) continuity of the first derivative (spin currents) at x = 0 and x = L.
Continuity of µx, µy and µz at x = 0 results in (x, y and z component):

(x) :k + l = b + c + e + f

(y) :− k + l = −b + c− e + f

(z) :a + d = j

(2.20)
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Figure 2.7: Dependence of the (normalized) spin signal S(L)/S(250nm) as function
of L for R = 106m and R = 10−6m. Here we used λsf = 2 µm. An exp(-L/λsf )
dependence in the spin signal is found for R = 106m, clearly no spin relaxation
happens at the contacts. In the case of spin relaxation at the contacts (R =
10−6m) we obtain a 1/L dependence in the spin signal for L<λsf . At higher
values of L the signal returns to the exponential dependence in L, however with
reduced amplitude.

Continuity at x = L results in:

(x) :be−K+
2 L + ce−K−

2 L + eeK+
2 L + feK−

2 L = he−K+
2 L + ie−K−

2 L

(y) :− be−K+
2 L + ce−K−

2 L − eeK+
2 L + feK−

2 L = −he−K+
2 L + ie−K−

2 L

(z) :ae−K1L + deK1L = ge−K1L

(2.21)

Continuity of the first derivative means continuity in spin currents. We only send
a spin current in the x-direction, therefore we have I = Ix(0), Iy(0) = 0 and Iz(0)
= 0. Solving for example for Iz(0) = 0 at x = 0 we obtain:

K1j + K1a−K1d +
µz(0)

R
= 0, µz(0) = j (2.22)
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where µz(0)
R is the spin current which relaxes back to the ferromagnetic contact. R

is equal to RcW/Rsq (see next section, equation 2.34), where Rc is the resistance
of the contact, Rsq the resistance of the nonmagnetic material and W the width
of the nonmagnetic material. Similar conditions as eq. 2.22 can be found for Iy(0)
= 0:

K+
2 k + K−

2 l −K+
2 b + K−

2 c + K+
2 e−K−

2 f +
−k + l

R
= 0 (2.23)

and for Ix(0) = I:

K+
2 k + K−

2 l + K+
2 b + K−

2 c−K+
2 e−K−

2 f +
k + l

R
= I (2.24)

Three more equations are obtained at x = L. A total of 12 equations with
12 unknowns are defined and can be solved using a program like MatLab. Input
parameters in this model are R, L, D and τ . In Fig. 2.6 we plot the spin signal
normalized to the value of the spin signal at R→∞ as function of the parameter
R. The parameters L, D and τ are set to be constant (L = 2µm, λsf =

√
Dτ=

2µm). When R << 10−5m we find a signal which has a quadratic dependence
in R. For R >> 10−5m the normalized signal saturates to the value 1 since no
spin relaxation is induced at the contacts. Note that the value of R at which this
crossover happens is proportional to λsf . Close investigation of eq. 2.22 shows
that this is indeed the case, the value of R has to be proportional to λsf since K1

is proportional to 1/λsf .
In Fig. 2.7 we show how the spin signal changes as function of electrode spac-

ing L for two different values of R (=10−6 m, 106 m). At R = 10−6 m and for
L < λsf we obtain a 1/L dependence in the spin signal (M. Popinciuc et al, in
preparation). This dependency is characteristic for a system in which the con-
tacts induce spin relaxation and it clearly differs from the exp(-L/λsf ) dependence
found at large values of R (no relaxation). The model developed in this sector
has been used to fit the data of spin precession in graphene in Chapter 7. Here a
conductivity mismatch problem arises due to the fact that the contact resistance
Rc between the cobalt electrode and the graphene layer covered by a thin layer of
Al2O3 is equal or smaller to the typical square resistance of the graphene layer Rsq.

2.1.4 Definition of the R value

The above model needs to be modified in such a way that it produces a quanti-
tative value of the chemical potential of the spins at a certain distance from the
spin injector. For this we need to find the value R.

First step is to represent a contact which is spin polarized and induces spin
relaxation in the system with its equivalent resistor model. This model is depicted
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Figure 2.8: Resistor model of the contact. a) A current I passes through a spin
dependent contact having a resistance R↑ for the spin up channel and R↓ for the
spin down channel. This current is distributed along the two channels in such
a way that I↑ + I↓ = I. At the output of the contact we have a difference in
chemical potential ∆µ = µ↑ - µ↓ b) The equivalent current source of the contact
in a), with Is = R↓−R↑

R↑+R↓
I and R|| = R↑ + R↓.

in Fig. 2.8 a). A current I is distributed along two spin channels, a spin current
I↑ passes through a resistance R↑ in the spin up (↑) channel and a spin current
I↓ through R↓ in the spin down (↓) channel. The current I is given by:

I = I↑ + I↓ (2.25)

The total spin current Is is given by:

Is = I↑ − I↓ (2.26)

This model can be further simplified by representing it with a current source
having a resistance R‖ in parallel (Fig. 2.8 b). The spin current which the source
produces, Is, can be found by the resistor model in Fig. 2.8 a) (we set µ↑ - µ↓ =
0), from this we obtain I↑ and I↓:

I↑ =
R↓

R↑ + R↓
I (2.27)

I↓ =
R↑

R↑ + R↓
I (2.28)

Using equation 2.26 we obtain:

Is =
R↓ −R↑
R↑ + R↓

I = PI (2.29)

The resistance in parallel to the current source is equal to R↑ + R↓
The difference in chemical potential ∆µ is given by

∆µ = (R↑ −R↓)I = P (R↑ + R↓)I (2.30)
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Taking into account that R↑ ' R↓ ' 2Rc, with Rc the contact resistance we
obtain:

∆µ = 4RcPI (2.31)

Note that in our model derived in the previous section, we do not work with
two spin channels but we use directly the difference ∆µ = µs. The resistor model
gives spin currents of:

js |(x=0)= µs/2Rc

js |(x 6=0)= N↑D
dµs

dx
W

(2.32)

where W is the width of the nonmagnetic material and N↑ the density of states
at the Fermi level for the spin-up species.

The relaxation model gives spin currents:

js |(x=0)= µs/R

js |(x6=0)=
dµs

dx

(2.33)

The resistor model and the spin relaxation model should give the same ratio
js |(x=0) /js |(x 6=0), from this we obtain the relation:

R = DN↑WRc =
RcW

Rsq
(2.34)

In an experiment we can measure the contact resistance Rc and the square
resistance Rsq and since the width W of the system is fixed, we are able to
calculate the precise value of R.

2.2 Spin relaxation

Here we present possible spin relaxation mechanisms in a nonmagnetic material,
for example in a graphene layer or in a single wall nanotube. Spin relaxation in a
nonmagnetic material is an unavoidable process which brings a non-equilibrium
population of spins (found at the spin injector interface to the nonmagnetic sys-
tem ) into a uniform distribution over spin directions. We discuss three major
mechanisms for spin relaxation in metals and semiconductors, the Elliott-Yafet,
D’yakonov-Perel’ and the hyperfine interaction [9].
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2.2.1 Relaxation and dephasing time

The relaxation of a spin ensemble is described by the Bloch equations. When a
external magnetic field is applied along the z-direction, the spins not only decay
and diffuse but also precess:

∂Sx

∂t
= γ( ~Bx~S)x − Sx/T2 + D∇2Sx, (2.35)

∂Sy

∂t
= γ( ~Bx~S)y − Sy/T2 + D∇2Sy, (2.36)

∂Sz

∂t
= γ( ~Bx~S)z − Sz/T1 + D∇2Sz, (2.37)

where D is the diffusion constant and γ=µBg/~ is the electron gyromagnetic
ratio with µB the Bohr magneton and g the electronic g factor. The longitudinal
relaxation time, T1, is the time it takes for the longitudinal magnetization to
reach equilibrium. The dephasing (transverse) time, T2, is the time needed for an
ensemble of transverse spins to lose their phase coherence. From all-electronic spin
transport measurements, we can extract both quantities T1 and T2 separately.
The longitudinal time T1 is extracted from the exponential dependence (as a
function of the electrode spacing) of the spin valve signal. In the spin precession
measurements the magnetic field is pointing in the z-direction, perpendicular to
the spin direction, and therefore the transversal spin relaxation time T2 is relevant.

2.2.2 Spin-orbit interaction

As explained below, spin-orbit interaction plays a huge role in the Elliott-Yafet
mechanism and the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism. Spin-orbit interaction takes place
when a particle carries a spin, has a speed v in the relativistic regime and moves
in a region having a finite electric field E. Under those conditions the particle
feels an effective magnetic field having a magnitude Beff=(v x E)/c, where c

is the speed of light. The electric field can have different origins, examples are
the electric field from the atomic nuclei and the electric field present in crystals
lacking inversion symmetry.

Elliott-Yafet mechanism

Elliott found [9] that conduction electron spins can relax via ordinary momentum
scattering from impurities, boundaries, and phonons if the lattice ions induce
spin-orbit coupling in the system (Fig. 2.9). Spin-orbit interaction mixes spin
up and spin down states and therefore the Bloch states (momentum eigenstates)
are not eigenstates anymore. The result is that the longitudinal time, T1, is
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Figure 2.9: Four important mechanisms of spin relaxation in semiconductors (pic-
ture and figure caption taken from Fabian et al. [9]). From top to bottom: (i) The
Elliott-Yafet mechanism, in which the electron scattering induced by impurities or
phonons has a tiny chance to flip its spin at each scattering. (ii) The Dyakonov-
Perel mechanism in which electron spins precess along a magnetic field which
depends on the momentum. At each scattering the direction and the frequency
of the precession changes randomly. (iii) The Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism, in
which electrons exchange spins with holes (circles), which then lose spins very
fast due to the Elliott-Yafet mechanism. (iv) If electrons wave functions (dashed
circles) are confined over a certain region with many nuclear spins, the hyperfine
coupling causes spin relaxation and dephasing.

proportional to the momentum scattering time, τp. Therefore, the spin flip length
(λsf =

√
DT1) is proportional to the mean free, since the diffusion constant is

proportional to τp.

Dyakonov-Perel mechanism

In the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism [9] spin dephasing occurs because electrons
feel an effective magnetic field, resulting from the lack of inversion symmetry and
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from the spin-orbit interaction, which changes in random directions every time
the electron scatters to a different momentum state (Fig. 2.9). The effective
magnetic field has therefore a momentum dependency ~B(k). Spins precess with a
Larmor frequency ~ω(k) = e/m~B(k). The most important difference between the
Elliott- Yafet and the Dyakonov-Perel mechanisms is their opposite dependence
on the momentum scattering time. Strong scattering makes the Elliott-Yafet
mechanism more effective and the Dyakonov-Perel processes less effective. This
due to the fact that in the Elliott-Yafet process the loss of phase occurs only
in the short time during collision. In the case of Dyakonov-Perel process, spin
phases are randomized between collisions, since electrons precess with different
frequencies depending on their momenta. Here, the spin relaxation time τsf is
inversely proportional on the momentum scattering time. Experimentally we can
make a distinction between the two mechanisms by investigating the dependence
of their spin diffusion lengths λsf=

√
Dτsf on momentum scattering τp. Since

the diffusion constant is proportional to τp , for Elliott-Yafet λsf ∼τp. In the
case of Dyakonov-Perel mechanism the spin diffusion length does not depend on
the momentum scattering time and for a degenerate electron system should be a
constant independent of temperature.

For the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism the relation between the spin relaxation
time and spin dephasing time can be obtained by comparing the following spin
relaxation and dephasing rates [9]:

1
T1

= (< ω2
x > + < ω2

y >)
τc

ω2
0τ2

c + 1
(2.38)

1
T2x

=< ω2
z > τc+ < ω2

y >
τc

ω2
0τ2

c + 1
(2.39)

1
T2y

=< ω2
z > τc+ < ω2

x >
τc

ω2
0τ2

c + 1
(2.40)

Here ω0 is the frequency of spin precession for a magnetic field oriented along
the z-direction (called Larmor frequency), < ω2

x >, < ω2
y > and < ω2

z > are the
expectation values of the precession frequency along the x, y and z axis. The
random fluctuating field which the moving electron feels, has a correlation time,
τc. The value of τc is determined by the momentum scattering relaxation time,
τp. The dephasing time, T2, is not necessary equal in the x and the y direction
and therefore two components are given, T2x and T2y.

The relaxation and dephasing rates simplify for an isotropic material where
< ω2

x >=< ω2
y >=< ω2

z > and therefore T2x = T2y. If the correlation time τc is
small, such that ω0τc << 1, the dephasing and the relaxation times become equal
(T1 = T2). The spin transport experiments in graphene presented in chapters 6
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to 8 are performed under the condition ω0τc << 1 and measurement of T1 and
T2 reveals that T1 ' T2, as expected.

Hyperfine interaction

The hyperfine interaction is the interaction between the magnetic moments of
the electrons and the nuclear magnetic moment (Fig. 2.9). This mechanism
dominates in the case of localized electrons, for example in quantum wells and
quantum dots. There are two reasons why hyperfine interaction should be small
in organic systems. First of all, for free electrons (holes) the interaction with the
nuclei is weak and second, if natural carbon source is used, about 99% of the
carbon atoms have no nuclear spin (N = 12).

2.3 Graphene

Graphene is a single layer of graphite, a honeycomb two-dimensional lattice of
carbon atoms (see Fig. 2.10a). It has excellent material properties, namely it
is thermally stable to temperatures up to 500 oC in air, inert to most gases, as
strong as diamond, has a high mobility and a high current-carrying capacity. The
graphite layer is only one-atom thick, therefore already one of the dimensions has
reached its ultimate limit and enabling further miniaturization of electronics.

2.3.1 Graphene electronics

The properties of graphene have been studied theoretically for several decades
already. However, only a few years ago it has became possible to isolate single
graphene layers and to study their electronic properties experimentally [10, 11].
The unique graphene band structure (see Fig. 2.10 b) gives rise to new fascinating
effects, such as anomalous quantum Hall effects [11]. In Fig. 2.10 b) the valence
and conduction bands touch each other at six points and coincide with the corners
of the hexagonal Brillouin zone. Graphene is therefore a semimetal (zero band
gap semiconductor). Around the so-called Dirac neutrality points (K, K’ in Fig.
2.10 b) the electronic states with energy E (relative to the Dirac point energy)
can be described by a Dirac-like wave equation, with the velocity of light replaced
by the Fermi velocity vF = 106 m/s:

i~vF

(
0 ∂x − i∂y

∂x + i∂y 0

) (
ΨA(r)
ΨB(r)

)
= E

(
ΨA(r)
ΨB(r)

)
(2.41)

where ΨA(r) and ΨB(r) describe the carrier wavefunction on the A and B sites
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Figure 2.10: a) Graphene honeycomb lattice showing the two non-equivalent A
(dark atoms) and B (light atoms) sublattices of carbon atoms. b) Graphene
band structure (energy vs. carrier momentum in x and y direction) showing
the nonequivalent K and K valleys. The other 4 valleys visible in the figure
are equivalent to either K or K8, since they are separated by a reciprocal lattice
vector. In the figure the Fermi energy (transparent plane) is located at the Dirac
neutrality points, which separate the hole states below them from the electron
states above them. The Fermi energy can be shifted up and down when the
graphene carrier density is changed, e.g. with the use of electrostatic gating.

respectively at a position r (=x,y) in the graphene layer.
By applying a gate voltage we are able to tune the type of charge carriers in

graphene, between electrons and holes with concentration n as high as 1013 cm−2

and a mobility, µ, which can exceed 2 105 cm2 V−1 s−1 [12,13]. For the moment
the mobility is limited by impurity and phonon scattering. In the samples used
in our study we found mobilities in the range 2 - 4 103 cm2 V−1 s−1 (Fig. 2.11).
The semi-classical Drude model enables us to calculate the mobility µ:

µ =
σ

en
(2.42)

where e is the electron charge, n the charge density and σ the conductivity.
This equation does not hold at and close to the Dirac point. The charge density
can be extracted from the relation n = α(Vg −VD) where, Vg is the gate voltage,
VD is the voltage at which the Dirac point (charge neutrality point) is found and
α = 4.3 1010cm−2V −1 for a silicon oxide layer of 500 nm thickness.
Furthermore, another important quantity is the diffusion constant D, from which

the scattering mean free path l (= 2D/vF ) can be calculated. We note that in
order to calculate D from the Einstein relation σ = e2νD, we need to know σ

which we measure experimentally, and the density of states ν(ε) which equals to:
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Figure 2.11: Resistance of a graphene layer (Sample A in chapter 7, length 5 µm,
width 1.2 µm) as function of gate voltage Vg and at room temperature. Here a
maximum resistance of 16 kΩ (3.8 kΩ resistivity) is found at Vg = 28 V. This
maximum resistivity is found at the charge neutrality point, also known as Dirac
point. Tuning the gate voltage to the right of the Dirac point induces electron
charge carries into the graphene layer. Tuning Vg to the left induces holes into
the system.

ν(ε) =
gvgs2π | ε |

h2v2
F

(2.43)

where the spin degeneracy gives gs = 2 and the two-fold valley degeneracy gv =
2 [14]. In the above equation ε is still unknown, but can be calculated from:

n(ε) =
gvgs2πε2

h2v2
F

(2.44)

Since a graphene layer is not perfect but contains impurities and vacancies,
the density of states at the Dirac point (ε = 0) is not zero but has a finite value.
It can be approximated as:

ν(ε = 0) ≈ 4π
1

hvF l
(2.45)

where l is the scattering length of the charge carriers. Using the Einstein
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relation we obtain the diffusion constant at the Dirac point D = σ/νe2. Unfor-
tunately, the value of l is not known and therefore electronic measurements do
not allow an exact measurement of the diffusion constant. However, a precise
measurement of D can be obtained by performing a spin precession experiment.
In chapter 6 we present spin precession measurements in graphene and measure
the diffusion constant at the Dirac point. Performing the same experiment at
high electron densities shows that the diffusion constant has a weak dependence
in the charge density. From this we can also conclude that l does not change
considerably as function of charge density in our samples.

2.3.2 Graphene spintronics

Theory predicts that spin life times in graphene should be relatively long [15–19].
Therefore, graphene could become a very good material for future spintronic
devices. There are two reasons why spin relaxation time in graphene is expected
to be long.

First, the weak hyperfine interaction between the electron spins and the nu-
clear spins. One of the reasons is that only about 1% of the carbon atoms consists
of the isotope C13 , which carries a nuclear spin. Second, a weak spin-orbit in-
teraction. Spin orbit interaction is a relativistic effect where the electric fields
around the nuclei are seen by the moving electrons as a magnetic field, which can
therefore give rise to a randomization of their spin directions, and thus effectively
cause spin relaxation. Because of the low atomic number of carbon (Z = 6) this
spin orbit interaction should be weak, since its strength scales with Z4.

Experiments performed in our group [20] (Chapter 6) and in other groups [21–
24] showed that spin injection, spin transport and spin manipulation in graphene
at room temperature is possible. However, the spin relaxation times are found to
be relatively short, of the order of 150 ps. Related to this it was found that the
spin relaxation length, which is the length that a carrier in graphene can travel
before loosing its initial spin direction, is about 1.5 µm.

Charge and Spin drift

In a diffusive system a charge carrier moving with the Fermi velocity vF is subject
to random scattering. Applying now an external electric field ~E gives to this
random motion a small net velocity parallel (or antiparallel, depending on the
type of charge carrier) to ~E, which is called drift velocity ~vd (= µ~E). Since
the mobility µ in graphene is high, a small electric field can result in large drift
velocities, comparable to the Fermi velocity vF . The proper way to calculate the
drift velocity in graphene is to use the relation:
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~vd =
~j

ne
(2.46)

where ~j is the current density, n the charge density and e the electron charge.
Since the dispersion relation in graphene is given by ε(k) = ~vF k, it follows that
the group velocity ~vg(k) in graphene is a constant:

~vg(k) = vF

~k

| ~k |
(2.47)

Applying now an external electric field ~E results to a shift of the k-vectors by
an amount ∆~k = e ~Eτ/~, with τ the collision time of an electron (Fig. 2.12). The
group velocity becomes:

~vg(~k + ∆~k) = vF

~k + ∆~k

| ~k + ∆~k |
(2.48)

The current density can be calculated by integrating the carrier velocities in
the two dimensional k-space:

~j = 2e

∫ kF

0

∫ 2π

0

1
(2π)2

k ~vg(~k + ∆~k)dkdθ (2.49)

The solution of the integrals is in the form of a Hypergeometric function and
does not add any insight to the physics. An insightful solution can be obtained
when calculating the current density for a small displacement in the +kx direction
(Fig. 2.12a). In this case the number of electronic states N contributing to the
current flow is two times the number of electronic states found in the filled area
in Fig. 2.12a. To calculate the number of electronic states in this filled area we
use the approximation:

N(θ, k) = cos(θ)ν(k)∆k (2.50)

where N(θ, k) is the number of states as function of the angle θ (angle between
the +kx axis and k). The density of states ν(k) is given by equation 2.43. N(θ, k)
reaches its maximum value at θ = 0, which are the states parallel to the kx axis in
Fig. 2.12. N(θ, k) becomes zero at θ = π/2 (states parallel to ky). The velocity
ux of a charge carrier in the kx direction is approximately given by cos(θ)vF . The
current density is then:

~j = 2
∫ π/2

0

N(k)uxdθ =
πν(k)e2vF τE

2~
(2.51)
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Figure 2.12: Charge drift. a) Application of an electric field E along the kx

direction shifts the Fermi surface to the right by ∆k = eEτ/~. Only electrons
in the filled area contribute to the current flow. b) Approaching the Dirac point
results in a smaller Fermi surface. c) Drift velocity vd as function of charge density
n. If the collision time τ is independent of n then the drift velocity reaches the
Fermi velocity just before n = 0.

From this we obtain a drift velocity

vd =
√

πvF eτ

~
√

2n
E (2.52)

Since the drift velocity in graphene can be large, we can manipulate the spin
relaxation length in a graphene based spin valve device. We start with de steady
state drift-diffusion equation [25] in terms of the spin imbalance ns = n↑ - n↓,

D∇2ns + ~vd
~∇ns − ns

τs
= 0 (2.53)

where D is the diffusion constant and τs the spin relaxation time. Taking into
account transport in the x-direction we obtain the general solution:
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Figure 2.13: Spin density as function of the distance x from the spin source. Black
line: Spins injected at x = 0 diffuse symmetrically, having a spin relaxation length
λsf . Gray line: An electric field applied parallel to the x-direction induces drift
to the spin carriers towards the right side. The combined effect of diffusion and
drift results to an asymmetric spin relaxation, having a characteristic ”upstream”
relaxation length smaller than the ”downstream” relaxation length (λ− > λ+)

ns(x) = A exp (+
x

λ+
) + B exp (− x

λ−
) (2.54)

The prefactors A and B are determined by the boundary conditions and the
relaxation lengths, λ±, are given by:

1
λ±

= ±1
2

1
λd

+

√
1
4

1
λ2

d

+
1

λ2
sf

. (2.55)

Here, λsf =
√

Dτsf is the spin diffusion length and λd = D/vd the spin drift
length. In equation 2.55 the symmetric diffusion and asymmetric drift effects
add up to form a spin transport characterized by a pair of length scales, named
upstream and downstream lengths λ± (Fig. 2.13). In an experiment (Chapter 8),
switching the electric field direction (along/against the spin transport direction) or
changing the type of charge carriers (electrons/holes) by applying a gate voltage,
allows us to control the spin relaxation length considerably. In one case (charge
carriers: electrons, electric field: -E) the spins move ”upstream”, since the the
spins need to travel against the action of the carrier drift to reach the spin detector,
resulting to a reduction of the spin valve signal and of the spin relaxation length
(λ+). In the other case (charge carriers: electrons, electric field: +E) the spins
move ”downstream”, resulting to an enhancement of the spin valve signal.

One last question to be answered is how the drift velocity vd changes as func-
tion of the charge density n. Keeping the electric field E constant and reducing the
charge density n from the metallic regime down to the charge neutrality point(n
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= 0) can change the drift velocity considerably. If the collision time τ is indepen-
dent of n then at sufficient small densities the drift velocity drastically increases
and reaches the Fermi velocity (Fig. 2.12 c). At n = 0 the drift velocity becomes
zero. However, if τ is proportional to

√
n then the drift velocity remains constant

at small charge densities and becomes zero at n = 0. Which of the two pictures
holds for graphene is still not known.

2.4 Carbon nanotubes

A single-walled carbon nanotube can be formed by rolling up a graphene layer.
Rolling up another graphene layer results in a double-walled nanotube. Repeating
this procedure several times results to the so-called multiwalled carbon nanotube.
Carbon nanotubes belong to the fullerene family, which also includes the C60

buckyball molecule. First reports of multiwalled nanotubes are from Radushke-
vich and Lukyanovich in 1952 [26] and about 40 years later from Iijima [27, 28].
The discovery of single wall nanotubes in 1993 was done by accident when scien-
tists tried to fill multiwalled nanotubes with metals [29, 30]. The metals instead
of filling the nanotube, worked as catalytic particles for the creation of single wall
nanotubes.

In our experiments we used single wall carbon nanotubes. The diameter of
each nanotube is measured with an atomic force microscope. The diameter of a
single walled carbon nanotube can be as small as 0.6 nm and as large as 3 nm.
Depending on the chirality of the nanotube it can have metallic or semiconducting
electronic properties [31].

2.4.1 Carbon nanotube electronics and spintronics

The electronic properties of a SWNT strongly depends on how the graphene
sheet is wrapped up [31]. A pair of indices (n,m) which is called the chiral vector
characterizes each nanotube. The integers n and m denote the number of unit
vectors along two directions in the honeycomb crystal lattice of graphene (Fig.
2.14) There are thee types of nanotubes, zigzag, armchair and chiral. Zigzag
SWNT’s have m = 0, armchair n = m and all other combinations of n and m
are chiral. In general, a nanotube is metallic if n - m is a multiple number of
3. An armchair nanotube is therefore metallic. Nanotubes are semiconducting
in all other cases. Interestingly, the energy gap scales with the tube diameter
as 1/d and is of the order of 0.5 eV for a SWNT with typical diameter d = 1.4
nm. Electronically, a metallic carbon nanotube is superior to any other known
inorganic conducting material, since it can survive electrical current densities as
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Figure 2.14: The (n,m) nanotube naming scheme can be thought of as a vector
(Ch) in an infinite graphene sheet that describes how to ”roll up” the graphene
sheet to make the nanotube. T denotes the tube axis, and a1 and a2 are the unit
vectors of graphene in real space.

high as 1 TAcm−2, 1000 times larger than the densities in metals such as silver
and copper.

For the same reasons as graphene, carbon nanotubes are expected to be good
candidates for spintronic devices. The first organic spintronic device was reported
by Tsukagoshi et al in 1999 [32], and remarkably, it consisted of a multi-walled
carbon nanotube contacted by Co contacts. Many other spintronic experiments
on multi- and single-walled carbon nanotubes followed up. Unfortunately, the ex-
periment of Tsukagoshi and all other experiments performed after his work have
made use of the conventional two-terminal spin valve geometry [33–39]. The use
of this geometry makes it difficult to separate spin transport from other effects,
such as Hall effects, anisotropic magnetoresistance [2, 3], interference effects [4]
and magneto-coulomb effects [5]. These may obscure and even mimic the spin
accumulation signal. In chapter 4 we present spin transport in a single wall nan-
otube using a four-terminal non-local spin valve geometry [2, 6, 7]. Here, one is
able to completely separate the spin current path from the charge current path.
Hence, the signal measured is due to spin transport only.
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3
Experimental techniques

This chapter presents the fabrication techniques used for the production of graphene
(or carbon nanotube) based spintronic devices and of tin nanowire based super-
conducting devices. I present the technologies used to characterize the graphene
layers, which are optical microscopy, atomic force microscopy and Raman spec-
troscopy. I present some ideas how to produce graphene layers on different sub-
strates and how to produce a free standing graphene layer on a polymer layer. I
conclude with the electrical characterization setups.
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3.1 Electron Beam Lithography

The largest dimension of the material which we investigate in the experiments
reported in this thesis, is in the micro meter range. For example, the single-
walled nanotubes have a length usually smaller than 4 µm, the graphene flakes
are not larger than 30 µm and the tin nanowires encapsulated in a multi-walled
carbon nanotube not longer than 3 µm. To produce electrical contacts on those
systems we use electron beam lithography in all cases.

Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) is a very flexible method to produce an elec-
trical device on a substrate [1,2]. A polymer, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA),
diluted in a solvent, is spin coated on the substrate and annealed in the oven. By
this the solvent is removed with final result a homogeneous solid thin film of poly-
mer on the substrate (Fig. 3.1). When an area is exposed to a dose of accelerated
electrons (usually 10 to 100 keV), the polymer fragments into very small parts.
This exposed polymer can be removed using a mixture of methylisobutylketone
(MIBK) and isopropanol (IPA) with a ratio of 1 to 3, in what is called the de-
velopment step. During the development step, which usually does not take more
than several minutes, the unexposed polymer is not affected and is used as a
mask. If now we evaporate a material, for example cobalt which is a ferromagnet,
then the cobalt sticks on the substrate at the places where the developer removed
the exposed PMMA. The cobalt which sticks on the unexposed PMMA (mask)
can be removed from the sample by dissolving the polymer in hot acetone, this
is called the lift-off step. The result is a clean sample with cobalt structures only
at places where we exposed the PMMA with an electron beam.

There are different types of PMMA and only a limited amount give high res-
olution EBL structures. One example is the high molecular weight PMMA 950K
which we also use in our group. This polymer is usually diluted in chlorobenzene
and lately can also be found commercially as a polymer diluted in ethyllactat-
n-Butylacetat (from ALLRESIST GmbH). There are two reasons why we prefer
not to use chlorobenzene, first of all it is hazardous for health. Second, we have
observed that chlorobenzene strongly reacts with cobalt electrodes. Anicole is the
best substitute, it causes no hazard and does not react with cobalt.

3.2 Fabrication steps

We present the fabrication of the devices discussed in this thesis. We start with
a very crucial part, the fabrication of gold markers on a SiO2 substrate which
is a common step for all types of devices (nanotube, graphene and tin nanowires
based). Afterwards we present the fabrication procedure for each device. We note
that the goal is to obtain a substrate containing as many as possible candidates
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Figure 3.1: Example of an electron beam lithography process. a)A thin poly-
methylmethacrylate (PMMA) layer is exposed with highly energetic electrons
(10-100keV) b)Development in MIBK/IPA results to a PMMA mask c) The evap-
orated gold (Au) sticks on the SiO2 layer and on the PMMA d) Lift-off in hot
aceton results to the removal of the PMMA mask and the gold covering it.

(SWNT’s/graphene/Sn wires) for producing a spintronic (or electronic) device.
The yield of working devices can be very different for different type of devices,
for example graphene devices have a yield of about 50% and Sn nanowire devices
about 15% and therefore it is preferred to make a larger amount of devices on
a single substrate to be able to perform spintronic (or electronic) measurements
on at least one working device. For Sn wire devices this would ask for at least 8
devices and for graphene a minimum of two on a substrate.

3.2.1 Markers

Before fabrication of the device, it is crucial to know the exact position of the
material under investigation, for example a graphene flake, on the substrate. For
this, using EBL, we cover a large part of a silicon oxide piece with small (∼ 200
x 200nm2) gold markers equally spaced by 14 µm distance from each other (Fig.
3.2). After this we put the material under investigation, for example graphene,
on the gold patterned substrate. Our preparation technique gives about 15 good
quality graphene flakes on an area of 1 cm2. Since this area contains gold markers,
we are able to define the relative position of each graphene flake to a nearby gold
marker within an accuracy of 50 nm (Fig. 3.2) using an atomic force microscope.
A recipe for producing the markers is given in appendix B.

3.2.2 Fabrication of a single-walled carbon nanotube device

The next steps are needed for the preparation of a single wall carbon nanotube
spintronic device.

1)Preparation of a SWNT suspension in chlorobenzene

The material we use contains about 90% single-walled nanotubes, (SWNTs) the
remaining 10% contains catalytic particles and amorphous carbon. Due to van
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Figure 3.2: Optical image of a SiO2 substrate covered with gold markers and a
piece of HOPG graphite. The gold markers are separated by a distance of 14 µm.
The position of the graphite layers with respect to the markers is known with a
precision of 50 nm.

der Waals forces the single wall nanotubes attach to each other and form bun-
dles. To separate them, we ultrasonicate (100 W for 10 min) the raw material in
chlorobenzene. Chlorobenzene is hazardous for health, however, we found that it
is the best solvent to reduce the number of nanotube bundles. We use 1 mg of
raw material in 100 ml chlorobenzene.

2)Preparation of gold markers on a SiO2 surface

The markers are produced on a Si-SiO2 substrate (from Silicon Quest Interna-
tional) using electron beam lithography. The Si is highly doped (n, 0.0015-0.007
Ωcm) and the SiO2 has a thickness of 500 nm.

3)Cleaning of the SiO2 surface using oxygen plasma etching

The Si-SiO2 substrate not only contains gold markers but is also contaminated
with PMMA remains. We remove the organic remains using oxygen plasma etch-
ing (time: 3 minutes, power: 40W, O2 flow: 9 sccm, pressure: 9 mbar).
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4)Deposition of SWNTs using the dielectrophoresis technique

Deposition of a droplet of the carbon nanotube suspension on the SiO2 and blow-
ing it dry with nitrogen gas results in a surface containing a small number of
SWNTs and a large number of large amorphous carbon particles and SWNT
bundles. The method we use to obtain a surface containing only SWNTs and a
small amount of bundles is dielectophoresis [3]. Here the application of a Mhz
ac voltage modulation on two metallic electrodes inside the SWNT-chorobenzene
suspension attracts the SWNTs to the electrodes by the dielectophoresis force.
In this case the number of SWNTs at the area around the electrodes is far higher
compared to all other particles such as catalytic particles, amorphous carbon
particles and large SWNT bundles.

5)Atomic force microscopy

We use atomic force microscopy (AFM) in tapping mode (NanoScope IV from
Digital Instruments, Veeco Metrology Group) to select the nanotubes for the
fabrication of an spintronic device. Here we select nanotubes with a diameter
not larger than 3 nm. When this diameter exceeds this value then it is usually a
multi-walled nanotube or a bundle of nanotubes. An AFM picture should contain
the carbon nanotube we would like to contact and at least one gold marker. In
this case we can define with high precision the position of a nanotube with respect
to the marker.

6)Electron beam lithography

We spin PMMA 950K (2% in ethyllactat-n-Butylacetat, AR-P 679.02 from ALL-
RESIST GmbH, thickness: 70 nm at 4000 RPM spinning) in such a way as to
obtain a 140 nm thick polymer layer (spin the PMMA on the sample at 4000
RPM, annealed it for 20 min and then spin one more time at 4000 RPM, the to-
tal thickness is then approximately 140 nm) and annealed it for at least one hour
to remove the solvent. Using EBL we define the contacts (A recipe for producing
the contacts is given in appendix B)

7)Evaporation of cobalt and lift off

We evaporate 50 nm of cobalt (e-gun evaporation, Temescal) at a rate of 0.2
nm/s and at a pressure of ∼5 10−7 mbar. Lift off is done in warm acetone at a
temperature of about 30 oC. Afterwards we clean up the sample in IPA and blow
it dry using nitrogen gas.
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8)Bonding

We glue the sample to a chip carrier. Connection between the samples and the
sample holders is made using ultrasonic wire bonding. The sample is ready for
measurements.

3.2.3 Fabrication of a Sn nanowire device for superconduct-

ing measurements

For the preparation of a tin nanowire device we follow the next steps:

1)Preparation of a Sn nanowire suspension in chlorobenzene

The majority of the raw material contains tin nanowires encapsulated in multi-
walled nanotubes [4]. We make a suspension in chlorobenzene en ultrasonicate it
to produce a suspension containing a small amount of nanotube bundles.

2)Preparation of gold markers on a SiO2 surface

The markers are produced on a Si-SiO2 substrate using electron beam lithography.

3)Deposition of nanowires on the SiO2 surface

We put a droplet of the suspension on a SiO2 substrate and blow it dry with
nitrogen gas. If the surface contained too many nanowires (more than 1 nanowire
per 10 x 10µm2) it is advised to dilute the suspension in more solvent.

4)Selection of nanowires using optical microscopy and scanning electron
microscopy

Nanowires with a diameter larger than 20 nm can be easily seen using an optical
microscope. By optical microscopy we select the best candidates for a device.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is then used to locate the Sn-CNT’s on
the SiO2 surface and to measure their thickness. SEM settings with acceleration
voltages of more than 5 keV allows as to ascertain that the multi-walled nanotube
is completely filled with tin, since an empty tube gives a different contrast. The
majority of the nanotubes are completely filled with Sn, have a length smaller than
1.5 µm and a diameter around 50 nm. For the nanotubes which are partially
empty, the length of the empty space does not exceed 200 nm and is found in
most cases at one of the ends of the nanotube. Inspection by secondary electron
microscopy (and by TEM [4]) shows that the carbon walls from the multi-walles
nanotube contribute about 10 nm to the total diameter. Therefore a 50 nm
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nanotube contains a 40 nm diameter Sn nanowire. We use EBL to pattern the
electrodes on top of a single Sn-CNT.

5)Electron beam lithography

We spin PMMA 950K (4% in ethyllactat-n-Butylacetat, AR-P 679.04 from ALL-
RESIST GmbH) at 4000 RPM to obtain a 250 nm thick polymer layer and
annealed it for at least one hour to remove the solvent. Using electron beam
lithography we define the positions at which to produce the gold contact to the
nanowire.

6)Argon ion etching and Ti/Au evaporation

Prior to the evaporation of metals we argon etch the nanotube at the places where
the electric contacts will be made. By this the carbon of the multi-walled carbon
nanotube is partially removed making it possible for the metallic probes (Ti, Au)
to make direct (or indirect through a tunnel barrier) contact to the Sn wire. We
used etching times between 13 and 75 seconds. We evaporate 1.2 nm of Ti as
adhesion layer in an e-beam evaporating system at 1.0 · 10−6 mbar and 160 nm of
Au by thermal evaporation. During the e-beam evaporation the sample surface
can reach temperatures which can exceed the melting point of Sn. Continuation
of deposition of Au by e-gun evaporation for longer times has as consequence
the complete melting of the Sn. By capillary effect the melted Sn moves outside
the MWNT through the Ar etched parts of the nanotube. To avoid this, we are
forced to evaporate the Au (160 nm) in another system by thermal evaporation
for which the temperature during the process is far below the melting point of Sn.

7)Lift off and wire bonding

Lift off is done in acetone at a temperature of about 30 oC. We glue the sample to
a chip carrier. Connection between the samples and the sample holders is made
using ultrasonic wire bonding.

3.2.4 Fabrication of a graphene spintronic device

For the production of a graphene based spintronic device we need to proceed via
the following steps:

1)Preparation of gold markers on a SiO2 surface

The markers are produced on a Si-SiO2 substrate using electron beam lithography.
The Si is highly doped (n, 0.0015-0.007 Ωcm) and the SiO2 has a thickness of 500
nm.
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2)Cleaning of the SiO2 surface using oxygen plasma etching

We remove the organic remains on the SiO2 surface using oxygen plasma etching
(time: 3 minutes, power: 40W, O2 flow: 9 sccm, pressure: 9 mbar).

3)Deposition of graphene on the SiO2 surface

We use high quality Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) as basic material
for the graphene spintronic devices (grade ZYB). Studies show that the grade ZYA
HOPG from GE Advanced Ceramics has substitutional impurities of no more than
30 ppm [5]. Note that heating the highly crystalline material to temperatures close
to 2500oC in a controlled environment (in vacuum, or inert atmosphere like N,
Ar, or He), should reduce the amount of impurities by at least a factor of 10.
This can be concluded since this cleaning procedure is used as a purification step
to obtain ultrapure Kish graphite samples [6].

Kish graphite is separated from kish, a byproduct of the steal industry, which is
a mixture of graphite, desulfurization slag, and iron. Several cleaning procedures
are used to remove the contamination from kish graphite, including acid treatment
in HF and HCl. Ultrapure kish graphite is obtained by heating the material to
temperatures higher than 2000oC resulting to impurity levels of less than 3 ppm
[5]. For graphene electronics scientists prefer to use graphite material containing
large graphite crystals and containing as less as possible impurities. Kish graphite
for example contains crystals as large as several cm2, impurity levels less than 3
ppm and give graphene layers having mobilities as high as 2 105 cm2 V−1 s−1 [7].
Natural graphite is another example of graphite containing crystals as large as
kish graphite. The situation is different for HOPG material. Depending on the
grade of the HOPG material, it can have small graphite crystals (∼ µm2) for the
lowest grade, up to 1 cm2 for the highest grade. The amount of impurities is
usually less than 30 ppm [5]. For future experiments we have purchased all three
grades of HOPG from GE Advanced Ceramics (grades ZYA, ZYB and ZYH),
the highest grade HOPG from SPI (quality comparable to the ZYA grade of GE
Advanced Ceramics) and kish graphite from Covalent Materials Corporation.

Deposition of the graphene layers on the SiO2 surface is done using the me-
chanical exfoliation technique [8]. For this we press the sticking side a scotch tape
on the 1 x 1 cm2 HOPG sample surface. Pulling the tape away from the HOPG
results in cleaving the HOPG. The freshly cleaved surface on the tape is now
pressed strongly on the SiO2 substrate, for this we use a rubber eraser. A rubber
eraser is flexible and distributes the pressure on a large part of the substrate, by
this we avoid damaging the SiO2 surface.
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4)Selection of a graphene layer

We use optical microscopy to select the graphene layer from multilayer graphene
(see next section). Atomic force microscopy and in particular Raman spectroscopy
is used to distinguish a single layer of graphene from a double layer.

5)Aluminum oxide layer

We evaporate a 0.6 nm thick Aluminum layer on the sample surface at ultra high
vacuum conditions and at liquid nitrogen temperature. We oxidize it to produce
a 0.8 nm thick Al-oxide layer.

6)Electron beam lithography

We spin PMMA 950K in such a way as to obtain a 140 nm thick polymer layer
and anneal it for at least one hour to remove the solvent. Using electron beam
lithography we define the positions at which to produce the ferromagnetic contacts
on the graphene layer.

7)Lift off and wire bonding

Lift off is done in acetone at a temperature of about 30 oC, we dry the sample
using nitrogen gas. We glue the sample to a chip carrier. Connection between
the sample and the sample holder was made using ultrasonic wire bonding.

3.3 Selection of graphene flakes

We use optical microscopy to select the graphene flakes from the multilayer
graphene. This selection is possible because a single layer of graphene gives a
much smaller contrast with respect to two or more layers of graphene. Succes-
sively, the flakes are investigated by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). In this step
we select the layers having a thickness smaller than 0.5 nm corresponding to a
single graphene layer.

3.3.1 Optical microscopy

A single layer of graphene can become visible to our eye under an optical micro-
scope just by choosing the right substrate and right light filters for the microscope.
The optimum parameters can be found by modeling the optical response of visible
light incident on a single layer of graphene on top of a substrate. The model cal-
culations presented in this section are based on the experimental and theoretical
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Figure 3.3: Contrast of a single layer of graphene on a Si/SiO2 substrate as
function of the thickness of the oxide layer and the wavelength of light. The
contrast defined by eq. 3.1 can have a minimum of zero (black) up to a maximum
of 8 % (white). For a 500 nm oxide we obtain a maximum contrast of 8 % when
blue or green light is used.

Figure 3.4: Contrast of a single layer of graphene on a Si/SiO2/PMMA substrate
as function of the thickness of the PMMA layer and the wavelength of light. a)
For a 300 nm thick SiO2 layer we obtain maximum contrast for a 100nm thick
PMMA layer using blue light. b)When we use a 500 nm thick SiO2 layer we
obtain the highest contrast for a 70nm thick PMMA (blue light).

results found in Ref. [9]. We start with a graphene layer on top of a Si/SiO2

substrate where the Si is semi-infinite in thickness and the SiO2 has a thickness
dSiO2 .

The model contains 4 media with different optical properties, the first one
is air, following a graphene layer, SiO2 and the Si layer. Air has a refractive
index close to one. The complex refractive index of graphene is ngrap = 2.6 −
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Figure 3.5: Contrast of a single layer of graphene on a Si/PMMA substrate as
function of the thickness of the PMMA layer and the wavelength of light.

1.3i, of SiO2 nSiO2 = 1.451 + 0.1654exp(−λ/182) and of Silicon nSi = 3.78 +
213exp(−λ/85nm)− i ∗ (0.006 + 71452exp(−λ/33nm), where λ is the wavelength
of light in nm.

The contrast in this system is given by the relation:

C =
I(nSiO2)− I(ngrap)

I(nSiO2)
(3.1)

where I(ngrap) is the intensity of reflected light at a place where graphene
is present and I(nSiO2) the intesity where there is no graphene. This intensity
is given by the relation I=rtotr∗tot. For normal light incidence from air onto the
graphene layer we have:

rtot =
r12 + r234e

−2φ2

1 + r12r234e−2iφ2
(3.2)

r234 =
r23 + r34e

−2iφ3

1 + r23r34e−2iφ3
(3.3)

Furthermore, rij (i,j: 1...4) is the relative index of refraction, given by:

rij =
ni − nj

ni + nj
(3.4)

φi is the phase shift and is given by φi = 2πnidi/L.
For a 300 nm thick SiO2 layer we find the best contrast for light in the green

range (Fig. 3.3) Blue and green light give the best contrast for a 500 nm thick SiO2

layer. Note that a maximum contrast of 8 % is expected for a single layer. Our
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model predicts a contrast of about 16 % for a double graphene layer. Experiments
show indeed that this is the case, however, the spread in the contrast values is
found to be big (Fig. 3.6).

The minimum contrast necessary to be visible to the human eye is found
by performing simulation measurements on an original CCD picture of an oxide
surface (500 nm SiO2). A drawing program (paint shop pro) is used to measure
the noise level in the picture. We found a noise level which corresponds to contrast
fluctuations of about 1 %. Since the noise level is so high a graphene layer placed
directly on top of a Si surface (no SiO2) is not visible as the contrast is only
-0.3%. To become visible we need a contrast of at least ±1%. Selecting a 2 x
2 µm2 area on the CCD picture and increasing the contrast of this area by 1 %
shows that it is indeed visible in the current noise level. Our model shows that
we can increase the contrast of the graphene layer on top of the Si surface by a
factor of 3 just by spinning a thin layer of PMMA on top of the sample. For this
the PMMA thickness has to be 90 to 100 nm thick (visible for L = 575 to 625
nm). A contrast of -1% is not large but it could be just enough to see a single
layer under the assumption that we use optimized microscope and digital camera
settings. The same trick can be used when the substrate is GaAs. A contrast of
-0.4% is found at L = 450 nm for a graphene layer on GaAs. Spinning a layer of
PMMA having a thickness of 60 to 80 nm should give a contrast between -1 to
-1.2%.

Perhaps, a better way to find a thin layer of graphite on a substrate like Si
or GaAs is the following. Spinning first a PMMA layer on top of Si of about
80 nm thickness and putting then graphene on top of it. The contrast is in this
case about 7% when green light is used. Removal of the PMMA can be done in
two different ways: a) Heating the sample to 300 oC for more than 3 hours in a
Ar/H2(95%/5%) environment. The hydrogen breaks apart the PMMA molecules
is smaller pieces which evaporate away at 300 oC or b) First break down the
PMMA molecules to smaller pieces by exposing it with a EBL beam (or using UV
light) and afterwards heat up to 300 oC for several hours in a Ar/H2(95%/5%)
environment.

A graphene layer on top of PMMA should also allow us to produce in a rel-
atively easy way a free standing graphene flake on top of a Si/SiO2 substrate.
Crucial for this experiment is to be able to observe a graphene layer by optical
microscopy. The contrast of the graphene layer on PMMA can be found by mod-
ifying the model to incorporate one more layer (a PMMA layer between the SiO2

layer and the graphene layer). We replace r234 with r2345 in equations 3.2 and
3.3, replace r34 with r345 in equation 3.3 and use the relation:

r345 =
r34 + r45e

−2iφ4

1 + r34r45e−2iφ4
(3.5)
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Figure 3.6: Contrast of 82 graphite layers on top of a 500 nm thick SiO2 substrate.
A optical microscope was used (green filter) and CCD images were taken. The
contrast analysis from the images was calculated using eq. 3.1 and was performed
by 3 students (each one investigated ∼1/3 of the 82 data points) a) A contrast
plot containing all 82 graphite layers shows a clear accumulation of contrast values
around 8 % and 15 % corresponding (as predicted by the model) to a single and
a double layer graphene, respectively. b) Since a graphite layer with the weakest
possible contrast corresponds to a single layer graphene and because increasing
the number of layers results to a steplike increase in contrast, it is possible to
guess the number of graphene layers each graphite layer contains. We asked the
students to guess the number of graphene layers (y-axis) in each graphite layer by
optical inspection and before the calculation of the contrast (x-axis). Two data
points from the double layer graphene (31 data points) have a contrast found in
the range in which the contrast of a single layer of graphene (39 data points) is
predicted. Therefore using this type of selection and defining the contrast of a
single layer to be below 10% (threshold) already gives a 5 % uncertainty. The
uncertainty can be minimized almost to zero by setting the threshold value at
8%.
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Figure 3.7: Free standing graphite. a) PMMA pillars of 70 nm thickness hold the
graphite pieces suspended over 2 µm length. Electron beam lithography exposure
is used to define the 2 µm width bridge and afterwards, development in IPA/MIBK
is performed to create it. b) A 2 x 2 µm free standing flake on which some PMMA
remains are visible

The media are in this case: air(1), graphene(2), PMMA(3), SiO2(4) and Si(5).
Using green light, the highest contrast (8%) is found for a 100 nm thick PMMA
layer on top of a 300 nm thick SiO2 layer (Fig. 3.4 a) The contrast in case of a 500
nm thick SiO2 substrate is depicted in Fig. 3.4 b. A proof of principle is depicted
in Fig. 3.7 in which we show free standing graphite layers on top of SiO2. The
procedure is straightforward. We spin PMMA (950K) on a 500 nm SiO2 substrate
in such a way that we obtain a 70 nm thick PMMA layer. After annealing it for 1
hour at 170 oC we use the mechanical exfoliation technique to produce graphene
flakes on the PMMA. An optical microscope is used to select the graphite flakes
having the smallest contrast, flakes containing only several graphene layers. We
expose the area at which we would like the graphite to become free standing with
a 100µC/cm2 dose of 10keV electrons and we develop using a 1:3 ratio MIBK:IPA
developer. After development we obtain free standing graphite flakes which are
supported by 70 nm thick PMMA pillars (the non exposed PMMA). We did not
produce a working free standing graphite electronic device. For this we need sev-
eral crucial steps. The 950K PMMA should be free from solvent (anicole) and
therefore should be annealed for at least 12 hours at 170 oC. After depositing the
graphite on the 950K PMMA we need to spin a PMMA/MA layer and bake it for
∼10 minutes at 170 oC. The area at which we would like to produce a metallic
contact to the graphite flake needs to be exposed with a dose high enough to break
the PMMA/MA polymer but not the 950K PMMA. This contact will become free
standing and therefore needs support pillars from both sides (free standing bridge)
to the SiO2. Good electrical contacts can be produced by thermal evaporation of
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Figure 3.8: Creating a free standing graphene device. a)Single layer of
graphene on 70 nm PMMA, b)Covering the sample with a thick layer of
PMMA/MA(∼200nm), c)Defining the contacts after development. We use the
minimum possible dose necessary to expose the PMMA/MA layer on top of the
graphene layer. Far away from the graphene layer we use a high dose, enough
to expose both the PMMA/MA and the PMMA 950K layer. d)Evaporation of
Cr/Au contacts. A strong Au bridge it possible when the total electrode thickness
is comparable to the PMMA thickness. e) A free standing graphene flake after
lift off. Heating up the sample to 300 o C in a H2/Ar (5%/95%) environment for
1 hour should clean up all PMMA remains on the graphene flake.

2 nm Cr and 150 nm of Au.

3.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy has been successfully used to characterize the electronic
properties of single wall nanotubes [10]. The past two years Raman spectroscopy
has also been proven to be a very powerful tool to distinguish a single graphene
layer from several layers [11]. The amount of doping and the quality of a graphene
layer can also be investigated by this technique [12]. In general, a Raman spec-
trum shows two intense peaks positioned at ∼1580 cm−1(G band) and ∼2700
cm−1(2D band) [13].

The G band is a standard Raman signal arising from the E2g in-plane vibration
at the Brillouin zone centre of the carbon atoms [14]. The D band from the defect
mediated zone-edge phonons. The 2D band comes from the second order resonant
Raman scattering from zone boundary K+∆K phonons. This band is used to
distinguish single and multi- layer samples. Graphene has a sharp, single 2D peak
(Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) '30 cm−1) in contrast with graphite and
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few-layers graphene which show a broad peak [11]. First experiments showed that
the G peak position or the intensity ratio of the 2D to the G peak I(2D)/I(G) could
be used to estimate the number of layers, however further investigation proved
that this is wrong [12]. The problem is that the spread in those parameters on
a single layer for example far exceeds that assigned to the increase of number of
layers. A very important Raman peak is the D peak ( 1350 cm−1) which originates
from the breathing modes of sp2 atoms and requires a defect for its activation.
The D line is relatively strong with respect of the other lines in case the graphene
layer has a lot of defects. Absence of this peak is a good indication of a good
quality graphene flake.

The Raman data in figure 3.9 are recorded using a laser excitation of 532
nm. The Raman signature of a single layer clearly differs from layers contain-
ing two or more graphene flakes. The graphene 2D line is very narrow (32
cm−1FWHM) compared to the 2D Raman line of a multilayered graphene flake
(>60 cm−1FWHM), in agreement with other studies [11, 12, 15]. In Fig. 3.9b we
present the G band, which for this sample shows a single peak for a graphene
layer and a double peak for multilayered flakes. Note that this spectrum is an
exception since multilayered graphene flakes usually show a single peak with a
width similar to the peak of a graphene layer. Finally, a graphene layer deposited
on a 500 nm thick SiO2 substrate was first characterized by Raman spectroscopy
and afterwards investigated optically by making a CCD image of the layer (optical
microscope with green filter). We obtained a contrast of 8.5% from the analysis of
the CCD image which is close to the value calculated from the model developed
in section 3.3.1 (8%, Fig. 3.3).
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Figure 3.9: Raman specta using 532 nm excitation energy. a) Optical image of
graphite on 500 nm SiO2, at position (A) we have a single layer graphene, at (B)
a double layer graphene and at (C) more than 3 layers of graphene. b) G band
structure. Usually no distinction can be made between a single and a multilayered
graphene flake, since they give a single peak with similar width. Here, remarkably,
a single layer graphene shows a single narrow peak and the multilayered graphene
flake a double peak. c) 2D band. The 2D peak of a graphene layer has a full
width half maximum of 32 cm−1 which is narrower than multilayered flakes. This
difference is used to distinguish a graphene layer from multilayered graphene
flakes [11].
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3.3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy

In our experiments we use atomic force microscopy in the tapping mode [16](Fig.
3.10). Here a cantilever-tip ensemble is exited to its resonance frequency. An
electronic circuit measures the changes of the amplitude when the tip is attracted
or repelled by the investigated sample surface. The changes are used as feedback
parameters in such a way that the sample topography can be imaged. For the
case of a graphene flake on a SiO2 surface great care has to be taken on the
different types of force which a cantilever-tip can sense. Van der Waals, adhesion
and capillary forces are some examples.

We should take into account that a water film can be present inbetween the
graphene flake and the SiO2 surface during the sample fabrication which in our
case is always done in air (humidity 55 - 70 %). Investigation of organic pentacene
deposited on SiO2 by S. Wo et al [17] shows that if an interfacial water layer is
initially present on the SiO2 substrate then this has a thickness of about 0.75 nm.
This water layer remains at the interface after the deposition of a pentacene thin
film. Also care has to be given to the hydration layer: The hydration layer is a
general phenomenon that occurs at hydrophobic surfaces. It consists of a low-
density water layer with a thickness of ∼0.15 nm in contact with the hydrophobic
surface. Pentacene and graphene are hydrophobic and therefore a hydration layer
is expected to form at its interface with water. Also, a water layer (0.7 - 1.1 nm)
has been observed on the free surface of pentacene after sufficient exposure in
air [17].

We deposit the graphite flakes on the SiO2 layer immediately after strong
O2 etching which cleans up about 1 nm of PMMA remains on the surface. As
graphene and pentacene have similar structure (hexagonal carbon lattice) we can
expect the same results for graphene on SiO2 as for pentacine on SiO2. If water is
only present on the SiO2 surface then the AFM should give a thickness of about
0.45 nm, being the thickness of graphene (0.3 nm) plus the hydration layer. If
now we have also water on the graphene layer then AFM should give a thickness
of 1.1 to 1.5 nm making it us impossible to distinguish a graphene layer from
multi-layers. If no water is present at all then a thickness of about 0.3 nm should
be measured. We have to note that when the cantilever-tip comes too close to the
surface then a liquid bridge may be formed between the tip and sample covered
by water. This liquid bridge results to an attractive force which changes the
amplitude of the tip in a different way than a van der Walls force. This problem
can be solved by choosing a large tip amplitude in such a way that the distance
between the tip and the water film is too large to result to a liquid bridge. Great
care has also to be taken when no water is present. If we use small cantilever
amplitudes then a false AFM image is produced as the tip interacts different to
the hydrophillic SiO2 than to the hydrophobic graphene. Solution is here again
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Figure 3.10: Atomic Force Microscopy of a single layer of graphene on SiO2. A
double folding of the graphene ( = 2 x graphene thickness) results to a step height
of ∆h = 1.33 − 0.54nm ≈ 0.8nm. The distance of the top of the graphene layer
to the SiO2 surface is 0.54 nm.

to use large cantilever amplitudes.

3.4 Electrical characterization setup

After completion of the device fabrication we glue the sample on a 16 or a 24
pin sample holder using Oxford Instruments varnish. Connection between the
samples and the sample holders is made using ultrasonic wire bonding. We con-
nect the sample to a resistance R and to pi-filters at room temperature (1 kΩ
resistance and 10 nF capacitance). The filters not only reduce the pick up noise
but also extend the lifetime of our devices, due to the fact that they cut out high
frequency and high amplitude voltage spikes from the environment (Fig. 3.11).
All measurements were done using the lock-in technique. The applied AC current
on the sample has a sinusoidal shape at a frequency between 4 - 300 Hz. The
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Figure 3.11: Example of a non-local 4 probe measurement. A Lock-in instrument
produces an ac voltage (’AC out’). This voltage is translated to an ac current in
the IV-measurement box. The amplitude of the current can be controlled by the
user (from several pA up to 1 mA). The current passes through pi-filters in the
filter box. After the filter box we have the sample holder. The electrical current
passes trough a part of the sample, R3, and through the contact resistances Rc3

and Rc4. The voltage drop V+ - V− measured on the sample is amplified in the
IV-measurement box. The amplification factor can be set to a value 10n, with n =
0,1,2..5. The output voltage is fed back to a lock-in amplifier. Here the measured
voltage is phase locked to a reference signal, which in this case is the frequency
of the ’AC out’

detected signal is phased-locked with the applied signal. Since in our experiments
the voltage probes usually detect very small voltage differences, it is of impor-
tance to separate large voltage fluctuations induced by the environment. For this,
the measured voltage is amplified using the common mode rejection mode, which
filters out external voltage fluctuations. A room temperature magnet is used for
spin transport measurements at room temperature. Measurements between 1.5
and 4.2 K have been performed using a dip stick which is immersed in a liquid
helium cryostat. Before immersing the dip-stick in helium it can be connected
to a turbo pomp. By this the pressure can be controlled, from 1 atmosphere
down to a vacuum environment of about 10−4 mbar. We use a 6 Tesla cryostat
for applying high magnetic fields on the graphene spintronic devices and a 1 T
cryostat for suppressing superconductivity in the tin nanowire devices.
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4
Separating spin and charge transport in

single wall carbon nanotubes1

We demonstrate spin injection and detection in single wall carbon nanotubes
using a 4-terminal, non-local geometry. This measurement geometry completely
separates the charge and spin circuits. Hence all spurious magnetoresistance
effects are eliminated and the measured signal is due to spin accumulation only.
Combining our results with a theoretical model, we deduce a spin polarization at
the contacts, αF , of approximately 25 %. We show that the magnetoresistance
changes measured in the conventional two-terminal geometry are dominated by
effects not related to spin accumulation.

1Published as: N.Tombros, S.J. van der Molen, and B. J. van Wees, Phys. Rev. B, 73,

233403 (2006)
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4.1 Introduction

Single wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) behave as almost ideal one-dimensional
conductors, having a small diameter (typically a nanometer) on the one hand,
and a large scattering mean free path on the other hand [1]. Additionally, it is
expected that electronic spin flip scattering in SWNTs is weak. This makes them
excellent candidates for spintronic devices, in which the nanotubes are contacted
by ferromagnetic leads. Despite the promise that the combination of nanotubes
and spintronics holds, there have been no experiments so far that unequivocally
demonstrate spin accumulation in carbon nanotubes. In fact, all experiments
performed since the pioneering work of Tsukagoshi et al. [2], have made use of
the conventional two-terminal spin valve geometry [3–9]. Unfortunately, in this
geometry, it is difficult to separate spin transport from other effects, such as
Hall effects, anisotropic magnetoresistance [10, 11], interference effects [12] and
magneto-coulomb effects [13]. These may obscure and even mimic the spin accu-
mulation signal. With a four-terminal non-local spin valve geometry [10, 14, 15],
one is able to completely separate the spin current path from the charge cur-
rent path. Hence, the signal measured is due to spin transport only. With this
technique we unambiguously demonstrate spin accumulation in single wall carbon
nanotubes.

4.2 Non-local spin transport in a single wall nan-

otube

To determine spin accumulation in the non-local geometry (see Fig. 4.1c, one
needs to contact a metallic SWNT with four electrodes. At least two of these
should be ferromagnetic. They act as spin injector and spin detector, respec-
tively. For practical reasons, we make use of four ferromagnetic contacts. These
electrodes are narrow, but of different widths to assure different switching fields
BC(BC decreases with increasing width) [10, 15]. Single wall carbon nanotubes
(>90% SWNT, from Nanostructured Amorphous Materials, Inc) are dispersed
in HPLC grade chlorobenzene. We use the alternating current dielectrophoresis
technique [16] to deposit the SWNT’s at a predefined area on the substrate. An
atomic force microscope (AFM) in tapping mode is used to locate and charac-
terize the SWNT’s on the SiO2 surface. Conventional electron beam lithography
and e-beam evaporation (45 nm of Co at 4.0 · 10−7 mbar) are used to define the
contacts. To avoid damaging the nanotube, no additional cleaning is done before
deposition.

Although we regularly obtain low contact resistances (∼kΩ), the preparation of
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Figure 4.1: A single wall carbon nanotube (d=3.4 ±0.4 nm; possibly it is a bundle
containing a few nanotubes) contacted by four ferromagnetic (cobalt) electrodes.
(a) An AFM picture of the device. Note that imperfect lift-off resulted in some
PMMA residue on top of the cobalt electrodes, this partially obscures the well
defined Co electrodes underneath. We independently checked that this does not
provide an extra current path (see also A.Javey et al. [20] (b) Geometry of a
conventional spin valve (or ’local’) measurement, in which contacts F2 and F3 are
used both to inject current and to measure voltage. (c) The ’non-local’ geometry.
In this case the voltage circuit (F1-SWNT-F2) is completely separated from the
current circuit (F3-SWNT-F4)

the device is not trivial, as all the contacts have to be low ohmic. It is also crucial
that electron and spin transport can occur through the entire nanotube, including
the regions underneath the Co contacts. Out of 15 devices, we obtained one device
that fulfilled these requirements. In Fig. 4.1 it is depicted. The two outermost
electrodes, F1 and F4, have a width of 200 nm. The two central electrodes, F2
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and F3, have a width of 70 nm and 90 nm, respectively. The nanotube itself has a
diameter of 3.4 ± 0.4 nm (we cannot exclude that it is a bundle containing a few
SWNT’s). To measure the transport properties of the nanotube, we make use of
a standard a.c. lock-in technique (maximum current: 60 nA). At 4.2 K, we find
two-terminal resistances of 28 kΩ, 12.4 kΩ, 15 kΩ, 44.3 kΩ, 22.8 kΩ and 52.6 kΩ
between contacts F1-F2, F2-F3, F3-F4, F1-F3, F2-F4 and F1-F4, respectively. A
four-terminal measurement (current from F1 to F4; voltage between F2 and F3)
gives a resistance of 10.3 kΩ, equivalent to a conductance of 2.5 ·e2/h. Since these
values are quite close to 4e2/h, we are probing at least one metallic (or degenerate
semiconductor) SWNT. From the values above, we deduce the contact resistances
between the nanotube and electrodes F2 and F3. Comparing the four-terminal
resistance with the two-terminal measurement (F2-F3), we get values around a
kΩ.

Next, we investigate the two-terminal ’spin valve’ effect between contacts F2

and F3 (see Fig. 4.1b). For this, we continuously sweep the magnetic field back
and forth between -165 mT and 165 mT (at 4.2 K). Two characteristic traces
are shown in Fig. 4.2a. The behavior found is generally described as follows.
Let us start at B = 165mT , where F2 and F3 are both magnetized parallel to
the external field. When the field is subsequently swept to negative values, F3

(being the widest) will flip magnetization as soon as the external field equals its
switching field. Consequently, the magnetizations of F2 and F3 are now anti-
parallel, leading to a resistance increase. When the B-field gets more negative,
also F2 switches, so that the magnetizations of both are parallel again. This leads
to a resistance decrease, back to the original value. A magnetoresistance change
of approximately 6 % is observed in Fig. 4.2a. This is a considerable effect,
comparable to the values reported in Ref. [2] (≤ 9%).

Although it appears that Fig.4.2a can be explained as a result of spin trans-
port only, we argue that this is not the case. Figure 4.2b shows an experiment
performed on the same sample in the exact same measurement geometry, at 4.2
K. (There is a thermal cycling step in between Fig. 4.2a and b.) A completely
different behavior is observed. A predominantly negative, instead of positive,
magnetoresistance signal is now seen at positive B-fields. Similar negative mag-
netoresistances have been observed in multiwall carbon nanotubes [5–7]. It is non-
trivial to explain these effects from spin transport only (they would require a sign
change in the polarization at only one of the electrodes) [17]. Another curiosity,
often observed in nanotubes (although not by us), is the fact that the magnetore-
sistance increases before the external field has even changed sign [2, 5, 11]. The
problem in the interpretation lies in the fact that many other phenomena, not re-
lated to spin, influence the magnetoresistance [10–13]. Without extra knowledge
these are inseparable from spin accumulation in a two-terminal experiment.
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Figure 4.2: Two-terminal spin valve measurements (F2-SWNT-F3, I = 10nA)
at 4.2 K (see Fig. 4.1b. (a) Upon sweeping the B-field, the ’local’ resistance
increases when B reaches ≈ 80mT . It falls back to its original value when B

increases further. ∆R/R has a maximum value of ≈ 6%. We observe significant
substructure on top of the resistance peaks. (b) A similar measurement on the
same sample (also at 4.2 K, but with a thermal cycling step in between). The
magnetoresistance trace is completely different from the traces in a) and shows
both positive and negative values for ∆R/R.

Fortunately, spin accumulation can be isolated from spurious effects by adopt-
ing the non-local measurement geometry (see Fig. 4.1c) [10, 14, 15]. In such ex-
periments, the charge current path is completely separated from the spin current
path. In our case, this is done by attaching the current probes to F3 (I+) and
F4 (I−) and the voltage probes to F2 (V+) and F1 (V−), thus measuring the
’non-local’ magneto-resistance Rnon−loc ≡ (V + − V −)/I. In Fig. 4.3a and c, we
display two sets of measurements. A clear and clean switching behavior is seen
for all traces. These results are similar to those obtained by Jedema et al. for Al
wires [15]. Characteristic is the change of sign from positive (+15 Ω) to negative
(-5 Ω) resistance values. This sign change can only happen if the voltage probe
F2 (’detector’) measures spin accumulation in the SWNT system. In fact, when
the voltage probe F2 is parallel to the spin ’injector’ F3, it probes the (positive)
electrochemical potential of the majority spin species (giving positive non-local
resistance). However, when its magnetization is anti-parallel to that of F3, it
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Figure 4.3: Non-local measurements at T=4.2 K. The current path (from F3 to
F4) is separated from the voltage probes (F2 to F1, see Fig. 4.1c. The observed
resistance switching is due to spin accumulation and spin transport in the single
wall carbon nanotube. a) Full magnetic field scan with an a.c. current of 30
nA. Rnon−loc is negative when the spin injector, F3, is magnetized antiparallel to
the spin detector, F2. In this situation the detector measures mainly the negative
chemical potential of the minority spin species. (b) The memory effect (I=30 nA),
in which only the magnetization of F3 is switched.(c) Similar measurement to a),
but now with an a.c. current of 60 nA, resulting in a reduction of the resistance
noise level. (d) Non-local measurement similar to (a), with I=30 nA. Between
(a)-(c), and (d), respectively, the sample was annealed to room temperature.

probes the (negative) chemical potential of the minority spins. The change of
sign thus assures us that we are measuring spin accumulation (ruling out more
complicated current paths such as observed in multiwall nanotubes) [18]. We
note that an important feature in Fig. 4.3 is the reduction of the noise (≈3 Ω),
as compared to Fig. 4.2 (≈50 Ω). This illustrates the insensitivity of non-local
measurements with respect to fluctuations in the overall resistance.

As an extra confirmation, we measure the so-called ’memory effect’ in the
non-local geometry (Fig. 4.3b). This hysteresis effect is generated by allowing
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Figure 4.4: A resistor model of our system (here, all four electrodes are assumed
magnetized in the ’up’ direction). The upper half of the resistor network corre-
sponds to the spin up (↑) transport channel in the nanotube. The lower half to the
spin down (↓) channel. The resistance of the carbon nanotube between the cobalt
contacts F1-F2, F2-F3 and F3-F4 is equal to R12/2, R23/2 and R34/2, respectively.
The contact between the carbon nanotube and ferromagnet Fi (i=1,2,3,4) can be
represented by a number of spin-dependent resistances Ri,η and ri,η, where η =↑, ↓
denotes spin. Assuming spin up to be the majority species, we have Ri,↑ < Ri,↓
and ri,↑ < ri,↓. Due to the spin-dependent resistances in the current circuit
(F3 and F4), the charge current I produces a finite spin current IS . Due to the
spin-dependent resistances in the voltage circuit (F1 and F2), a non-zero voltage
difference V +−V − consequently develops, leading to a finite non-local resistance
Rnon−loc ≡ (V + − V −)/I.

only one of the two central electrodes to switch. We start at B=165 mT for
which the magnetizations of F2 and F3 are parallel and the non-local resistance is
positive. Subsequently, we decrease the magnitude of the applied magnetic field
to negative values until F3 switches at ≈ -70mT. Now F2 and F3 are anti-parallel
and Rnon−loc becomes negative. Next, we sweep to positive fields again (F2,
F3 are still anti-parallel) until at ≈70 mT electrode F3 switches back. Thus we
have returned to the original situation. This demonstrates that the magnetization
of one individual electrode determines the sign of the measurement. Finally in
Fig. 4.3d we show a non-local resistance measurement (at 4.2 K, cf. 4.3a after
annealing to room temperature. Again we observe a change of sign in Rnon−loc.

4.3 Discussion and conclusions

Comparing Fig. 4.2a with Fig. 4.3a, an interesting observation can be made.
Whereas in the conventional spin valve measurement a magnetoresistance change
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∆Rloc ≈ 700Ω is found, the ’non-local’ experiment yields ∆Rnon−loc = 20Ω, i.e.,
only 3 % of the ’local’ value. This raises the question if the large spin valve effect
in Fig. 4.2 originates from spin accumulation or from spurious phenomena. To
answer this, we model the spin imbalance within the nanotube using a resistor
network (see Fig. A.1). This model is discussed in Appendix A. We assume the
spin flip length, λsf to exceed all sample dimensions. The (spin-independent)
nanotube resistance between contacts i and i + 1 is denoted by Ri,i+1. The con-
tact resistance at each electrode is split in two spin-dependent terms: ri,η and Ri,η

(where η =↑, ↓ denotes spin direction). Both are calculated, assuming a contact
conductivity σ↑(↓) = σ0(1± αF )/2, where 0 < αF < 1 denotes the spin polariza-
tion. We have measured all possible combinations of two-, three- and four-probe
resistances in the SWNT device. From this we can determine the contact resis-
tances between the nanotube and contacts F2 and F3. The contact resistances
between the nanotube and contacts F1 and F4 cannot be precisely determined
and are assumed equal to those of F2 and F3. From the model, the contact resis-
tances, and the non-local traces, we obtain a spin polarization αF ≈ 0.25. Given
the assumptions of our model we estimate that the obtained parameters are ac-
curate within a factor of two. We note that this is only a factor of two smaller
than what is ideally attainable. This indicates that the assumption of λsf being
large in a carbon nanotube is justified. Now, one can also calculate the expected
’local’ resistance change, giving ∆Rloc ≈ 70Ω [19]. Consequently, around 90 % of
the resistance change in Fig. 4.2 cannot be attributed to spin accumulation. This
demonstrates how easily spin accumulation is masked by other effects [10,15]. In-
terestingly, from the resistor model, another phenomenon can be understood: the
influence of F1 and F4 on the non-local measurement is rather small. The reason
is that the contribution due to these contacts is attenuated by a factor of roughly
Ri,η/Ri,i+1. For the measurements in Figs. 4.3a-c, we estimate the effect of the
outer electrodes’ switching to be ≈ 1Ω (deduced from our set of resistance values).
This lies within the measurement noise. After annealing to room temperature,
however (see Fig. 4.3d), the resistances have changed somewhat. Not only does
this lead to a higher non-local resistance change (30 Ω), we also observe a small
extra step. We relate this extra jump to magnetization switching of contacts F1

and F4.
Summarizing, we use a non-local measurement geometry to separate spin

transport from charge transport in a single wall carbon nanotube contacted by
ferromagnets. In this way, we unambiguously demonstrate spin accumulation in a
carbon nanotube device. Not only does this work lead to a better understanding
for future spin-based nanotube applications, it also opens the road to more so-
phisticated spin experiments on nanotubes (e.g. precession measurements and/or
determination of the spin flip length, λsf , in carbon nanotubes).
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5
The magneto-Coulomb effect in spin valve

devices1

Abstract

We discuss the influence of the magneto-Coulomb effect (MCE) on the magneto-
conductance of spin valve devices. We show that MCE can induce magnetocon-
ductances of several per cents or more, dependent on the strength of the Coulomb
blockade. Furthermore, the MCE-induced magnetoconductance changes sign as
a function of gate voltage. We emphasize the importance of separating conduc-
tance changes induced by MCE from those due to spin accumulation in spin valve
devices.

1Published as: S. J. van der Molen, N. Tombros and B. J. van Wees, Phys. Rev. B 73,

220406 (2006)
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5.1 Introduction

The recent past has seen an impressive effort in connecting ferromagnetic leads to
ever smaller non-ferromagnetic structures. The main idea behind this is to make
use of the electron spin for device purposes. In a two-terminal, spin valve geome-
try, a resistance difference ∆R is expected between two basic situations. First, if
the two ferromagnetic leads are magnetized in an anti-parallel fashion, the major-
ity spin species injected at the first ferromagnet is predominantly reflected at the
second ferromagnet. This results in a high resistance state. On the other hand, in
the case of parallel magnetizations, the injected majority spin couples well to the
second ferromagnet, leading to a lower resistance state. With the miniaturization
of the central structure, quantum confinement effects come into play. Recently,
quite some progress has been made in studying spin devices in the presence of
Coulomb blockade [1–11]. The interpretation of the two-terminal data in these
reports has mostly focused on spin transport and spin accumulation. Here, we
discuss another influence on the two-terminal resistance in ferromagnetically con-
tacted nanostructures, namely the magneto-Coulomb effect (MCE) discovered by
Ono et al. [12].

5.2 Magneto-Coulomb effect, definition

In this contribution, we consider a confined conductor weakly connected to two
ferromagnets, F1 and F2 (see Fig. 5.1a). The coupling is described by two sets of
resistances and capacitances, R1, C1 and R2, C2, respectively. Furthermore, the
island can be gated by a voltage Vg via a capacitor Cg. For a basic introduction
to the MCE, we first concentrate on one of the ferromagnets only, F1, which is
assumed magnetized in the positive direction. Let us suppose that a positive
external magnetic field, B > 0, is applied. In that case, the energy of the spin up
(↑) and spin down (↓) electrons shifts by the Zeeman energy, in opposite directions
(see Fig. 5.1b). However, for a ferromagnet, the density of states of both spin
species differs (N↑ > N↓). Hence, a shift in the chemical potential ∆µ needs to
take place to keep the number of electrons constant [12]:

∆µ = −1
2
PgµBB (5.1)

where the thermodynamic polarization P is defined as P = N↑−N↓
N↑+N↓ , g is the gy-

romagnetic ratio and µB is the Bohr magneton. For MCE one should consider
the thermodynamic quantity P. This P differs considerably from the polarization
determined in tunnel experiments. For the latter, tunnel matrix elements play a
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Figure 5.1: a) Sample structure considered. Two ferromagnetic strips, F1 and
F2, with coercive fields Bc1 and Bc2 are weakly connected to a Coulomb island
(CI) via two tunnel barriers (resistances R1 and R2 and capacitances C1 and C2).
Furthermore, a gate connects capacitively to the island (CG). b) Sketch of the
density of states N of the two spin species in a ferromagnet, versus energy. When
a magnetic field is applied, the energies of the two spin species shift (∆Ez) in
opposite directions by the Zeeman effect. Since N↑ > N↓, this results in a change
in the work function, ∆W .

role as well. For Co, P ≈ −0.6, whereas for Ni, P ≈ −0.8, see Ref. [12]. In prac-
tice, the ferromagnet will be attached to a macroscopic non-magnetic lead. This
demands equal chemical potentials in both metals. Hence, the energy shift in the
ferromagnet translates to a change in the contact potential between the ferromag-
net and the normal metal, ∆φ, according to, −e∆φ = −∆µ [12]. Equivalently,
one could say that the work function of the ferromagnet changes by ∆W = −∆µ.
Since the ferromagnet is weakly coupled to the central island, this shift influences
the Coulomb levels of the latter. In fact, an additional charge ∆q is induced onto
the island due to the contact potential change ∆φ. Applying a magnetic field
thus has an effect that is similar to changing the gate voltage. This equivalence
has been beautifully demonstrated by Ono et al. [12] For the situation sketched
above, we find:

∆q(B) =
C1

2e
PgµBB (5.2)
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Hence, if no magnetization rotation or switching takes place in the ferromagnet,
the induced charge onto the island changes linearly with the applied field B. In the
Coulomb blockade regime, the conductance G is a function of (induced) charge.
Hence, we find that the conductance changes when a field is applied:

G(q, B) = G(q) +
dG

dq
∆q(B) (5.3)

Here q denotes the charge state of the island at zero field. For a Coulomb is-
land, G(q) and dG

dq can be calculated or measured. The exact theory to apply
depends on the magnitude of the various energy scales involved [13]. The sign of
the magneto-conductance is determined by the signs of both P and dG

dq . We note
that the function G(q) is periodic. Hence, dG

dq changes sign periodically.

5.3 Magneto-Coulomb effect, magnetization switch-

ing

Next, we incorporate magnetization switching. Again, we start with ferromagnet
F1 magnetized in the positive direction, but now we ramp down the external field
(B < 0). Then, according to eq. A.3, the conductance changes linearly with B,
as long as the magnetization of the ferromagnet is unchanged. However, when B
reaches the coercive field, i.e., B = −Bc, the magnetization of the ferromagnet
switches to the negative direction. Hence, also ∆q changes discontinuously, by
∆qc = C1

e PgµBBc. This results in a jump in the conductance via eq. A.3. For
more negative B fields, the conductance change will be linear with B again, but
now with opposite sign. So far, we have considered an island connected to one
ferromagnet only. The extension to a spin valve device with two ferromagnetic
contacts is rather trivial, since their effects can be added. Summarizing, a con-
ductance change linear in B is expected, with discontinuities at the coercive fields
of both ferromagnets.

To illustrate the above, we consider the device in Fig. 5.1a, where F1 and F2

have different switching fields. Experimentally, this can be achieved by choosing
thin strips of different widths [14–16]. To calculate the conductance properties
at zero field, we use the orthodox model of Coulomb blockade [13]. We assume
each Coulomb peak to be independent. Although this is not exact, it suffices to
show the principle of MCE. We note also that eq. A.3 can in principle be used
for other Coulomb regimes. In Fig. 5.2a, we show G(q) for a certain choice of
parameters (see caption Fig. 5.2). We use q as a relative quantity, i.e., q = 0
corresponds to an initial situation with N electrons on the island (charge −Ne).
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Figure 5.2: a) Conductance G vs charge state q for the system in Fig. 5.1a. G
is calculated with the orthodox model. Parameters: C1 = C2 = 2 · 10−17F, Cg =
5 · 10−18F, R1 = R2 = 2.5MΩ. G is given in units of G∞ = 1/(R1 +R2) = 0.2µS.
b) Relative conductance change ∆GMCE/G vs q (in %). ∆GMCE(q) equals the
total change in conductance due to magnetization switching of the ferromagnetic
electrodes. This quantity is defined in Fig. 5.3b for a specific choice of q (q =
0.69e, also indicated in a) and b)). We use P = −0.6, g = 2 and T = 4.2K.

A change in q by e corresponds to a change in Coulomb level energy by e2/Ctot

(where Ctot is the total capacitance of the island). Next, we will determine the
field dependence of the conductance, using eq. A.3. For this, we need dG

dq , which
we derive from Fig. 5.2a. Furthermore, one requires ∆q(B), the charge induced as
a result of the B-field. This function is shown in Fig. 5.3a. It is calculated using
P = −0.6, which is the thermodynamic polarization of cobalt [12]. As discussed
above, discontinuities in ∆q(B) are found at the respective coercive fields of the
two ferromagnetic electrodes. To obtain G vs B, we combine eq. A.3 with Figs.
5.2a and 5.3a. In Fig. 5.3b, we show a typical result, evaluated around q = 0.69e.
We find indeed that MCE gives linear conductance changes for fields exceeding
the switching fields. Around the switching fields, discontinuities occur, leading to
hysteretic behavior. We note that Fig. 5.3b does show similarities with several
experiments in spin valve devices. This emphasizes the importance to separate
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Figure 5.3: a) Induced charge on the island, ∆q, vs B-field (see eq.A.2). ∆q varies
linearly with B, except at the switching fields, where steps are seen. The curve
ignores the demagnetizing field. b) Conductance vs B-field calculated using eq.
A.3, Fig. a) and Fig. 5.2a (at q = 0.69e, indicated in Fig. 5.2). Solid line:
demagnetization field ignored. The sum of the steps is defined as ∆GMCE < 0.
With this, we construct Fig. 5.2b. Dashed line: qualitative effect of the rotation
of the demagnetization field at the nanotube (only drawn for positive fields). We
use Bc1 = 0.09T and Bc2 = 0.11T

both phenomena [16].
Finally, we evaluate the size of MCE for various q. For this, we concentrate on

the discontinuities in Fig. 5.3b. We define the conductance change due to MCE,
∆GMCE(q), as the sum of the two conductance steps at the coercive fields, i.e.,
∆GMCE(q) = −dG

dq PgµB(C1Bc1 + C2Bc2)/e. We indicate ∆GMCE(q = 0.69e)
in Fig. 5.3b. In Fig. 5.2b, we plot the relative magnetoconductance change
∆GMCE/G as a function of q. Inspecting the graph, we infer that both sign
and magnitude of MCE depend critically on q. The reason is that ∆GMCE/G

is roughly proportional to the derivative of the logarithm of G(q). We note that
Fig. 5.2b changes considerably for a sample with a non-zero background conduc-
tance. Hence, ∆GMCE/G changes sign where G(q) reaches its extremes. Further-
more, ∆GMCE/G reaches its minima and maxima close to the inflection points
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of G(q). The latter has an important consequence. The sharper the Coulomb
peaks get, the higher the maximum conductance change due to MCE becomes.
Consequently, even small ∆q can induce sizeable effects, without a fundamental
limitation. In Fig. 5.2a, we obtain a maximum conductance change of 1%. We
note that the system in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 is comparable to the single wall carbon
nanotubes, measured by Kim et al. [7]. They have G = 0.37µS at 4.5 K, and
find ∆G/G ≈ 1.5%. However, in principle, effects exceeding 100% are also possi-
ble. Indeed, MCE depends strongly on the system parameters, which define the
sharpness of the Coulomb peaks.

5.4 Magneto-Coulomb effect in a carbon nanotube

Recently, much work has been done to investigate magnetic field induced conduc-
tance changes in quantum dot-like structures, such as carbon nanotubes [1–4, 7–
11, 17] and small metal islands [5, 6]. In these studies, conductance changes are
seen that are interpreted in terms of spin accumulation. However, three phenom-
ena are noteworthy: 1) in many cases, the change in conductance sets in before
the magnetic field changes sign, i.e. before the ferromagnetic electrodes switch
their magnetization [1–5,18]. 2) In some studies the magnetoconductance changes
sign as a function of gate voltage [2, 4, 17, 18]. 3) In carbon nanotubes connected
to only one ferromagnet (and to gold), field-induced conductance changes are also
observed [19]. In the latter system spin detection is clearly not possible.
We believe that in many experiments, MCE plays an important role. As seen in
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, MCE-induced conductance changes have the following proper-
ties: 1) they set in continuously at zero field; 2) they change sign as a function
of gate voltage, exactly at the Coulomb peaks; 3) MCE-induced conductance
changes also take place for Coulomb islands connected to only one ferromagnet,
as discussed above. Hence, the combination of MCE with spin accumulation
could be responsible for part of the phenomena listed above. We note that the
sign changes seen in Refs. [2, 4, 17, 18] have been explained within coherent spin
transport models (see also Ref. [20]). However, in most of these systems Coulomb
blockade was also observed. This implies that MCE should be taken into account
to obtain full correspondence between experiment and theory.

It is important to separate spin accumulation from magnetoresistance effects
such as MCE. The best way to do this is by a direct measurement, using a non-
local, four-probe geometry [16]. If a non-local measurement is not possible, the
MCE and spin accumulation should be separated in other ways. For example
by monitoring the temperature and gate voltage dependence of the relative con-
ductance changes and comparing these data sets to what is expected for MCE.
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Clearly, MCE decreases with a decrease of the conductance peaks. Otherwise,
experiments on nanotubes with two ferromagnetic contacts can be compared to
those with one ferromagnet and a normal metal [4]. However, for a proper com-
parison, it is essential, that the coupling to the normal metal and the ferromagnet
is very similar.

5.5 Discussion and conclussions

Finally, we discuss the influence of a demagnetizing field on the MCE qualita-
tively. This field may play a significant role in carbon nanotubes onto which a
ferromagnetic strip is evaporated. Locally, in the nanotube beneath the ferromag-
net, the demagnetizing field is expected to be quite high, of order 0.5 T (assuming
a field due to the ferromagnet of 1 T close to its surface). The reason for this
is that the aspect ratio of the nanotube is unity in the radial direction. The de-
magnetizing field shifts the local work function of the ferromagnet thus adding to
MCE. Suppose now that the ferromagnet is magnetized in the positive direction
and a negative B field is applied. Then, we expect the ferromagnetic domains
in the vicinity of the nanotube to change their orientation slowly. This locally
rotates the demagnetization field and therefore changes ∆q. As a consequence, a
characteristic magnetoconductance trace is expected, with conductance changes
setting in before the ferromagnet actually switches (cf. Ref. [21]). As soon as the
ferromagnet does switch, we are in a mirror image of the original situation and
the contribution of the demagnetizing field jumps back to its old value. We con-
clude that MCE due to the demagnetizing field gives a continuous conductance
change for fields down to the coercive field. Just as for the external-field-induced
MCE, conductance changes are already expected at fields close to 0 T. This is
consistent with the majority of two-terminal experiments [1–6, 18]. In Fig. 5.3b,
we sketch the total MCE, including that of the demagnitizing field (dashed line).
We note the similarity of the full MCE curve with what is expected for spin ac-
cumulation. For asymmetric contacts (e.g., C1 6= C2), the shape of Fig. 5.3b
will change accordingly. If one of the jumps dominates, only one peak may be
observed experimentally.

In summary, we show that the magneto-Coulomb effect should be taken into
account to explain experiments on spin valve structures in the Coulomb blockade
regime. A proper separation of spin accumulation and MCE is essential for a
good understanding of the first.
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6
Electronic spin transport and spin pre-

cession in single graphene layers at room

temperature1

Electronic transport in single or few layers of graphene is the subject of intense
interest. The specific band structure of graphene, with its unique valley struc-
ture and Dirac neutrality point separating hole states from electron states has
led to the observation of new electronic transport phenomena such as anoma-
lously quantized Hall effects, absence of weak localization and the existence of a
minimum conductivity [1]. In addition to dissipative transport also supercurrent
transport has already been observed [2]. It has also been suggested that graphene
might be a promising material for spintronics and related applications, such as
the realization of spin qubits, due to the low intrinsic spin orbit interaction, as
well as the low hyperfine interaction of the electron spins with the carbon nu-
clei [3, 4]. As a first step in the direction of graphene spintronics and spin qubits
we report the observation of spin transport, as well as Larmor spin precession
over micrometer long distances using single graphene layer based field effect tran-
sistors. The non-local spin valve geometry was used, employing four terminal
contact geometries with ferromagnetic cobalt electrodes, which make contact to
the graphene sheet through a thin oxide layer. We observe clear bipolar (changing
from positive to negative sign) spin signals which reflect the magnetization direc-
tion of all 4 electrodes, indicating that spin coherence extends underneath all 4
contacts. No significant changes in the spin signals occur between 4.2K , 77K and

1Published as: N.Tombros, C. Jozsa, M. Popinciuc, H. T. Jonkman, and B. J. van Wees,

Nature, 448, 571 (2007)
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room temperature. From Hanle type spin precession measurements we extract a
spin relaxation length between 1.5 and 2 m at room temperature, only weakly
dependent on charge density, which is varied from n∼0 at the Dirac neutrality
point to n = 3.6 1016/m2. The spin polarization of the ferromagnetic contacts is
calculated from the measurements to be around 10%.

6.1 Spin transport in Graphene

The elementary device geometry to detect spin transport is a (two-terminal)
spin valve where a non-magnetic medium is contacted by two ferromagnetic elec-
trodes [5]. Hill et al [6]. have studied devices with 200 nanometer spaced transpar-
ent permalloy contacts to a single graphene layer. Relatively large magnetoresis-
tances of several hundred Ω were observed in the magnetic field region where the
magnetization direction switched. However, no clear distinction between parallel
and anti-parallel configurations could be observed. These experiments suggest
the possibility of spin dependent transport. However, the potential contribution
of spurious effects has to be excluded by other experiments.

In our experiments we adopt the four terminal ”non-local” technique [7, 8].
Here the charge current path can be fully separated from the voltage detection
circuit. As explained in Fig. 6.1, if spin injection and spin transport takes place, a
bipolar spin signal should be observed which changes sign when the magnetization
configuration of the electrodes switches from parallel to anti-parallel. Due to
the absence of a background resistance, the non-local technique is less sensitive
to device resistance fluctuations and spurious magnetoresistances (such as Hall
effects), as compared to the standard two-terminal spin valve technique. The non-
local technique has been applied to metals [7, 8], semiconductors [9] and carbon
nanotubes [10].

As described in the Methods, we failed to observe spin transport in graphene
devices with transparent low ohmic ferromagnetic contacts. Our experiments
require the use of tunnel barriers between the ferromagnetic electrodes and the
graphene layer underneath, in order to increase the spin dependent interface resis-
tance, and combat the conductivity mismatch problem [11–13]. Here the presence
of a thin Al2O3 layer should (at least in principle) create a spin dependent tun-
nel barrier. Also, it is essential for our devices with electrodes which completely
overlap the graphene strips that the barrier should be transparent enough to re-
sult in measurable (<1M Ω) resistances, but at the same time opaque enough so
that carriers can pass underneath it with conservation of spin direction (see Fig.
6.1c,d). Our measurements show that we have actually achieved this. However,
given the expected thickness of the oxide of 0.8 nm it is unlikely that the tunnel
barrier will be uniform, and pinholes may be expected.
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Figure 6.1: Spin transport in a four terminal spin valve device. a, SEM mi-
crograph of a four terminal single layer graphene spin valve. Cobalt electrodes
are evaporated across a single layer graphene strip prepared on a SiO2 surface.
b,The non-local spin valve geometry: A current I is injected from electrode 3
through the Al2O3 barrier into graphene and is extracted at contact 4. The volt-
age difference is measured between contact 2 and 1. The non-local resistance is:
Rnon−local=(V+-V−)/I. c, Illustration of spin injection and spin diffusion for elec-
trodes having parallel magnetizations. Injection of up spins by contact 3 results in
an accumulation of spin-up electrons underneath contact 3, with a corresponding
deficit of spin-down electrons. Due to spin relaxation the spin density decays on
a scale given by the spin relaxation length. The dots show the electric voltage
measured by contact 1 and 2 in the ideal case of 100% spin selectivity. A posi-
tive non-local resistance is measured. (Note that a larger positive signal can be
obtained by reversing the magnetization direction of contact 1). d, Spin injection
and spin diffusion for antiparallel magnetizations. The voltage contacts probe
opposite spin directions resulting in a negative non-local resistance.

The fabrication of the devices is described in Chapter 3. Fig. 6.1a shows the
device geometry and Fig. 6.1b the measurement setup. We prepared cobalt elec-
trodes with widths from 80 nm to 800 nm. Their coercive fields depend on their
width and range from 150 mT down to 30 mT. Although there is some scatter
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Figure 6.2: Spin transport at 4.2K and 77K. a, Non-local spin valve signal for de-
vice 1 at 4.2K. The sweep directions of the magnetic field are indicated (red/green
arrows). The magnetic configurations of the electrodes are illustrated for both
sweep directions. The widths of the electrodes are 1: 330 nm, 2: 90 nm, 3: 140
nm, 4: 250 nm, and the electrode spacings 1-2, 2-3, 3-4: 330 nm. The graphene
width is 1.4 µm. b, A two terminal local spin valve signal (measured between
contacts 2 and 3) of about 60 Ω is measured at 4.2K. c, Spin signals at 4.2K and
77K. A ”minor loop” is observed because the magnetic field sweep is reversed
before contact 2 has reversed its magnetization direction.

in the coercive fields for similar contact widths, we can always reconstruct which
contact is switching at what magnetic field from the measurements of the various
spin valve signals [14]. The non-local resistance is recorded while the magnetic
field (applied in the y-direction) is swept from a negative value to a positive value
followed by an opposite sweep back to negative values. The electrical measure-
ments are performed with standard low frequency lock-in techniques. Currents
are in the range 100 nA to 5 µA.
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Fig. 6.2a shows a typical non-local measurement of device 1 at 4.2K. Since
there are 4 ferromagnetic electrodes involved, several resistance values are ob-
served which we can associate with a particular configuration of magnetization
directions. We note that spin transport over at least 330 nm (the spacing between
the centre electrodes) can occur. However, the observation that there are at least
3 resistance levels indicates that also the outer electrodes are relevant as spin
injectors and detectors implying an even longer length scale of 1 µm. This device
was the only one sofar where we could also observe a spin valve signal in the
two-terminal ”local” geometry (Fig. 6.2b). Here the resistance is dominated by
the contact resistances which show fluctuations as a function of time, resulting in
a noise background. Nevertheless, at the switching fields of the central electrodes
2 and 3 an increase of typically 60 Ω can be observed. This is in agreement with
the fact that, if both can be measured, the local signal should be larger than
the non-local signal [15]. Note also that the identification of these switches as
spin signals would have been very difficult without the support of the non-local
measurements. Fig. 6.2c shows a comparison between 4.2K and 77K data of
device 1. Here the magnetization direction of only one of the central electrodes is
reversed. This results in a typical ”minor loop” shape, known from measurements
on spin valves with electrodes with different coercivities. We observe only a weak
dependence on temperature.

To investigate the dependence of the signal on the electrode separation at
77K we prepared and measured devices 2 and 3 where graphene strips with 2
µm width are used. On each device a sequence of ferromagnetic contacts with
monotonically increasing spacings and different widths were deposited. Details
will be given elsewhere (C. Jozsa et al., in preparation). We summarize the spin
signals as follows: spacing 350 nm: 31 Ω , 550 nm: 35 Ω , 1 µm: 21 Ω , 1.5 µm:
21 Ω 2 µm: 22Ω , 3 µm: 8Ω , and 5 µm: 5 Ω . This shows that the spin signals
start to go down at spacings beyond 2 µm, indicating a spin relaxation length of
about 2µm.

The observation of spin transport at room temperature is shown in Fig. 6.3a
for device 4. The magnitude of the spin signal (∼6Ω) is comparable to that
observed at 77K for a 3 µm spacing device. Fig. 6.3b shows the gate voltage
dependence of the non-local signal in parallel and antiparallel configurations. In
agreement with the principle of the non-local technique, it shows that the parallel
configuration always yields a positive value and the antiparallel a negative one.
In Fig. 6.3c the gate voltage dependence of the graphene resistance is plotted.
The typical shape for single graphene layers is observed, with a slightly shifted
neutrality point at Vg =19 V , where the resistivity reaches a maximum of 3.2
kΩ. A comparison between Fig. 6.3c and Fig.6.3b shows that there is only a small
decrease of the spin signal at the Dirac point.
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Figure 6.3: Spin transport at room temperature. a, Non-local spin valve signal at
room temperature for device 4. The magnetic field sweep directions are indicated
as well as the magnetic configurations. The electrode widths are 1: 500 nm 2:
150 nm, 3: 90 nm, 4: 400 nm and electrode spacings 1-2, 3-4: 450 nm, 2-3: 3 µm.
The graphene width is 600 nm. b, Gate voltage dependence of the spin signals
in parallel and anti-parallel directions. The spin signal has a weak minimum at
the Dirac point. c, Gate voltage dependence of the graphene resistance. The
maximum resistivity is 3.2 kΩ at the Dirac neutrality point (Vg = 19V).

Finally we present room temperature Hanle type spin precession experiments.
For this purpose first a magnetic field is applied in the y-direction to prepare the
electrodes in a parallel or antiparallel magnetization direction. Then this field is
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removed and a B-field in the z-direction is scanned. The data are shown in Fig.
6.4. Electrons are injected with a spin polarization in the up direction by contact
3. They precess around the B-field with a Larmor frequency ωL = gµBB/~, with
g the effective Land-factor (∼2) and µB the Bohr magneton. The data show that
spin-up electrons injected by contact 3 precess while they are diffusing towards
contact 2. At B∼100 mT their average precession angle when they arrive at this
contact is 180 degrees, resulting in a sign reversal of the spin signal.

Since the spin density is constant along the y-direction, the detailed shape
of the data was fitted with the 1-dimensional Bloch equations which describe
the combined effect of diffusion, precession and spin relaxation [7–9]. From the
fitting procedure both the diffusion constant D and the transverse spin relaxation
time T2 can be obtained. As we will see later, the longitudinal relaxation time
T1, extracted from the exponential length dependence of the spin valve signal
in sample 5, has similar values with T2 and therefore the use of a single spin
relaxation time τsf is justified. The fits indicate a spin relaxation length, λsf =√

Dτsf , between 1.5 to 2 µm, with only minor differences between the high density
regime and the Dirac point. We now calculate D from the measured conductivity
σ at an energy ε sufficiently far away from the Dirac point the density of states
for a single graphene layer is given by ν(ε ) = gv gs 2πε/ (h2 v2

F ), which includes
the two-fold valley (gv =2) and spin (gs=2) degeneracy (vF ∼ 106 m/s) (Ref.
[16]). Integration yields the total density n(ε ) = gv gs 2πε2/ (h2 v2

F ). From the
measurements of Fig. 6.3c, together with the device geometry (L= 3 µm and W
= 600 nm) we obtain the conductivity at Vg= -40 V where n = 3.6 * 1016/m2.

The Einstein relation reads σ = νe2D, where the diffusion constant in two-
dimensions is given by D =1/2 vF l , with l the scattering mean free path. We
find D = 1.8 10−2 m2/s and l = 36 nm. This value is very close to the value
of D obtained by independent fit of the data in Fig. 6.4. This supports the
interpretation of the signal as being due to the the Larmor precession of diffusing
electron spins.

We use a similar procedure at the Dirac neutrality point (Vg=19V). Here we
start with an expression given by Refs. [4,17]: ν(ε = 0) = 4π/(hvF l). Applying the
Einstein relation with σ(V g = 19V ) = 0.33 10−3/Ω we find D = 2.2 10−2 m2/s.
Given the numerical uncertainties, this shows that the diffusion constant is not
changed significantly compared to the value at high metallic densities. Although
the agreement is less good as at higher densities, the comparison with the fitted
value in Fig. 6.4 confirms that the description of simultaneous spin diffusion and
precession also applies at the Dirac neutrality point.

The obtained values for the spin signals can be now compared with theory.
We modify the three-dimensional description of Ref. 8 for use in two-dimensions:
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Figure 6.4: Hanle spin precession. Hanle spin precession in the non-local geometry
(device 4) measured as a function of the perpendicular magnetic field Bz for a,
parallel and b, antiparallel configurations. By application of a magnetic field in
the y-direction the device is first prepared in the antiparallel/parallel configuration
(see inset). A comparison is made between the data obtained at the Dirac point
(Vg=19V) and at Vg = -40V. The solid lines are fits with the 1-dimensional Bloch
equations. The obtained parameters are shown in the insets, together with the
corresponding spin relaxation lenghts. Note that the signal in (a) is much smaller
compared to (b), due to a sudden change in the properties of the 150 nm wide
contact between the measurements.

Rnon−local = P 2λsf

2Wσ exp(−L/λsf )

Here W is the width of the graphene strip, L the spacing of the central elec-
trodes, and P is the spin polarization of the contacts. Inserting the obtained val-
ues of the measured spin signals at room temperature the formula gives P ∼0.1.
Finally, we studied device 5 (graphene width: 1 µm ) and we found for the de-
pendence of the spin signals on the spacing L: L=1.5 µm: 2.0Ω, 3 µm:0.8Ω, 5 µm:
0.25 Ω. These measurements are consistent with λsf in the range 1.5 - 2µm and
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a longitudinal relaxation time (T1) of the same order as T2 obtained previously.

6.2 Discussion and conclusions

In conclusion we demonstrated all electrical spin injection and detection in the
two dimensional carrier system formed by a single graphene layer. Spin transport
is found to be relatively insensitive to the temperature. The use of the non-
local technique together with artificial tunnel barriers has allowed us to observe
spin transport. The contacts most likely consist of some relatively transparent
regions which dominate the transport from the ferromagnet into the graphene.
Optimization of these contacts is expected to result in even larger spin signals.

We believe that the observed spin relaxation length and relaxation times in
our devices are limited by extrinsic impurity scattering and not by the intrinsic
properties of graphene. The mobility of our devices is about 2000 cm2/Vs. This
is not exceptionally low1, but improved fabrication techniques should allow for an
increase of the scattering time, which will increase both D and τsf , and thus also
λsf . This will make room temperature spin transport possible over even longer
distances, probably ultimately limited by electron-phonon scattering. At low
temperatures the reduction of the role of spin-orbit interaction by the combination
of high mobility graphene layers together with quantum confinement should make
it possible to increase the spin relaxation times considerably.

6.3 Methods

Measurements on devices with transparent low ohmic contacts.

Here we give a brief overview of devices with transparent and low ohmic contacts.
The preparation is as described in the main text except for the Al evaporation
and oxidation step. In two of these devices the ferromagnetic electrodes did not
fully overlap the graphene flakes. As a result the graphene is exposed to stray
magnetic fields in the range of several hundreds of milliTesla at the ends of the
strips. In four terminal measurements at 4.2K we observed magnetoresistances
of the order of 300Ω on a background of 18 kΩ. These resistances coincided with
the expected switching fields of the cobalt electrodes. Moreover, the sign of the
signals could change as function of the gate voltage but also as a function of the
bias voltage. The sensitivity to magnetic field, charge density and energy strongly
suggest that these are Hall-type effects and we conclude that to avoid stray fields,
the ferromagnets should completely overlap the graphene. A third device had a
geometry similar to device 1. Here we found three-terminal contact resistances in
the range <50Ω (hence close to zero). This implies that there is a good contact
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between the ferromagnet and the graphene underneath, and the carriers are not
able to pass underneath the contacts. This was confirmed by measurements of
the non-local resistance, which yielded low values (∼1Ω). No spin valve signals
could be detected. We also measured the two terminal local spin valve signals
between contacts 2 and 3. On a background of typically 5 kΩ no signals could be
observed, the noise level being about 5Ω.

Spin relaxation induced by the contacts

We found the lowest contact resistances (devices 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) to be around 5
kΩ, which corresponds to a resistance of about 10 kΩ per spin channel. This im-
plies that a contact connects the spin-up and spin-down channels in the graphene
by an effective resistance of 20 kΩ. Taking into account all four contacts, an
effective relaxation time can thus be calculated from the spin relaxation via the
contacts [18]. An estimate shows that this time exceeds the observed spin relax-
ation time by at least a factor of ten. The contacts therefore contribute at most
10% to the observed spin relaxation.

Experimental aspects.

The slight asymmetry in coercive fields of the ferromagnetic strips for positive and
negative B sweeps arises from a frozen-in magnetization configuration in the wider
parts of the ferromagnetic leads. Full symmetry can be restored by continuing
the B sweeps to higher magnetic fields (∼1 T). In most cases this was not done
for practical reasons.

Non-idealities in the non-local resistance measurements (in particular related
to nonhomogeneous contacts) can generate a spin-independent background. This
is estimated to be less than 1 Ω in typical measurements.
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7
Anisotropic spin relaxation in graphene1

Spin relaxation in graphene is investigated in electrical graphene spin valve devices
in the non-local geometry. Ferromagnetic electrodes with in-plane magnetizations
inject spins parallel to the graphene layer. They are subject to Hanle spin preces-
sion under a magnetic field B applied perpendicular to the graphene layer. Fields
above 1.5 T force the magnetization direction of the ferromagnetic contacts to
align to the field, allowing injection of spins perpendicular to the graphene plane.
A comparison of the spin signals at B = 0 and B = 2 T shows a 20 % decrease
in spin relaxation time for spins perpendicular to the graphene layer compared
to spins parallel to the layer. We analyze the results in terms of the different
strengths of the spin orbit effective fields in the in-plane and out-of-plane direc-
tions and discuss the role of the Elliott-Yafet and Dyakonov-Perel mechanisms for
spin relaxation.

1N. Tombros, S. Tanabe, A. Veligura, C. Jozsa, M. Popinciuc, H. T. Jonkman, B. J. van

Wees, submitted to PRL
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7.1 Introduction

The discovery of the anomalous quantum Hall effect in graphene [1,2] triggered an
avalanche of theoretical and experimental work on this new system. Spintronics
is one of the fields which has great expectations for this material. Spin qubits [3]
and many other spintronic devices based on graphene could become available due
to the fact that in intrinsic graphene spins are expected to relax very slowly [4–7].
The reason behind this is the low hyperfine interaction of the spins with the carbon
nuclei (only 1 % of the nuclei are C13 and have spin) and the weak spin-orbit
(SO) interaction due to the low atomic number.

Recent experiments show spin transport in graphene up to room tempera-
ture [8–12] , with spin relaxation lengths of 2 µm and relaxation times around 150
ps [8]. Such relatively short relaxation times suggest an important role of SO inter-
action. There are two relevant mechanisms for SO interaction in graphene [13]. In
the Elliott-Yafet (EY) mechanism, spin scattering is induced by electron (momen-
tum) scattering from impurities, boundaries and phonons. The Dyakonov-Perel
(DP) mechanism results from SO terms in the Hamiltonian of the clean material.
Here electrons feel an effective magnetic field, which changes in direction every
time the electron scatters to a different momentum state, resulting in random spin
precession. In principle, the two mechanisms can be distinguished by their differ-
ent dependence on the momentum scattering time τ [13]. In our experiments in
graphene we are not able to change τ considerably, making the distinction between
Elliott-Yafet and Dyakonov-Perel mechanisms difficult. However, we can obtain
valuable information about the SO interaction by investigating the anisotropy of
spin relaxation. First we note that the transverse (T2) and longitudinal (T1) spin
relaxation times are expected to be the same for the parameters of our system [13].
Therefore, as in metals, a single spin relaxation time T = T1 = T2 can be used.
However, due to the 2-dimensionality, T can have a different value for injected
spins parallel (T‖) or perpendicular (T⊥) to the graphene plane. For example, if
the SO interaction is of the Rashba or Dresselhaus type, then the SO effective
fields are exclusively in the graphene plane and calculations show that this should
result in anisotropic spin relaxation in which T⊥ = 1/2 T‖ [13]. On the other
hand, if the SO effective fields pointing out of the graphene plane dominate, we
expect T⊥ >> T‖. Here we will directly compare the spin relaxation times in
the parallel and perpendicular directions, measured under identical experimental
conditions.
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7.2 Experiment

Our experiments are performed using the four terminal ”non-local” technique
(Fig. 1a). Here the charge current path can be fully separated from the voltage
detection circuit. The non-local technique is less sensitive to device resistance
fluctuations and magnetoresistances (such as Hall effects), as compared to the
standard two-terminal spin valve technique. This allows the detection of small
spin signals, in our case as small as a few mΩ (Fig. 2a). Fabrication of the devices
is done as in Ref. 8. Using the ”Scotch tape” technique [14] graphene layers
were deposited on an oxidized (500 nm) heavily doped Si wafer. Calibrations
by Raman spectroscopy in combination with optical microscopy and atomic force
microscopy show that our samples are single graphene layers. We evaporate a thin
layer of aluminum (6Å) on top of the graphene layer at 77 K and let it oxidize
using pure O2, to form an Al2O3 barrier. These barriers very likely contain
pinholes [8], nevertheless spin injection efficiencies of 10 % have been observed.
Conventional electron beam lithography and e-beam evaporation of 50 nm of
Co (at 10−6 mbar) are used to define the ferromagnetic cobalt electrodes. The
electrodes have different widths to assure different switching fields [15]. The
experiments are performed at a temperature of 4.2K and we use magnetic fields
up to 4.5 Tesla. A standard a.c. lock-in technique is used with currents in the
range 1-20 µA.

Spin precession measurements are performed on two samples (graphene width
W = 1.2 µm) for electrode spacings L = 5 µm (sample A), 0.5, 2 and 4µm
(sample B). To perform the Hanle spin precession experiments we first apply a
magnetic field in the y-direction to prepare the magnetizations of the electrodes
in a parallel or antiparallel orientation (Fig. 1a). Then this field is removed and
a B-field in the z-direction is scanned (Fig. 1b) [15]. An example of the resulting
spin precession is depicted in Fig. 1d (sample B), for the parallel and antiparallel
magnetizations of the spin injector and spin detector cobalt electrodes. The spins
are injected parallel to the graphene plane and are precessing while diffusing
towards the spin detector situated at a distance L = 4 µm from the injector.
At Bz ∼ 0.2 T the average precession angle is 180 degrees, resulting in a sign
reversal of the spin signal. The magnitude of the signal at Bz = 0T (0.2 Ω)
is small compared to the signals measured in our previous work, which was in
the order of 2 Ω for these spacings [8]. This is directly related to the measured
low contact resistances Rc (1-2 kΩ), which are a factor 5 to 10 smaller than in
Ref. [8]. In this study, the contact resistance Rc is equal or smaller to the typical
square resistance of the graphene layer Rsq and this results in the reduction of the
injection/detection efficiencies and also provides an extra path for spin relaxation
at the ferromagnetic contacts [16]. This is taken into account in the fitting of the
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Figure 7.1: Spin transport in graphene a) A SEM picture of a single layer of
graphene contacted by 6 cobalt electrodes (sample A). Spins traveling a distance
of 5 µm, from cobalt electrode F2 to F3, are probed using the ’non-local’ ge-
ometry. The voltage circuit (F3-graphene-F6) is completely separated from the
current circuit (F1-graphene-F2), b) Hanle type spin precession experiment, the
magnetization of the spin injector F2 is set antiparallel to the magnetization of
spin detector F3. Spins are injected parallel to the graphene plane. c) Applica-
tion of a strong external magnetic field (∼1.4T) perpendicular to the graphene
layer results in injector and detector magnetizations aligned parallel to the exter-
nal magnetic field. Spins are injected perpendicular to the graphene plane. d)
Hanle spin precession in case of parallel (↑↑, black curve) and antiparallel (↑↓,
grey curve) magnetizations.
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spin precession measurements with solutions of the 1-dimensional Bloch equations
which describe the combined effect of diffusion, precession and spin relaxation in
the system:

D
d2~µ

dx2
− ~µ

T
+

gµB

~
( ~B × ~µ) = 0 (7.1)

where D is the diffusion constant, µ is spin accumulation, T is the spin relax-
ation time, g is the g-factor (g≈2), B the magnetic field, ~ is Planck’s constant
and µB the Bohr magneton. From the fit, the spin relaxation time T in graphene
can be extracted. In our model we assume a spin injector electrode at position x
= 0 and a spin detector electrode at position x = L. The additional spin relaxation
due to the finite contact resistance Rc is taken into account by a parameter R =
W · Rc/Rsq, where W is the width of the graphene layer. If the spin relaxation
length is in the µm range then the model shows that for R >> 10−5 m the con-
tacts do not induce extra spin relaxation. On the other hand for R << 10−5m
the amplitude (A) of the spin signal has a quadratic dependence on R (A ∼ R2)
( M. Popinciuc et al., in preparation).

In our experiments a background arises in the non-local resistance which has a
quadratic dependency on Bz due to orbital magnetoresistance effects, in particular
around the Dirac point. At high electron densities this background is usually
small. We therefore start by applying a gate voltage on samples A and B to
allow us to investigate the spin dynamics at a high electron density ne ∼ 3.0
1016m−2(Fig. 2). From the fitting procedure both the diffusion constant D and
the spin relaxation time T‖ can be obtained. For L = 2, 4 (Sample B) and 5µm
(Sample A) we obtain a diffusion constant of 3· 10−2m2s−1 and spin relaxation
times of T‖ = 60 ps for sample A and up to 90 ps for sample B, corresponding to
spin relaxation lengths λ=

√
DT‖ of 1.4 up to 1.8 µm, respectively, comparable to

the values found in Ref. [8]. Increasing the magnitude of Bz results in a rotation of
the magnetization of the cobalt electrodes out of the plane, towards the magnetic
field direction. This can already be seen in Fig. 1d where the rotation of the
magnetization induces an asymmetry of the spin signal at 0.5 T. A magnetic field
of 1.4 to 1.8 T is needed to fully align the magnetization of the cobalt electrodes
in the z-direction (Fig. 1c) [15,17]. This is a special situation as injected spins are
now perpendicular to the graphene layer and will relax with a time T⊥ which is not
necessarily the same as T‖. If the anisotropy in the spin relaxation is large then
the amplitude of the non-local spin signal at B = 0 T should be very different from
the signal at ∼1.8 T. The high sensitivity of this method comes from the fact that
the amplitude of the spin signal depends exponentially on λ. For example, for L

= 5 µm and λ = 1.4 µm a decrease by 10 % in λ due to anisotropic spin relaxation
should result in a 40 % decrease in spin signal amplitude. In this example a 10 %
decrease in λ corresponds to a 20 % (100%·(T‖−T⊥)/T⊥) decrease in T . In Fig. 2
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Figure 7.2: Anisotropic spin relaxation at high electron density n a) n = 2.1
1012 cm−2. Initially, spins are injected parallel to the graphene plane having the
magnetization of the spin injector set parallel (gray line) or antiparallel (black
line) to the detector (at a distance L = 5 µm). From the fits (dashed line) we
extract the diffusion constant D and the relaxation time T‖. A magnetic field of
∼1.4 T is needed to align the magnetization of the cobalt electrodes out of their
easy magnetization axis, in this case the spins are injected perpendicular to the
graphene layer having a spin relaxation time T⊥. T⊥ is 19 % smaller to T‖. The
small decrease in the nonlocal signal found between 1.5 and 2 T is attributed to
a background due to orbital magnetoresistance effects. The same experiment has
been performed on sample B for b) L = 4 µm (n = 3.5 1012 cm−2), c) L = 2 µm
(n = 2.8 1012 cm−2) and d) L = 500 nm (n = 3.5 1012 cm−2).

the decrease in the magnitude of the spin signal for L = 2, 4 and 5 µm corresponds
to a spin relaxation time T⊥ being 20 % smaller than T‖. Clearly, our devices show
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Figure 7.3: Anisotropic spin relaxation at the Dirac point for L = 500 nm a)
Gate voltage dependence of the graphene resistance between electrodes F2 and
F3 (Fig. 1b). The charge neutrality point is found at Vg ≈ -75 V. b) The
nonlocal resistance for spins injected parallel to the graphene layer (black line).
This is defined as the difference in the signal obtained for injector and detector
magnetizations set parallel (RNL,↑↑) and the signal for injector and detector set
to antiparallel (RNL,↑↓). Our model (gray line) which takes into account the
finite contact resistance gives a qualitatively good fit to the data for Vg<30V.
c) Application of a magnetic field B perpendicular to the graphene plane gives
similar results as found in Fig. 2. The spin relaxation time for spins injected
perpendicular to the graphene layer is found to be smaller than the spin relaxation
of the spins injected parallel to the layer.

anisotropic spin relaxation in graphene at high electron densities. Of interest is
to investigate if the same conclusion holds for spins injected in graphene at the
charge neutrality point. For L = 2, 4 and 5 µm, close to the Dirac point, orbital
magnetoresistance effects induce a large background, increasing quadratically in
Bz. This background is not only monotonic increasing, it also contains non-
periodic fluctuations as a function of Bz with an amplitude equal or larger than
the spin signal. This effect, in combination with the large suppression of the spin
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Figure 7.4: Dependence of the spin signal as function of electrode spacing L for
spins injected parallel to the graphene plane. a) The gate voltage Vg is set in
such a way that for L = 0.5 , 2 and 4 µm we have the same value of R = 2.2
10−6 (n ' 5.0 1012 cm−2, D = 0.04 m2s−1). We obtain a relaxation length of λ

= 1.5 ± 0.2 µm which is similar to the length extracted from the spin precession
measurements (see Fig. 2). Model calculations for λ = 0.7µm and λ = 5µm are
shown for comparison. b) Moving towards the Dirac point using a gate voltage
in such a way that we decrease the R value to 1.0 10−6 (n ' 2 1012 cm−2, D =
0.03 m2s−1) has a strong influence in λ, as it decreases to 1 µm and c) to 0.8 µm
(for R = 5.5 10−7, n ' 1.0 1012 cm−2, D = 0.02 m2s−1).

signal amplitude at the Dirac point, for L = 2, 4 and 5 µm, does not allow us to
investigate in precision the spin anisotropy. However, we were able to perform the
experiment for the L = 0.5 µm spacing in which the spin signal is relatively large.
(Fig. 3c) Here, application of a gate voltage of -76.5 V (Fig. 3a) allows us to
investigate the spin dynamics at the Dirac point. Clearly, the non-local resistance
at 2T is smaller than the resistance at Bz = 0T showing similar anisotropic spin
relaxation behavior as for high electron densities.
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We can now estimate the effective magnetic field which the electrons feel,
assuming the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism. The electron scatters to a different
momentum state after a time τ which results in a precession angle of the spin
∆ω = ωpτ . Here, ωp is the precession frequency of the spin. The number of
scattering events necessary to induce an angle of 2π is

√
T/τ . Using T = 100

ps and τ ∼ 30 fs we obtain ωp ∼ 1012s−1. Therefore, in the Dyakonov-Perel
mechanism, the precession frequency corresponds to an effective magnetic field of
about 5 Tesla.

We now check if the transverse (T2) and longitudinal (T1) relaxation times for
spins in the graphene plane are the same. For this, λ (=

√
DT1) is extracted from

the spin signal dependence on L (Fig. 4). Care has to be given to the strong
suppression of the spin signal amplitude as we approach the Dirac point, found
at 4.2 K and as well at room temperature. Our model takes into account the spin
relaxation at the contacts and fits qualitatively well the data (Fig. 3b). Earlier
work did not show this strong effect due to the fact that in those samples the
contact resistances were large enough to not to influence the spin dynamics. In
Fig. 4 we present the amplitude of the spin signal of sample B as function of the
electrode spacing L (= 0.5 , 2 and 4 µm) for different values of R. In the same
figure we present the length dependence in the signal expected from our model.
At high electron densities n (Fig. 4a) the model gives a spin relaxation length of
1.5 ±0.2µm. This value is comparable to the values found from spin precession
measurements (Fig. 2) performed at similar values of n (and R), proving that
T1 ' T2. The effect on λ when we approach the Dirac point is stronger: our
model gives λ = 1 µm for n ' 2.0 1012cm−2 (Fig 4 b) and λ = 0.8 µm for
n ' 1.0 1012cm−2 (Fig. 4c). Interestingly, the diffusion constant D, obtained
from conductivity measurements, is a factor 2 smaller close to the Dirac point
(Fig. 4c) compared to the value found at high electron density (Fig. 4a). Since λ

=
√

DT1 and D = 1/2v2
F τ (vF : Fermi velocity, τ : electron momentum scattering

time) this is consistent with a spin relaxation length which is proportional to the
electron momentum scattering time τ , which supports the Elliot-Yafet mechanism,
where T1 ∝ τ .

7.3 Conclusions

Summarizing, we use a non-local measurement geometry to investigate anisotropic
spin relaxation in graphene. Although our experimental accuracy do not allow
us to confirm that T1 and T2 are exactly equal, they allow us to measure with
accuracy the difference between T⊥ and T‖. At high electron densities, a decrease
up to ∼40 % in the spin signal is found for injection of spins perpendicular to the
graphene layer compared to injected spins parallel to the graphene. This corre-
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sponds to a spin relaxation T⊥ almost 20 % smaller to T‖. This spin anisotropy
is expected for a 2-D system were spin-orbit fields in plane dominate the spin re-
laxation. However, the large value for the SO fields (5T) required to describe the
result in the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism, combined with the observed dependence
of the spin relaxation length λ on the electron momentum scattering time τ sug-
gest that the dominating mechanism is the Elliott-Yafet mechanism. Note that
in principle the EY mechanism can also give rise to anisotropic spin relaxation
due to the two dimensional nature of the graphene. As a next step we suggest to
investigate the dependence of T⊥ and T‖ on graphene mobility e.q. by comparing
different sources of graphene. An increase in mobility by a factor 10 [18] results
in a tenfold increase in τ which would unambiguously show the relative role of
the Elliott-Yafet mechanism compared to the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism.
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8
Electronic spin drift in graphene field ef-

fect transistors1

We studied the drift of electron spins under an applied DC electric field in single
layer graphene spin valves in a field effect transport geometry at room tempera-
ture. In the metallic conduction regime (n ' 3.5 × 1016 m−2), for DC fields of
about ±70 kV/m applied between the spin injector and spin detector, the spin
valve signals are increased/decreased, depending on the direction of the DC field
and the carrier type, by as much as ±50%. Sign reversal of the drift effect is
observed when switching from hole to electron conduction. In the vicinity of the
Dirac neutrality point the drift effect is strongly suppressed. The experiments are
in quantitative agreement with a drift-diffusion model of spin transport.

1C. Jozsa, M. Popinciuc, N. Tombros, H. T. Jonkman, B. J. van Wees, submitted to PRL
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8.1 Introduction

Graphene, a two-dimensional hexagonal carbon lattice, was isolated from graphite
and became available for electric transport type measurements in 2004 [1, 2].
Graphene is unique in its nature by allowing the experimentalist to shift the
Fermi level trough the zero-gap energy bands and continuously tune the car-
rier density from holes to electrons via the Dirac neutrality point. Recent stud-
ies also addressed the spin degree of freedom, resulting in successful injection,
transport and detection of spins in single and multiple layers of graphene [3–8].
The spin relaxation time τsf measured about 150 ps (as extracted from Hanle
type spin precession measurements), which combined with a diffusion constant
of D ' 0.02 m2/s yielded a considerable room temperature spin diffusion length
λsf =

√
Dτsf of 1.5 to 2 µm.

8.2 Experiment

Until now, spin transport in graphene was studied in the low bias regime where the
transport is described by diffusion only. In this paper we study the spin transport
in the presence of DC electric fields. Due to the large carrier mobilities in graphene
[9], the DC fields give rise to spin drift effects which are comparable in magnitude
to the spin diffusion in graphene and, therefore, become accessible experimentally.
In order to study the spin drift effect, we have built lateral spin valve devices as
illustrated in Fig. 8.1. The graphene layer is contacted by a series of Co electrodes
(F1-F5) used for the injection/detection of spins and the application of the DC
electric fields. The dimensions of the contacts and their spacings given in the figure
caption are the ones of the sample discussed in this paper and are characteristic
for the spin valves we have fabricated. The graphene flakes we use are typically
between 0.2 and 4 µm wide and up to 50 µm long. Besides the AFM thickness
characterization of every flake, on several samples we have conducted Raman
spectroscopy measurements as well [10], in order to select the single layer flakes.
For a detailed description of the device fabrication see Ref. [3]. The contact
resistances are between 2.5 kΩ and 12 kΩ. A standard low-frequency AC lock-in
technique with a current of 4 µA RMS was used for measuring the spin signals.
The measurements were performed at room temperature and in vacuum in order
to minimize the shifts of the Dirac point due to charging effects of adsorbates on
the graphene layer.

An AC spin imbalance is created in graphene by injection/extraction of spin
currents by the ferromagnetic electrodes F4 and F5 through an aluminium-oxide
tunnel barrier. Due to the opaque Co/Al2O3/graphene interface, the spin trans-
port is not disturbed by the central contact F3. The spin imbalance diffuses
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Figure 8.1: Schematic drawing of the spin drift experiment. The Co contact
widths are 350 nm (for F1), 90 nm (F2), 250 nm (F3), 90 nm (F4), 350 nm (F5)
and the distances between them are (from left to right) 2 µm, 0.6 µm, 1.3 µm and
2 µm. The 0.9×7 µm2 sized graphene flake is covered by an aluminum oxide layer.
A (gate) voltage, applied between the Au contacted Si(n++) substrate and the
grounded electrode F5, allows for the control of the charge density in graphene.
The layer thicknesses are given in the brackets.

symmetrically, with respect to the injection points F4 and F5, through the device
giving rise to an AC voltage drop between the ferromagnetic detector electrodes
F2 and F1. In this non-local measurement geometry, the spin transport is thus
completely separated from the charge transport and is solely described by the
diffusion constant D and the spin relaxation time τsf . The non-local voltage drop
between F2 and F1 is measured as a function of a magnetic field applied along
the easy axis of the Co electrodes (y direction). This results in typical spin valve
signals as shown in Fig. 8.2 a). The variable width of the Co electrodes yields a
difference in their coercive fields (20 to 50 mT in the present case), allowing for
separate switching in the external magnetic field. Contacts with similar widths,
however, can sometimes interchange in their switching order depending on, e.g.,
the domain wall nucleation, on the sweeping direction of the field (positive to
negative values and vice versa). Such an effect is observed in the measurement
shown in Fig. 8.2 a) where the switching order of F4 and F5 is interchanged on the
negative versus positive field’s side. The identification of the switches could nev-
ertheless be done by examining the spin valve signals obtained in different regions
of the same sample by choosing different pairs of injector/detector electrodes.le
by choosing different pairs of injector/detector electrodes.

Each discrete resistance level seen in Fig. 8.2 a) corresponds to a combination
of magnetically parallel/antiparallel electrodes. The step heights carry informa-
tion about the importance of that specific electrode’s contribution to the spin
injection/detection process. The highest change in signal is observed when the
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Figure 8.2: a) Non-local spin valve measurement of the device presented in
Fig. 8.1. The small arrows represent the magnetic orientation of electrodes F1,
F2, F4 and F5. The asymmetric spin valve behavior is due to the switching or-
der of F4 and F5 which depends on external field sweep direction (indicated by
the large horizontal arrows). RSV represents the spin signal; see text for details.
b) 4-point measurement of the graphene resistivity between contacts F3 and F4
versus the gate voltage.

inner electrodes (F2,F4) change their relative parallel/antiparallel magnetization
state. The further away an electrode is, the smaller its corresponding resistance
step is. The spins injected at F5 must diffuse longer (and have thus higher chance
to relax) before they are detected by the detectors (F2,F1) than the spins injected
at F4. The presence of four switches in our measurements proves the spin trans-
port through the graphene channel under all magnetic electrodes, over the full
' 6 µm length of the device.

Spin drift effects in all-electrical n-GaAs based devices were measured by Lou
et al. [11], where the conduction was limited to electrons. Unlike in semicon-
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ductors, in graphene, due to its band structure, electrostatic gating allows for
switching from hole to electron conduction while keeping the carrier mobility,
diffusion constant, Fermi velocity, electric conductivity and other parameters ap-
proximately unchanged. The gating effect is reflected in the graphene resistivity
as plotted in Fig. 8.2b). The position of the Dirac neutrality point separating
hole and electron conduction regimes, as identified by the minimum in conduc-
tance [12, 13], shows a small hysteresis (+ 9 V to + 11 V) for the two sweep
directions. The measurement also reveals a carrier mobility of µ =0.25 m2/Vs.

Applying a DC electric field to generate carrier and spin drift in addition to
the diffusion would in principle be possible by passing a DC current from F2 to F4.
However, a strong DC bias can dramatically influence the spin injection efficiency
of the electrodes [14,15] making it impossible to separate the drift effect contribu-
tion. We have conducted experiments on graphene spin valve devices where both
AC spin injector electrodes are DC biased and we measured changes of the spin
valve effect up to an order of magnitude compared to the non-biased measure-
ments [16]. In order to avoid the manipulation of the spin injection efficiency, we
have introduced the electrode F3 (see Fig.8.1). The DC field is applied between
the electrodes F3 and F5 by sending a constant DC current between them, with
F5 being grounded. We could not avoid sharing the drain of the AC and DC
circuits, the injector F5 on the far right of the device is effectively DC biased.
However, the effect of changing its injection efficiency with the DC current bias
is minimized as discussed later.

Experimentally, the drift will manifest itself as an asymmetric distribution of
the spin imbalance on the two sides of the spin injection point F4 (and F5), in
addition to the symmetric diffusion process. Between F3 and F5 thus, where the
field E is active, a favored direction of the spin transport will be defined by the
electric field’s polarity and the carrier type (electrons or holes). Such a device
with fixed-distance injector/detector electrodes will therefore show a variable spin
signal dependent on the DC electric field.

In Fig. 8.3 we present room temperature spin valve measurements for several
DC currents (applied between F3 and F5) at three gate voltages: -20 V (hole
conduction), +9 V (the Dirac neutrality point) and +38 V (electron conduction).
The upper limit of the electric fields was set by the current densities allowed to pass
through the tunnel barriers without damaging them2. Before each measurement,
the magnetic field is ramped up to 300 mT to saturate the magnetization of the
contact electrodes. The DC currents used were ±40, ±20 and 0 µA and their
corresponding electric fields were ±68 kV/m, ±34 kV/m for Vg=-20 and +38 V
and ±206 kV/m, ±103 kV/m for Vg=+9 V. Similar measurements, done on a set

2We have sent DC currents as high as 80 µA through a similar device, at which point the

Co/Al2O3 electrodes were damaged.
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Figure 8.3: The drift effect in a graphene spin valve. The gate voltage Vg varies
from left to right and it is indicated for each column. The DC electric current
varies from top to down as: (a) IDC = -40 µA, (b) -20 µA, (c) 0 µA, (d)+20 µA,
(e) +40 µA. For clarity only the negative side of the spin valve measurements are
plotted.

of samples with different geometry and/or contact resistances, support the data
we present and discuss here.

The change in the injection efficiency of the electrode F5 (common ground for
the DC and AC currents) for different DC fields appears in the spin valve mea-
surements as an increased/decreased contribution of this electrode to the device
non-local resistance. This can be seen in Fig. 8.3 where, for the measurements
performed at +38 V gate voltage, the resistance step at approximately -30 mT
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(corresponding to the magnetic switch of electrode F5) does show a dependence
on the DC electric field. However, this electrode is positioned far from the AC
detection circuit, and we can minimize its effect by defining the ”spin signal”
RSV as the resistance step between the parallel and antiparallel magnetic state
of the two central electrodes F2 and F4 (see Fig. 8.2). Therefore, the DC field
dependence of RSV indicates the presence of carrier drift as explained below.

At -20 V gate voltage (left column of graphs in Fig. 8.3), we are in the high
density hole conduction regime with a carrier concentration of nh ' 3.5×1016 m−2

yielding a graphene resistivity Rsquare ' 1.5 kΩ. The non-local spin signal RSV

reads 1 Ω when no DC field is present (graph c). Applying a DC field of +34 kV/m
(graph d) and +68 kV/m (graph e) decreases the spin valve signal to 0.7 Ω and
0.45 Ω respectively, indicating spin drift in the region F3-F5 that counteracts the
symmetric spin diffusion. This transport is labeled as ”upstream” since, in order
to detect a spin valve signal at electrodes F2 and F1, the spins need to travel
against the action of the carrier drift. Now, if the DC electric fields’ polarity is
reversed, i.e. we apply a field of -34 kV/m (graph b) and -68 kV/m (graph a),
the resulting drift facilitates spin transport towards the detectors (”downstream”
transport) and the measured spin valve signal increases to 1.3 and 1.5 Ω respec-
tively.

In the case of electron conduction, the drift effect reverses, because the electric
field - charge carrier interaction is opposite, as seen in the set of curves measured
at Vg=+38 V (right column in Fig .8.3). This voltage was selected to give ap-
proximately the same parameters (ne, Rlocal) on the electron conduction side of
the Dirac neutrality point as for the hole conduction (Vg=-20 V). The spin signal
scales with the field amplitude and direction as expected, reading 0.6, 0.9, 1.2,
1.5 and 1.7 Ω for -68, -34, 0, +34 and +68 kV/m respectively.

At a gate voltage that locates the Fermi level close to the Dirac neutrality point
(Rsquare ' 4.5 kΩ) the conduction happens neither via electrons, nor via holes,
which means that no spin drift should take place. Examining the measurements
at Vg=+9 V (central column of graphs in Fig. 8.3), we observe a slight decreasing
tendency of the spin valve signal for increasingly positive DC fields, similar to the
drift in case of hole conduction. This behavior can be explained by the interplay
of the following two effects.

First, under the high DC current a certain shift of the effective gate voltage is
expected. Considering the 20 kΩ resistance of the structure (graphene + contact
F5), this shift equals to ±0.8 V for currents of ±40 µA. Unlike in the case of high
carrier densities, around the neutrality point such a shift can critically change the
carrier density in graphene and lead to spin drift. Second, due to a shift of the
Dirac point in time under a constant gate voltage stress, it is difficult to set and
keep a gate voltage just at the right position to assure neutrality. In our case,
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Figure 8.4: Spin valve signal for high carrier densities (circles), and near the
Dirac neutrality point (stars). The lines represent a calculation (with no free
parameters) of the drift effect based on the drift-diffusion equation.

it seems that we were slightly in the hole conduction regime when measuring at
Vg=+9 V.

For a quantitative interpretation of the data we have extracted the spin signal
values from all the measurements of Fig. 8.3 and plotted them in Fig. 8.4 against
the DC field for the three gate voltages. For the theoretical description, we adopt
the drift-diffusion model introduced by Yu and Flatté [14,17]. In the steady-state,
the drift-diffusion equation for the spin imbalance ns reads:

D∇2ns + µE∇ns − ns

τsf
= 0, (8.1)

where D is the diffusion constant, τsf is the spin relaxation time, µ is the carrier
mobility and E is the DC electric field. The term µE represents the drift velocity
vd and its magnitude compared to the Fermi velocity vF = 106 m/s is important
for the contribution of the spin drift to the spin transport. Similar to the spin
diffusion length λsf =

√
Dτsf , we define a spin drift length λd = D/vd. The

symmetric diffusion and asymmetric drift effects add up to form a spin transport
characterized by a pair of length scales, named upstream and downstream lengths
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λ± [17]:
1

λ±
= ±1

2
1
λd

+

√
1
4

1
λ2

d

+
1

λ2
sf

. (8.2)

The general solution to the spin imbalance equation 8.1 in the direction x parallel
to the spin transport is

ns(x) = A exp (+
x

λ+
) + B exp (− x

λ−
), (8.3)

where A and B are determined by the boundary conditions. Since we take the
electrode F4 as the spin source, only the decaying solution with respect to the
injection point need to be considered. Therefore, we can write the spin signal
(RSV ) dependence versus the applied DC field in the form:

RSV = R0 exp (− L

λ±
), (8.4)

where R0 is the spin signal that would be measured at the injection point, λ±
carries the electric field dependence (Eq. 8.2) and L ' 1.5µm is the distance
between F3 and F4.

In the following we compare the drift-diffusion equation for the spin signal
(Eq. 8.4) with the spin drift measurements in the high carrier density regime.
From the conductivity measurements presented in Fig. 2b we extract µ ' 0.25 m2/Vs
using σ = neµ, where the carrier concentration n is calculated from the sample’s
response to gate voltage (fig. 2b), using the method described in Refs. [2,13]. This
gives a drift velocity of vd ' ±1.7 ·104 m/s for E ' ±68 kV/m. The diffusion con-
stant of D ' 0.02 m2/s is obtained using the Einstein relation σ = Ne2D, where
the density of states N is determined according to Ref. [3]. Using Eq. 8.2 and
a spin relaxation length λsf ' 2µm [3], we calculate the magnitude of the drift
effect manifesting in the up/downstream lengths as λ+ = 1.3µm, λ− = 3.0µm for
E =±34 kV/m and λ+ = 0.9µm, λ− = 4.4µm for E =±68 kV/m. Note, that at
E =±68 kV/m the characteristic length scale of the drift-diffusion spin transport
is about two times increased/decreased compared to the diffusion process. The
value of R0 we estimate from the spin valve measurements in zero electric field
when λ± = λsf and R0 is given by R0 = RSV exp (L/λsf ). By taking the length
of the drift region L = 1.5µm, λsf = 2µm and the measured RSV at E =0 we can
determine R0. Now, we are able to calculate the drift effect according to Eq. 4,
all parameters being known. The theoretical curves (solid lines in Fig. 8.4) are in
excellent agreement with the experimental data. There are no free parameters in
the calculation and, in fact, these measurements could be used to extract λsf , if
it would be unknown.

At the Dirac point, due to the symmetry, no drift effect is expected. However,
in our measurements we are probably slightly away from the Dirac point. Here
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we cannot apply our above analysis. It remains an open theoretical question to
what the drift velocity should be at the charge neutrality point.

8.3 Conclusions

In conclusion, we studied spin transport manipulation in graphene, by carrier
drift under the action of a DC electric field. For high charge carrier densities
(n ' 3.5× 1016 m−2) depending on the direction of the applied DC field and the
nature of the carriers we were able to modify the effective spin relaxation length
by factor of 4.8 which resulted in a modulation of the spin valve signal of about
300%. The spin-drift measurements are described well by a drift-diffusion model.
The control over the drift velocity we demonstrated opens new possibilities for
exploring spin related phenomena in other types of graphene devices, such as
graphene p-n junctions.
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9
Electronic measurements on a single su-

perconducting tin nanowire encapsulated

in a multiwalled carbon nanotube1

The charge transport properties of single superconducting tin nanowires, encap-
sulated by multiwalled carbon nanotubes have been investigated by multi-probe
measurements. The multiwalled carbon nanotube protects the monocrystalline
tin nanowire from oxidation and shape fragmentation and therefore allows to in-
vestigate the electronic properties of stable wires with diameters as small as 25
nm. The transparency of the contact between the Ti/Au electrode and nanowire
can be tuned by argon ion etching the multiwalled nanotube. Application of large
electrical current results in local heating at the contact which in turn suppresses
superconductivity.

1N. Tombros et al, submitted to Nano Letters
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9.1 Introduction

Superconducting one-dimensional wires with diameters smaller than the phase
coherence length, ξ(T), show nonzero electrical resistance far below the super-
conducting transition temperature Tc. A possible origin of this remarkable effect
are quantum phase slip processes [1]. However, experiments performed in gran-
ular [2], polycrystalline [3] and amorphous wires [4] give conflicting results, due
to the different microstructure and morphology of the wires [5]. Performing ex-
periments on a system having the least possible variations in morphology and
microstructure could not only clarify the mechanisms of phase slip processes but
also allow the exploration of new properties [6, 7]. Promising candidates for such
studies are single-crystalline Sn or Pb nanowires [8, 9]. Up to now the major-
ity of the electronic measurements have been performed on parallel arrays of
nanowires embedded in a polycarbonate membrane and hence have the drawback
that the measured resistance is a response from several or even thousands of par-
allel nanowires, which can be different in crystallinity and size. It is extremely
difficult to fabricate an electronic device with a single monocrystalline Sn nanowire
with the help of electron beam lithography, since the wires undergo strong oxida-
tion when released from the porous membrane [9,10]. Furthermore, Sn wires with
diameters smaller than 70 nm are very unstable at room temperature, resulting
in fragmentation within a few hours during sample fabrication [9,11]. Therefore,
electronic measurements on a single very thin (<<70 nm) Sn wire are extremely
demanding or perhaps even impossible if one uses the systems described above.
However, we succeeded in making electric contacts to Sn nanowires of diameters
as small as 25 nm. Here, the Sn nanowire was completely surrounded by a mul-
tiwalled carbon nanotube [12] and therefore protected from oxidation and from
shape fragmentation.

9.2 Experiment

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes encapsulating single-crystalline tin nanowires (Sn-
CNT) [12] were dispersed in HPLC grade chlorobenzene and subjected to mild
sonication (<40 Watt) for 1 min. A droplet of the suspension was deposited
on a Si/SiO2 substrate and dried with nitrogen. We used a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) at 20 kV to locate the Sn-CNTs on the SiO2 surface and
measure their thickness. Inspection showed that the majority of the nanotubes
was completely filled with Sn, had a length smaller than 1.5 µm and a diameter
around 50 nm. SEM and transmission electron microscopy [12] evidenced that
the carbon walls of the nanotube contribute about 10 nm to the total diameter.
Therefore a 50 nm multiwalled nanotube contains a 40 nm diameter Sn nanowire.
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The smallest Sn nanowire that we managed to contact with electrodes was 25 nm
thick. Conventional electron beam lithography was used to pattern the electrodes
on top of a single Sn-CNT. Prior to the evaporation of metals we applied argon
ion etching (20 Watt power at 800 V acceleration for 15 to 75 seconds) to the
places where the electric contacts were successively made. We avoided longer
etching times because this can destroy the tin nanowire, as the etching speed of
tin (26 nm/min) in our system is much larger than that of graphite (0.4 nm/min).
This procedure partially removed the carbon walls, making it possible to place the
metallic probes (Ti, Au) either in direct contact to the Sn wire or, if not all the
carbon protection was removed at the contact point, in indirect contact through
a tunnel barrier. With an electron bombardment evaporating system operating
at 1.0 10−6 mbar, a 1.2 nm thick layer of Ti was evaporated as an adhesion layer
and 160 nm of Au were deposited on top by thermal sublimation (Fig. 9.1a).
Electronic measurements on Sn-CNTs which were not subject to argon etching
did not show any sign of superconductivity. In this case the Ti/Au electrodes
make contact to the carbon walls of the multiwalled nanotube through contact
resistances of several MΩ’s.

We preferred an etching procedure which did not completely remove all carbon
layers to ensure a minimum diffusion [13] of Ti and Au into the Sn nanowire,
as the remaining carbon atoms between the Ti-Au and the Sn wire act as a
natural diffusion barrier (Fig. 9.1b) [13]. We succeeded in making 5 devices on Sn
nanowires, having at least 4 probes with contact resistances low enough to measure
the resistivity at temperatures between room temperature and 1.5 K. A qualitative
agreement was found between increasing etching times and the decrease in contact
resistance, however, full control of this process was not achieved. The resistance
was measured using the standard ac lock-in technique, with frequencies in the
range 7 Hz to 340 Hz and currents Iac < 20nA. The diameter of each individual
wire in each of the 5 devices was constant along its length, the thinnest measuring
25 nm and the thickest 40 nm. The resistivity of the wires ranged between 12.5
to 16 µΩcm at room temperature (RT) and 1.4 to 3.4 µΩcm at 4.2 K. Dividing
the value of the resistivity at RT by the one at 4.2 K gives a residual resistance
ratio RRR = RRT /R4.2K between 5 and 10, which is similar to the values found
in other studies on Sn nanowires [9]. Furthermore, using the free electron model,
we found an elastic mean free path for the electrons in the range 15 to 35 nm,
never exceeding the diameter of the wire. This low value can be the result of
enhanced surface scattering in the system. The highest value of Tc = 3.6 K is
measured for a device in which a 31 ± 2 nm wire is contacted by Ti/Au electrodes
separated by ∆L = 400nm. This is slightly lower than the Tc of bulk tin (3.72
K). The lowest Tc of 3 K was measured for samples having contact resistances
lower than 150Ω and spacing between the electrodes of ∆L =240nm. A typical
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four probe resistance of a 40 ± 2 nm diameter nanowire is depicted in Fig. 9.1c
(contact resistances ∼ 1k Ω, ∆L = 240nm). Striking is not only the Tc of 3.2
K but also the nonzero value of the resistance at T = 1.7 K. Quantum phase
slip is expected to result in a finite resistance at T << Tc. However, in our
system, in which the superconductor is contacted to normal metals, we believe
that proximity effect is the main mechanism. Boogaard et al. [14] showed that
the proximity effect not only results in a finite resistance of the superconductor,
but also in a decrease in Tc. Applying an external magnetic field B, enabled us
to suppress superconductivity (insert Fig.9.1c). The critical field was about 600
mT at T = 1.5 K for a 40 ± 2 nm diameter Sn wire. Using the relation Hc(T) =
Hc(0)(1-(T/Tc)2) we obtained a remarkably high critical field Hc(0) = 800 mT.
Such a huge critical field is expected for nanowires having a mean free path, l,
smaller than the coherence length ξ0 (dirty limit) [6]. In this case the critical field
Bdl has a value close to Bcl

√
ξ0/l, with Bcl the critical field for a superconductor

in the clean limit (Bcl = 0.908 µ0Φ0/ξ0d, with d the diameter of the wire and Φ0

= h/2e the flux quantum). For d = 40 nm we expect Bcl = 220 mT. Taking into
account that l = 20 nm for the 40 nm diameter wire and ξ0∼230nm, we obtain a
value of 750 mT for Bdl, a value close to the experimental one. Obviously thinner
nanowires in the dirty limit can have even larger critical magnetic fields.

In most studies, the superconducting wires were contacted by only two probes
[2–4,9,10,15]. In our samples we were able to perform 3 probe measurements. This
made it possible to investigate the effect of each individual contact resistance on
the Sn wire. Fig. 9.2a presents the normalized differential resistance (dV/dI/Rn)
of different contacts on three Sn wires. The contact between the Ti-Au electrode
and the tin nanowire can be a tunnel barrier or a clean contact. The different
families of differential conductance traces found between the two extremes (clean
contact vs tunnel barrier) for a superconductor-normal metal junction, have been
investigated by Blonder, Tinkham and Klapwijk (BTK) [16, 17]. In the BTK
model the strength of the barrier is given by the dimensionless parameter Z. For
a clean contact Z = 0 and for a tunnel junction Z >>1. In our system a tunnel
junction could be formed when the interface between the electrode and the tin
consists of a single or several carbon nanotube walls and/or a thin Ti-carbide
layer. In Fig. 9.2a, the contact with highest resistance also gave the highest Z

value with Z = 1.2, showing tunneling type behavior. In general, high contact
resistances showed a monotonic increase in the zero bias resistance when the
temperature became smaller than Tc.(curves a1, a2 and c1 Fig. 9.2a Reflection
at the interface between the normal metal (Au) and the superconductor (Sn wire)
is responsible for this behavior. On the other hand, a decrease in the resistance
was found when the contact resistances were low, usually below 2kΩ.(curves b1,
c2, a3) Here, Andreev reflection takes place at the interface and in the ultimate
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Figure 9.1: a) Image of a typical tin carbon nanotube (Sn-CNT) device taken with
a scanning electron microscope. The Sn-CNT has a diameter of d = 50± 2 nm
(Sn nanowire d = 40± 2 nm) and is lying on a SiO2 surface. The electrodes are
composed of a 1.2 nm Ti adhesion layer and 160 nm of Au. The distance between
electrodes is ∆L = 250 nm. b) A cartoon showing the contact between the Ti/Au
contacts and the Sn. Electronic measurements suggest small contact areas. c) A
typical four probe measurement, of the resistance of the Sn wire (RRR = 5.5) as
function of temperature. Superconductivity sets in at 3.2 K, far below the Tc of
bulk tin (3.72 K). The resistance remains non-zero at temperatures << Tc. Inset
shows the critical field at which superconductivity is completely suppressed. The
data are fitted giving Tc = 3.55 K and a remarkably high critical field of 800mT.
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case, namely the clean interface (Z=0), this should result in a resistance (at
T << Tc) equal to the half of the resistance just above Tc. Remarkably, the
superconducting transition temperature of the thinnest nanowire (Tc = 3.6 K,
d = 31± 2 nm) in Fig. 9.2a (curves c1 and c2) was much higher than that of
the other two wires. This enhancement can not be explained by the proximity
effect. All the three wires had contact resistances in the same range and equal
spacings between the electrodes and hence the influence of the proximity effect
on the critical temperature should be the same for all. An enhancement in Tc

was also observed in experiments performed on parallel arrays of Sn nanowires
embedded in a polycarbonate membrane [9]. There, Tian et al found an increase
by 0.4 K in the Tc of 20 nm diameter Sn nanowires with respect to the Tc of wires
with d > 40 nm. A shape-dependent superconducting resonance effect could be
the origin of this enhancement [18].

We suppressed superconductivity in the system by applying an external mag-
netic field oriented parallel to the long axis of the Sn wire as clearly visible in
the contact resistance reported in Fig. 9.2b. The critical field was about 270 mT
for the 49 ± 2 nm diameter Sn wire (l = 30 nm). This corresponds to a Bc(0)
= 340 mT and is almost 40 % lower than the value expected for the dirty limit
(Bdl = 540 mT). In general, for nanowires with the same diameter we observed a
broad range of critical fields (both for 2 probe and 4 probe measurements). For
example, for 35 nm Sn wires (4 samples) we found critical fields in the range 450
to 600 mT at T = 1.5 K.

For a 50 nm diameter Sn wire we expect a critical current density of Jc =
107-108 A/cm2 [1] hence applying a dc current with density Jc should suppress
superconductivity [19]. However, Fig. 9.3a shows this effect at a current of Ip =
1.25 µA corresponding to a density of 105 A/cm2, i.e. 2 to 3 orders of magni-
tude smaller than Jc. Close examination of the contact resistances reveals (Fig.
9.3a) that the suppression of superconductivity happens very locally at the con-
tact region and not in the Sn wire itself. Possible causes can be local heating
or reaching the critical current at a pinhole at the contact. The latter is, how-
ever, unlikely since the current would have to generate a magnetic field equal
to the critical magnetic field over a distance λ(T ), which clearly does not occur.
A simple model allows us to find the relation between Ip and the local heating
at a contact with resistance Rn: a current Ip generates a power P = Ip2Rn = -
SK(T)dT/dx, at the contact; the heat flux moves away from the contact through
the gold electrode with cross section area S ∼ 0.04 µm2 and thermal conductivity
K(T) = KcT. Solving the above equation using the boundary conditions T = Tc

at x = 0 and T = T0 at x ∼ 1 µm gives Ip ∼ (1/
√

Rn)
√

1− (T0/Tc)2. Both, the
1/
√

Rn dependence of Ip at T=1.5K (Fig. 9.3b, 8 different samples with contact
resistances in the range R0 = 6 Ω - 40 kΩ) and the temperature dependence of Ip
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Figure 9.2: Contact resistances between a Ti/Au electrode and a Sn nanowire
a)Curves a1, a2 and a3 correspond to a Sn wire with d = 49± 2nm, curve b1
to one with d = 46± 2nm, and c1 and c2 to a wire with d = 31± 2nm wire.
The differential contact resistance are normalized to the value of the contact
resistance Rn at T = 4.2 K. For the nanowire with diameter d = 49±2nm the
contact with highest resistance (Rn = 6.4kΩ) is fitted by the BTK model giving
a barrier Z = 1.2. The inset shows the normalized differential conductance of this
contact together with the BTK fit. The peak position at ±0.7 mV corresponds
to the superconducting gap at T=1.5K b) T = 1.5 K. Application of an external
magnetic field aligned along the axis of the homogeneous nanowire gives similar
critical fields (∼270mT) for all three contacts characterized by the curves a1,a2
and a3 in panel a).
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by 4 Ti/Au electrodes. A two probe measurement (curve A+D) shows a peak at
Idc = ±1.25 µA however, it does not provide enough information about its origin.
The presence of the peak in the normalized differential resistance of contact A

and its absence in contact D suggests local heating or a critical current reached
at a pinhole at contact A as its origin. b) Peak position Ip as a function of contact
resistance Rn in a log-log plot (T = 1.5 K, 8 samples). A 1/

√
Rn dependence is

expected for local heating.

(Fig. 9.4) support that idea that heating causes the suppression of superconduc-
tivity in this temperature range. However, the deviation from the heating model
found at low temperatures in Fig. 9.4b suggests that other processes become
more important. One of the processes is the creation of phase slip centers inside
the nanowire [10]. The most interesting processes, the quantum phase slip pro-
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Figure 9.4: a) Differential resistance of contact A (Fig. 9.3) as a function of the
dc bias for several temperatures. The peak is at position Ip (at ±1.25 µA for
T = 1.56K) which decreases as a function of temperature. b) Heating at the
contact should give a

√
1− (T/Tc)2 (Tc = 3.4 K) dependence for Ip. We observe

a linear dependence for temperatures higher than 2.5 K indicating that heating
affects the peak position in this temperature range. The deviation found at lower
temperatures shows that other processes become important too.

cesses are expected to dominate in very thin nanowires (<<25nm). Those new
type of ultrathin monocrystalline nanowires could become available for electronic
measurements if they are protected from oxidation and shape fragmentation. A
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promising candidate in this direction is a tin nanowire encapsulated in a multiwall
carbon nanotube or in the ultimate limit, in a single wall carbon nanotube.

9.3 Conclusions

Summarizing, we have succeeded in making electric contacts to Sn nanowires of
diameters as small as 25 nm. The wires are encapsulated in a multiwalled carbon
nanotube and thus protected from oxidation and shape fragmentation. The crit-
ical temperature for superconductivity in wires with diameters between 25 and
40 nm was found to range from 3 to 3.6 K, due to the proximity effect ensuing
from the metal-superconductor interface. The critical magnetic field in this type
of wires was determined to be as high as 800 mT. As a next step we intend to
contact even thinner nanowires with superconducting contacts to allow the inves-
tigation of quantum phase slip processes. Our system opens new possibilities to
the investigation of superconducting properties of ultrathin nanowires and could
become a model system in nanoscience. A fascinating application of supercon-
ducting nanowires may be in quantum optics, where these wires can be used as
single photon detectors, tuning in to quantum encrypted information [20].
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A
Spin transport in a SWNT, Resistor Model

In this appendix we present a resistor model of a single-walled carbon nanotube
contacted by four ferromagnetic electrodes. We show that the non-local signal of
20 Ohm which was measured experimentally (chapter 4) corresponds to a contact
spin polarization αF of 25%.
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To extract the value of the polarization we developed a resistor model (Fig.
A.1). We note that in this resistor model only a few assumptions are needed, as
we mainly plug in measured (two-, three-, and four-terminal) resistance values.
In this model we assume a spin dependent contact conductance per unit length
between the nanotube and the ferromagnetic cobalt contact σi,η=σi,0(1±αF )/2,
0≤αF <1, where η =↑ (+) corresponds to the majority spin species and η =↓ (-) to
the minority. We also assume a spin independent resistance ρ per unit length for
the carbon nanotube and a spin flip scattering length λsf being much larger than
the contact spacing. The resistor network in Fig. A.1 is constructed as follows. In
total we have four contacts between the nanotube and the ferromagnetic leads and
each individual contact can be modelled by a second resistor network containing
a infinite number of resistor elements 2ρdx and (σi,ηdx)−1. This is depicted in
Fig. A.2A for the spin up channel. In this model the chemical potential of the
spin species inside the carbon nanotube (underneath the cobalt contact) has the
general form:

µi,η = a exp (− x

λi,η
) + b exp (

x

λi,η
) (A.1)

with λi,η =
√

1/ρησi,η and ρη = 2ρ. The coefficients a and b are defined by the
boundary conditions. The resistor network of a contact is equivalent to a model
which contains the resistances Ri,η and ri,η (Fig. A.2B). The two models can be
shown to be related by:

ρηλi,η

1 + exp (−2Li

λi,η
)

1− exp (−2Li

λi,η
)

= Ri,η + ri,η (A.2)

ρηλi,η

1− exp (−2Li

λi,η
)

1 + exp (−2Li

λi,η
)

= ri,η +
ri,ηRi,η

ri,η + Ri,η
(A.3)

where Li is the width of contact Fi. Equation A.2 is derived by taking I(x=L) =
0 as a boundary condition (Ib=0 and the chemical potentials µc=0, µa 6=0 in Fig.
A.2B). In this case the total current passes through the series of resistances Ri,η

and ri,η. For equation A.3 we use the boundary condition µη(x=L) = 0 (µb=µc=0,
µa 6=0. in Fig. A.2B) and the total current goes through the series resistances ri

and ri,η ‖ Ri,η.
From equations A.2 and A.3 we extract Ri,η and ri,η:

Ri,η = 2ρηλi,η

exp ( −L
λi,η

)

1− exp (−2L
λi,η

)
(A.4)

ri,η = ρηλi,η

(1− exp ( −L
λi,η

))2

1− exp (−2L
λi,η

)
(A.5)
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Figure A.1: A resistor model of our system (here, all four electrodes are as-
sumed magnetized in the ’up’ direction). The upper half of the resistor network
corresponds to the spin up (↑) transport channel in the nanotube. The lower
half to the spin down (↓) channel. The resistance of the carbon nanotube be-
tween the cobalt contacts F1-F2, F2-F3 and F3-F4 is equal to R12/2, R23/2 and
R34/2, respectively. The contact between the carbon nanotube and ferromagnet
Fi (i=1,2,3,4) can be represented by a number of spin-dependent resistances Ri,η

and ri,η, where η =↑, ↓ denotes spin. Assuming spin up to be the majority species,
we have Ri,↑ < Ri,↓ and ri,↑ < ri,↓. Due to the spin-dependent resistances in the
current circuit (F3 and F4), the charge current I produces a finite spin current
IS . Due to the spin-dependent resistances in the voltage circuit (F1 and F2), a
non-zero voltage difference V + − V − consequently develops, leading to a finite
non-local resistance Rnon−loc ≡ (V + − V −)/I.

A Taylor expansion allows us to write down the resistances in the form Ri,η=2Ri,0(1±εi)
and ri,η=2ri,0(1±δi), i=1...4 (for F1...F4). Here, the resistances Ri,0 and ri,0 are
given by equations A.4 and A.5, respectively, with the following substitutions
ρη → 2ρ and λi,η → λi,0 with λi,0=

√
1

ρσi,0

Furthermore, εi and δi are given by:

εi ≈ 1
2
(1 +

1
tanh ( L

λi,0
)

L

λi,0
)αF (A.6)

δi ≈ 1
2
(1− 1

sinh ( L
λi,0

)
L

λi,0
)αF (A.7)

Next step is to calculate the non-local signal expected in the resistor model
for the situation in which the current injector F3 switches from parallel (↑↑) to
antiparallel (↓↑). In this case the spin current IS which passes through the spin
up channel in the carbon nanotube part R23 (Fig. A.1) changes by:

∆IS = I↑↑S − I↓↑S = 4R3

ε3(r3 + r4 + R4 + R34
2 )− δ3r3

4R3(r3 + r4 + R4 + R34
2 ) + S(r3 + R3 + r4 + R4 + R34

2 )
I

(A.8)
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Figure A.2: Resistor models for a single contact Fi between a cobalt electrode
and a carbon nanotube for the spin up channel. (A) A resistor network for the
contacts. This network contains a series of resistances along the nanotube, each
individual resistance has a magnitude 2ρdx (ρ being the resistance of the carbon
nanotube per unit length). We assume a spin dependent conductance σi,η (σi,↑
in this picture) per unit length between the nanotube and the ferromagnetic
cobalt contact, giving a resistance equal to (σi,ηdx)−1. This model contains a
infinite number of infinitesimal resistances (n→ ∞, dx→ 0). (B) Model which is
equivalent to A but contains only three resistances which are all spin dependent.

where

S = 4(r3 +
R23

2
+ r2 +

R2(r2 + R12
2 + r1 + R1)

R2 + r2 + R12
2 + r1 + R1

) (A.9)

S (≈42.4kΩ) is the equivalent resistance of the resistor network to the left of the
nodes in contact F3. Rij/2 is the resistance of the nanotube between the Co leads
Fi and Fj and I is the total current injected into the system.

The non-local resistance changes by:

∆Rnon−loc = 2
N

N + R2
(R2ε2 − R2

N
(r2δ2 + r1δ1 + R1ε1))

∆IS

I
(A.10)

with N =R1+r1+R12/2+r2
An approximation of the above equation is:

∆Rnon−loc = 2
N

N + R2
R2ε2

∆IS

I
(A.11)

using the fact that R2
N ≈ 1

60

From the 4-terminal, 3-terminal and 2-terminal measurements we extract the
values for R2 and R3 being 0.5 kΩ and 2.7 kΩ, respectively. To proceed we have to
assume a reasonable value for ρ, the resistance of the nanotube per unit of length.
We use the value ρ = R23/150nm with R23 = 10.3kΩ - (r2+r3). By iteration
we obtain a value of ρ = 47 Ω/nm. Now we can characterize approximately
the contacts F2 and F3 (r2 ≈ 1.3 kΩ, λ2,0 ≈ 36nm, σ2,0 ≈ 1.6 10−5/Ωnm and
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r3 ≈ 1.9 kΩ, λ3,0 ≈ 80nm, σ3,0 ≈ 3.4 10−6/Ωnm), extract the values for ε2

and ε3 and finally calculate αF using equation A.11 with ∆Rnonlocal=20Ω. We
obtain αF = 0.26. Interestingly, from this we can also calculate the size of the
spin accumulation which we should expect for the local spin-valve geometry. We
obtain a value of 70 Ω which is about 10 times smaller than the one we measured
in Fig. 4.2a (see chapter 4) (≈700Ω). From this we conclude that the largest part
of the magnetoresistance signal we measure in the local spin-valve experiment is
not related to spin accumulation.

The final question is why we do not observe the switching of F4 and F1 in the
non-local measurements in Fig. 4.3a-c(see chapter 4). From the resistor model
we obtain a change in the nonlocal signal by a factor (taking ε = εi and δ = δi)

δr4 + εR4

ε(r3 + r4 + R4 + R34/2)− δr3
(A.12)

when F4 switches from parallel to antiparallel orientation with respect to the
current injector F3. Since δ ¿ ε, R4 ≈0.35 and r3 + r4 + R4 + R34/2 ≈11.9 kΩ
we obtain a change in the signal by ≈3 %, corresponding to a nonlocal signal
of ≈1Ω. This signal is small and difficult to distinguish from the measurement
noise. Similarly, only a small contribution to the non-local signal is expected for
a switching in contact F1. The situation is different for Fig. 4.3d (picture in
Chapter 4). In this graph we observe a clear switching of F4 (or F1) at |B| ≈55
mT as large as 16 % of ∆Rnon−loc(5 Ω of 30 Ω). This comes from the increase in
contact resistances after a thermal annealing step. An increase in R4 to 2 kΩ, is
enough to fit the observed effect.

Finally we emphasize that we use a model in which as few assumptions as
possible are needed. Nevertheless, we presume a contact between the carbon
nanotube and the cobalt electrode which is homogeneous along its total length.
How close this picture is to the real physical nature of the contact is unknown. As
discussed above, we observe a factor of 5 difference in resistance between contacts
F2 and F3. Despite this uncertainty, we expect the actual value of αF to be
comparable with the number we extracted from our model. The reason for this is
that we compute αF from a set of measured resistance values: two-, three-, and
four-terminal resistances as well as the non-local magnetoresistance. Therefore,
if the contacts are not homogeneous, this is already included in these resistances.





B
EBL recipes

In this appendix I present in detail the recipes for the production of a carbon
nanotube (or a graphene) based spintronic device. I also give the recipe for the
fabrication of a tin nanowire based electronic device.
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B.1 EBL Recipe: fabrication of markers

The fabrication of markers on a substrate is a common step for all types of devices
(nanotube, graphene and tin nanowires based). The production goes as follows:

• Spin PMMA 950 K (2% in ethyllactat-n-Butylacetat, AR-P 67902 from
ALLRESIST GmbH) at a speed of 2000 rpm and on a Si wafer (500nm
SiO2 layer, highly doped (n-doped, 0.0015-0.007 Ωcm, from Silicon Quest
International). Anneal it in the oven at 170oC for 30 minutes.

• Use HF wet etching to remove the oxide from the back site of the wafer.

• Evaporate 5 nm Cr and 100 nm Au on the back site of the wafer at P<10−6

mbar. Now the highly doped Si can be used as a gate electrode for our
devices.

• Cut the Si wafer in rectangles of approximately 2.5 x 3 cm2. For this use a
diamond cutter.

• Remove contamination from the substrates. For this ultrasonicate the cut
pieces in warm (30oC) acetone (Analytical Reagent A.R. from LAB-SCAN)
for several minutes. Clean once again but now using acetone at room tem-
perature. Dry each part separately using nitrogen gas.

• Spin PMMA 950 K (2% in ethyllactat-n-Butylacetat, AR-P 679.02 from
ALLRESIST GmbH, thickness: 70 nm at 4000 RPM spinning) at a speed
of 4000 rpm and anneal it in the oven at 170 oC for 1 hour.

• Using an electron beam lithography machine (eLiNE Raith) we expose
markers and bonding pads on the SiO2 substrate. The goal is to obtain
an area of 1 x 1 cm2 completely covered with markers (separation between
markers ∼15 µm). On a 2.5 x 3 cm2 substrate 4 of those areas can be
produced. High electron current is used to minimize exposure time for the
bonding pads. Low current (50 pA) is used for the production of the mark-
ers.

• Develop in a 1:3 mixture of MIBK:IPA (methylisobutylketone 99.5 % from
ACROS ORGANICS, Propan-2-ol Analytical Reagent A.R. from LAB-SCAN)
for 2 minutes, clean up in IPA for 20 s. Blow dry using nitrogen gas.

• Remove the PMMA using oxygen plasma etching for 30 seconds. The etch-
ing speed of PMMA is about 1 nm/s for the oxygen plasma etching condi-
tions used (RF5S RF Plasma Products Inc, power: 40W, O2 flow: 9 sccm,
pressure: 9 mbar)
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• Evaporate about 3 nm of Ti as adhesion layer and on top of it 27 nm of Au
(P<10−6 mbar). Final result is a pattern containing the gold markers and
bonding pads.

• Cut the substrate in 4 pieces. Each piece contains a 1 x 1 cm2 patterned
area.

B.2 Single-walled carbon nanotube device on a

SiO2 substrate

Here I present the steps needed for the preparation of a single-walled carbon
nanotube spintronic device.

• For the deposition of the SWNTs we use the dielectrophoresis technique.
On the 1 x 1 cm2 gold marked substrate we need to produce one pair of
gold electrodes (width 100 nm, length ∼500µm) per 2.5 x 2 mm2 area. The
electrodes are made by EBL in such a way that the one endpoint of each
electrode is contacted to bonding pads and the other ends almost touch each
other (a gap of ∼ 1 µm should made in between). The gap of the electrodes
should be positioned at the centrum of each 2.5 x 2 mm2 area. The use
of the dielectrophoresis technique ensures that the nanotubes are deposited
close to the electrodes.

• Cut the 1 x 1 cm2 substrate in 2.5 x 2 mm2 parts.

• Remove contamination from the substrate. Ultrasonicate for 1 minute in
warm acetone (30o C). Dry using nitrogen gas, or spin dry using the spinner.

• Clean up the samples from PMMA remains using oxygen plasma etch-
ing.(time: 3 min, power: 40W, O2 flow: 9 sccm, pressure: 9 mbar)

• Glue one sample on one chip carrier and bond the bonding pads (which are
connected to the electrodes for the dielectrophoresis technique) to the chip
carrier.

• Make a suspension of 1 mg of single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs, 90 % OD
1-2 nm from Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials Inc.) in 100 ml
chlorobenzene (99.9% HPLC grade from SIGMA-ALDRICH). Be aware that
chlorobenzene is hazardous for health!

• Ultrasonicate at a power 100 W for 10 min. A suspension of 100 ml can be
used for several years. Take care that it is stored in a dry place.
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• Deposition of SWNTs on the sample using the dielectrophoresis technique.
Put a droplet from the suspension on the sample surface. While the droplet
is on the sample apply a 1 V ac voltage modulation (1 Mhz) on the two
metallic electrodes. Adding a small dc bias (∼10mV) on the ac modulation
should give better results. Tune the parameters (time, dc bias voltage) in
such a way that the number of SWNT’s at the area around the electrodes
is higher compared to all other particles (Inspection by atomic force mi-
croscopy). Also make sure that we do not obtain too many SWNT’s (no
more than 1 SWNT per 10 x 10 µm2)on that area otherwise contacting a
single nanotube becomes difficult.

• Select a number of SWNT’s using atomic force microscopy (AFM, NanoScope
IV from Digital Instruments, Veeco Metrology Group) for the production
of a spintronic device. Here we select the nanotubes with thicknesses not
larger than 3 nm. An AFM picture should contain the carbon nanotube
we would like to contact and at least one gold marker. In this case we can
define with high precision the position of a nanotube with respect to the
marker.

• Spin PMMA 950 K (2% in ethyllactat-n-Butylacetat) at a speed of 4000
rpm and anneal it in the oven at 170 degrees Celcius for 1 hour.

• Electron beam lithography. The total amount of dose for each contact on
the nanotube is 280µC/cm2 for a 70 nm width contact, 180µC/cm2 for a
120 nm width contact and 130µC/cm2 for a 250 nm width contact.

• Develop in a 1:3 mixture of MIBK:IPA for 2 minutes, clean up in IPA for
30 s. Blow dry using nitrogen gas.

• Evaporate 50 nm of cobalt (e-gun evaporation) at a rate of 0.2nm/s and at
a pressure of ∼5 10−7 mbar.

• Lift off is done in warm acetone at a temperature of about 30 oC.

• Clean up the sample in IPA and blow it dry using nitrogen gas.

• Do not keep the sample too long in open air since the contact properties (re-
sistance, spin injection efficiency) change within hours. Sample degradation
is found to be slower in vacuum.

• Bonding. Glue the sample on a chip carrier using varnish from Oxford In-
struments (only if the back gate is not used) or silver paste (ACHESON
ELECTRODAG 1415M) if the back gate has to be connected to an elec-
trode of the schip carrier. Connection between the samples and the sample
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holders is made using ultrasonic wire bonding (wire bonder Autosonic-10
from Buyfield ELECTRONICS). The sample is ready for measurements.

Note

Once a single-walled carbon nanotube is on top of a SiO2 surface the use of
ultrasonication is permitted. The Van der Waals force is so large that the
nanotube sticks strongly on the substrate. This is not the case for larger
objects, like large bundles of nanotubes, large multiwalled nanotubes and
big contamination particles which can be removed by ultrasonication.

B.3 Tin nanowire device on a SiO2 substrate

For the preparation of a tin nanowire device we follow the next steps:

• Make a Sn nanowire suspension in chlorobenzene (1 mg /l)

• Cut the 1 x 1 cm2 substrate (which contains the gold markers) in 2.5 x 2
mm2 parts.

• Remove contamination from the substrate. Ultrasonicate for 1 minute in
warm acetone (30o C). Dry using nitrogen gas, or spin dry using the spinner.

• Clean up the samples from PMMA remains using oxygen plasma etching.
(power: 40W, O2 flow: 9 sccm, pressure: 9 mbar)

• Deposition of nanowires (from L. Jankovic, et al., Nano Lett. 6(6), 1131
(2006)) on the SiO2 surface. We put a droplet of the suspension on a SiO2

substrate and blow it dry with nitrogen gas. If the surface contains too
many nanowires it is advised to dilute the suspension in more solvent.

• Selection of nanowires using optical microscopy and scanning electron mi-
croscopy. By optical microscopy we select the best candidates for a device.
Use Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) at an acceleration voltage of 5 keV
to locate the Sn-CNT’s on the SiO2 surface and to measure their thickness.

• Spin PMMA 950K (4% in ethyllactat-n-Butylacetat, AR-P 679.04 from
ALLRESIST GmbH) at 4000 RPM to obtain a 250 nm thick polymer layer
and anneal it for at least one hour to remove the solvent.

• Using electron beam lithography we define the positions at which we like to
produce the contacts to the nanowire. For a 250 nm PMMA layer and 10
keV EBL exposure the distance between neighboring contacts should not
be smaller than 250 nm otherwise the PMMA mask can collapse.
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• Argon ion etching in the Varian system (homemade e-gun evaporation and
argon etching system). The axis of the argon source should be perpendicular
to the sample surface. Use etching times between 13 and 75 seconds (20
Watt power at 800 V acceleration). Etching removes partially the carbon
nanotube walls around the tin nanowire. Take care that the etching speed
of tin (26 nm/s) is much higher than of graphite (0.4 nm/s).

• Evaporate 1.2 nm of Ti as adhesion layer using the e-beam evaporating
system of the Varian system at 1.0 · 10−6 mbar and 4 nm of Au.

• Evaporate 160 nm of Au by thermal sublimation at 5.0 · 10−7 mbar.

• Lift off in warm acetone (30 oC)

• Clean up the sample in IPA and blow it dry using nitrogen gas.

• Do not keep the sample too long in open air since the contact properties
change within hours. Sample degradation is found to be slower in vacuum
(changes in sample properties become measurable after a couple of weeks).

• Inspect each device on the sample using the scanning electron microscope
(JEOL JSM-7000F). Select the devices which do not look damaged and look
fine for electronic measurements.

• Bonding. Glue the sample on a chip carrier using varnish from Oxford
Instruments. Connection between the samples and the sample holders is
made using ultrasonic wire bonding. The sample is ready for measurements.

Note

Once the nanowire is on top of a SiO2 surface, ultrasonication of the sample
results to its removal from its original position. If some contamination
particle is found on the sample and it is crucial to remove it, then try to
use a more gentle cleaning method.
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B.4 Graphene spintronic device on a SiO2 sub-

strate

For the production of a graphene based spintronic device we need to follow the
following steps:

• Oxygen plasma cleaning of the SiO2 surface containing the 1 x 1 cm2 gold
marked area. (time: 3 minutes, power: 40W, O2 flow: 9 sccm, pressure: 9
mbar). At this moment it is not known if this cleaning procedure induces
trapped charges in the SiO2. If trapped charges are induced then a better
way to clean up the sample is to put it for 1 hour at 250oC in a Ar/H (95
%/5%) environment.

• Deposition of graphene on the SiO2 surface using the mechanical exfo-
liation technique. Use high quality Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite
(HOPG) from Advanced Materials (quality: Grade B) as basic material for
the graphene spintronic devices. In this procedure any type of tape can
be used. Glue the tape on the HOPG surface. Pull off the tape from the
HOPG. This results to cleaving the HOPG. Press the freshly cleaved sur-
face (which remains on the tape) on the SiO2 substrate, for this we use a
rubber eraser. A rubber eraser is flexible and distributes the pressure on a
large part of the substrate, by this we avoid damaging it. Take care that
environmental conditions (humidity) can play a role in the sticking behavior
of the graphene flakes on the SiO2 sample. At this moment we do not know
what conditions are optimal for this technique.

• Selection of a graphene layer. Use optical microscopy to select graphene
layers. Highest contrast for a 500 nm thick SiO2 layer is obtained using
green or blue filters. Make a digital picture of the graphene layers on the
SiO2. Convert this picture to gray scale. Measure the contrast by measuring
the difference in light intensity at two positions: on the SiO2 (ISiO2) itself
and on the graphene flake (Ig). If the contrast C = 100%(ISiO2 - Ig)/ISiO2

is around 8 % then it is a single layer, if it is around 16% it is a double
layer. If you are not 100% sure then use Raman spectroscopy to ensure if
the layer is indeed grahene.

• Use atomic force microscopy to investigate the homogeneity and thickness
of the graphene layer.

• Produce a 0.6 nm Al layer on the sample at UHV conditions and at liquid
nitrogen temperature. Oxidize it to produce a 0.8 nm thick Al-oxide layer.
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• Electron beam lithography. The total amount of dose for each contact on
the nanotube is 280µC/cm2 for a 70 nm width contact, 180µC/cm2 for a
120 nm width contact and 130µC/cm2 for a 250 nm width contact.

• Develop in a 1:3 mixture of MIBK:IPA for 2 minutes, clean up in IPA for
30 s. Blow dry using nitrogen gas.

• Evaporate 50 nm of cobalt (e-gun evaporation) at a rate of 0.2nm/s and at
a pressure of ∼5 10−7 mbar.

• Lift off is done in warm acetone at a temperature of about 30 oC.

• Clean up the sample in IPA and blow it dry using nitrogen gas.

• Do not keep the sample too long in open air since the contact properties
change within hours. Sample degradation is found to be slower in vacuum.

• Bonding. Glue the sample on a chip carrier using silver paste (ACHESON
ELECTRODAG 1415M). Connection between the samples and the sample
holders is made using ultrasonic wire bonding. The sample is ready for
measurements.

Note

Once the graphene layer is on top of a SiO2 surface, ultrasonication of
the sample can result to the removal of the graphene from its original po-
sition. However in some cases ultrasonication is needed, for example to
remove a contamination particle. Tests show that low power ultrasonica-
tion (<<40W) is enough to remove the contamination without removing
the graphene layer.



Summary

The electron is a very important particle for both, electronic and spintronic de-
vices. The only difference is that an electronic device uses the charge of the
electron and a spintronic device its intrinsic magnetic moment (spin). If we mea-
sure the magnetic moment of an electron then we obtain only two possible states,
the spin-up state and the spin-down state. Those states can be used for Boolean
calculations in spintronic devices, in a similar way as the states 0 and 1 are used
in the computer language. Scientists search for materials which can be used to
store spin information enabling the construction of memory elements. Also a lot
of effort is made in designing spintronic devices in which spin information can
be manipulated. A spin-transistor is an example of a spintronic device in which
spins are manipulated using a gate electrode. If those elementary devices are
available then a computer chip can be built containing almost entirely spintronic
devices. This would enable the construction of a quantum computer which the-
oretically should be able to perform calculations with huge speeds compared to
speeds found in nowadays computers. However, first the basic spintronic devices
have to be build.

Spin information is expected to survive for long time in organics and there-
fore scientists show a lot interest in the development of organic based spintronic
devices. Organic materials contain mainly carbon atoms which have an atomic
number Z = 6 and therefore the main mechanism of spin relaxation, the spin
orbit interaction, is very small since it has a Z4 dependency. Using an anorganic
material, for example silicon is also possible since it has an atomic number Z =
14, however using gold for spin transport would be unwise as gold has Z = 79,
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giving a relaxation time which is about 1000 times smaller than what is expected
for an organic system. In this thesis we investigate experimentally spin trans-
port properties in two organic systems, a single layer of graphene and a carbon
nanotube.

Before presenting the experimental results I introduce a number of basic the-
oretical concepts used in spintronics. In chapter 2 I discuss the conventional spin
valve device and introduce the non-local spin transport technique. Here a spin-
tronic device is fabricated using as basic material a graphene layer or a carbon
nanotube. The carbon based system is contacted by four ferromagnetic elec-
trodes, two of them to produce a spin current in the carbon based system and the
remaining two electrodes are used as voltage probes to measure spin transport.
Using four probes allows us to perform the so-called non-local technique. Using
this technique one is able to completely separate the spin current path from the
charge current path. The advantage here is that we measure only the spin dy-
namics since we separate spin transport from other effects, such as Hall effects,
anisotropic magnetoresistance, interference effects and magneto-coulomb effects.
Furthermore, in chapter 2 I develop a model for spin transport and precession in
a nonmagnetic material taking in account possible spin relaxation at the ferro-
magnetic contacts. The techniques used to fabricate a spintronic device based on
graphene or a carbon nanotube are presented in chapter 3. In this chapter we
show that optical microscopy can be used to distinguish a graphene layer from
multilayers of graphene when placed on top of a SiO2 substrate. Graphene is
also visible when placed on a polymer layer. A controlled removal of the polymer
using electron beam lithography and chemicals should allow the production of
free standing graphene devices.

In chapter 4 I present experimental results obtained from non-local measure-
ments on a single walled carbon nanotube. A resistor model (appendix A) shows
that the spin relaxation length in a carbon nanotube, which is the distance from
the spin injector at which the spin signal decreases by a factor ∼3, has to be at
least 1.5 µm. We have also found that the spin injection can be very efficient
since we found a polarization of 25 %.

The magneto-coulomb effect (MCE) is discussed in chapter 5. Here, our model
shows that when two ferromagnets are weakly connected to a Coulomb island, the
application of an external magnetic field results to a change in resistance of the
conventional spin valve device. This effect can obscure the spin dynamics since in
the conventional spin valve device the spin and charge currents flow through the
same path. We show that the MCE can induce magnetoconductances of several
per cents or more, depending on the strength of the Coulomb blockade.

In chapter 6 I present non-local spin transport measurements in a single
graphene layer. A remarkable result is that spin transport is possible at room
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temperature, showing spin relaxation lengths around 2 µm. This opens the road
to graphene based spintronic devices working at room temperature. The relatively
short spin relaxation times (150 ps) suggest an important role of spin-orbit (SO)
interaction in graphene. Valuable information about the SO interaction can be
obtained by investigating the anisotropy of spin relaxation in the system. In chap-
ter 7 I present non-local experiments showing that spins injected perpendicular to
the graphene layer have a relaxation time which is about 20% smaller compared
to spins injected parallel to the graphene layer. Anisotropic spin relaxation of
comparable size (50 %) is expected when the spin-orbit effective magnetic fields
are exclusively in the graphene plane. Our measurements show that probably the
Elliot-Yafet and not the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism is responsible for the spin re-
laxation in graphene. In this case the use of high mobility graphene layers should
give a larger spin relaxation length.

Application of an strong in-plane electric field E along the spin transport
direction allows us to study the drift of spins in the system. Since the mobility
µ in graphene is high, a small electric field is needed to obtain a drift velocity
(=µE) with a magnitude comparable to the Fermi velocity vF = 106 m/s. In
chapter 8 we present experiments in which we study the drift of electron spins
in single layer graphene spin valves in a field effect transport geometry. Electric
fields of about ±70 kV/m applied between the spin injector and spin detector and
in the metallic conduction regime result to a change in the spin valve signal as
much as ±50%. We observe a clear sign reversal of the drift effect when switching
from hole to electron conduction. In the vicinity of the Dirac neutrality point
the drift effect is strongly suppressed. A drift-diffusion model of spin transport
quantitatively fits the experimental results.

A completely different type of experiment is presented in chapter 9, where
we are not interested in spin dynamics but in the superconducting properties of
very thin tin nanowires. I present electronic measurements in superconducting
tin nanowires encapsulated in multiwalled nanotubes contacted with gold elec-
trodes. This system is unique since the multiwalled carbon nanotube protects
the monocrystalline tin nanowire from oxidation and shape fragmentation. This
allows the investigation of stable tin wires with diameters as small as 25 nm. We
found that superconductivity in tin nanowires is strongly influenced by the gold
contacts through the proximity effect. To be able to measure the intrinsic su-
perconducting properties of thinner monocrystalline tin wires and to investigate
quantum phase slip processes, it is necessary to contact them with superconduct-
ing electrodes having a critical temperature higher than tin.





Samenvatting

Het elektron is een heel belangrijk deeltje voor zowel elektronische als spintronische
devices. Het verschil is dat een elektronisch device de lading van een elektron
gebruikt en een spintronische device het intrinsieke magnetische moment van
een elektron (beter bekend als ’spin’). Op het moment dat we het magnetische
moment van een elektron meten dan verkrijgen we maar twee mogelijke toestanden
, de spin-omhoog toestand en de spin-omlaag toestand. Deze toestanden
kunnen worden gebruikt voor Booleaanse-berekeningen in spintronische devices,
op soortgelijke manier zoals de toestanden 0 en 1 worden gebruikt in computer
taal. Wetenschappers zijn op dit moment op zoek naar materialen die geschikt zijn
voor de opslag van spin informatie. Hiermee kan een geheugen element worden
gemaakt. Veel onderzoek wordt gedaan naar de constructie van spintronische
devices waarin spin informatie kan worden gemanipuleerd. Een spin-transistor
is een voorbeeld van een spintronisch device waarin spins worden gemanipuleerd
met behulp van een gate-elektrode. In het geval dat deze elementaire devices
beschikbaar zijn dan is de constructie van een computer chip mogelijk die geheel
bestaat uit spintronische devices. Hiermee zou de constructie van een quantum
computer mogelijk zijn waarmee rekensnelheden te halen zijn vele malen hoger
dan in een huidige computer. Voor dat we zo ver zijn is het noodzakelijk om eerst
de basis spintronische devices te gaan ontwikkelen.

De verwachting is dat in organische materialen de spin informatie behouden
blijft voor vrij lange tijden. Dit is ook de reden waarom wetenschappers heel
erg geintereseerd zijn in het ontwikkelen van organische spintronische devices.
Organische materialen bevatten grotendeels koolstof atomen met een atoom
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nummer Z=6 en daarom is het mechanisme van spin relaxatie, de spin-orbit
interactie heel zwak, omdat het een Z4 afhankelijkheid heeft. Het gebruik van
een anorganisch materiaal, bijvoorbeeld silicium, is ook mogelijk omdat het
een atoomnummer Z=14 heeft. In tegenstelling, het gebruik van goud voor
spin transport zou geen goede keuze zijn omdat Z=79 wat resulteert in een
relaxatie tijd duizend keer kleiner dan wat verwacht wordt voor een organisch
materiaal. In dit proefschrift bestuderen we spin transport eigenschappen in
twee organische systemen, een enkele laag grafeen en een koolstof nanobuisje.
Voor dat ik de experimentele resultaten presenteer, geef ik een introductie van
de basis theoretische concepten van spintronica. In hoofdstuk 2 begin ik met de
discussie van de spin-valve device en introduceer ik de niet-locale spin transport
meettechniek. Hier, een spin transport device is gefabriceerd met als basis
materiaal een grafeen laag of een koolstof nanobuisje. Het organische systeem
is gecontacteerd met vier ferromagnetische electroden, twee voor de productie
van een spin stroom in het organische materiaal en de twee overige contacten
voor het meten van de spin transport. Het gebruik van vier electrodes geeft
ons de mogelijkheid om de niet-locale techniek te kunnen toepassen. Met deze
techniek kan men de spin stroom gescheiden houden van de ladings stroom.
Voordeel is dat we in dit geval alleen de spin dynamica meten omdat we de
spin transport effect kunnen scheiden van alle andere effecten, zoals Hall effecten,
anisotrope magnetoweerstand effect, interferentie effecten en magneto-coulomb
effecten. In hoofdstuk 2 beschrijf ik een model voor spin transport in een niet-
magnetisch materaal met in achtneming van een mogelijke spin relaxatie in de
ferromagnetische contacten zelf . In hoofdstuk 3 presenteer ik de technieken die
werden gebruikt voor de fabricatie van een spintronisch device gebaseerd op een
grafeen laag of een koolstof nanobuisje. In dit hoofdstuk laat ik zien dat optische
microscopie kan worden gebruikt voor het onderscheiden van een grafeen laag van
multilaag grafeen, in het geval dat het op een SiO2 substraat ligt. Grafeen is ook
zichtbaar op het moment dat het op een polymeer ligt. Gecontroleerd verwijdering
van het polymeer gebruik makend van elektron beam lithography en chemicalien
zou het produceren van vrij hangende grafeen devices mogelijk kunnen maken.

In hoofdstuk 4 presenteer ik experimentele resultaten van niet-locale metingen
op een koolstof nanobuisje. Een weerstandsmodel (appendix A) laat zien dat de
spin relaxatie lengte in een koolstof nanobuisje minstens 1.5 µm moet zijn. We
hebben ook gevonden dat de spin injectie heel effectief kan zijn omdat we een
polarisatie hebben gevonden van 25%. Het magneto-coulomb effect (MCE) wordt
behandeld in hoofdstuk 5. Ons model laat hier zien dat op het moment dat twee
ferromagneten zwak gekoppeld zijn aan een Coulomb eiland, de toepassing van
een externe magneet veld een effect heeft op de weerstand van het conventionele
spin-valve device. Dit effect kan een dubieus effect hebben op de spin dynamica
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omdat in een conventioneel spin-valve device de spin en ladings stromen in een en
dezelfde weg bewegen. We laten zien dat de MCE magnetoweerstanden van enkele
procenten of meer kan introduceren, afhankelijk van de sterkte van de Coulomb
blokade.

In hoofdstuk 6 presenteer ik niet locale spin transport metingen in een enkel
grafeen laag. Een fascinerend resultaat is dat spin transport mogelijk is op kamer
temperatuur, waarbij de spin relaxatie lengte rond de 2 µm is. Dit opent de weg
naar grafeen gebaseerde spintronische devices werkend op kamer temperatuur. De
relatieve korte spin relaxatie tijden (150 ps) geven de suggestie dat de spin-orbit
(SO) interactie in grafeen een belangrijke rol heeft. Waardevolle informatie over
de SO interactie kan worden gewonnen door het bestuderen van de anisotropie
in de spin relaxatie in het systeem. In hoofdstuk 7 presenteer ik niet-locale
experimenten die laten zien dat spins geinjecteerd loodrecht ten opzichte van
de grafeen laag een relaxatie tijd hebben die rond de 20 % korter is vergeleken
met spins geinjecteerd parallel aan de grafeen laag. Anisotropische spin relaxatie
van vergelijkbare grootte (50%) wordt verwacht op het moment dat de spin-orbit
effectieve magnetische velden exclusief in het vlak van de grafeen laag te vinden
zijn. Onze metingen laten zien dat hoogstwaarschijnlijk het Elliot-Yafet en niet
het Dyakonov-Perel mechanisme verantwoordelijk is voor spin relaxatie in grafeen.
In dit geval is het mogelijk om een veel grotere spin relaxatie lengte te vekrijgen
door grafeen lagen te gebruiken met een hogere mobiliteit.

Toepassing van een sterk elektrisch veld (E) in de richting van de spin trasport
richting maakt de bestudering van drift van spins in het systeem mogelijk. Omdat
de mobiliteit in grafeen hoog is, kan een klein elektrisch veld voldoende zijn om een
drift snelheid te produceren met een groote vergelijkbaar met de Fermi snelheid
vf=106 m/s. In hoofdstuk 8 presenteren we experimenten waarin we de drift van
elektron spins bestuderen in een enkele laag grafeen spin-valve en in de veld-effect
transport geometrie. Elektrische velden van ongeveer 70 kV/m tussen de spin
injector en spin detector en in het metallische geleiding regime resulteert in een
verandering in de spin-valve signaal ter groote van 50%. We zien een duidelijke
verandering van teken van het drift effect op het moment dat we schakelen van
elektronen naar gaten. In de buurt van de Dirac punt is het drift effect sterk
onderdrukt. Een spin diffusie model van spin transport verklaart kwantitatief de
experimentele resultaten.

Een compleet verschillend type experiment wordt gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk
9. Hier zijn we niet geintereseerd in het spin dynamica, maar in de supergeleidende
eigenschappen van heel dunne nano-draden uit tin. Ik presenteer elektronische
metingen in supergeleidende tin nanodraden die zijn opgesloten in een koolstof
nanobuisjes, gecontacteerd met goud elektroden. Dit systeem is uniek omdat
het koolstof nanobuisje werkt als een beschermlaag voor het mono kristal tin
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nanodraad voor oxidatie en voor vorm fragmentatie. Dit maakt de bestudering
mogelijk van tin draden met diameters zo klein als 25 nm. We hebben gevonden
dat de supergeleiding in tin nanodraden sterk beinvloed wordt door de goud
contacten door middel van het proximity effect. Voor het meten van de intrinsieke
eigenschappen van supergeleiding in dunnere monokristal tin draden en het
bestuderen van quantum fase slip processen is het noodzakelijk om de de draden te
contacteren met supergeleidende elektroden met een kritische temperatuur hoger
van tin.
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